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Full Legal Disclaimer

This research presentation expresses our research opinions.  You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC (“SPCM”) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a 
short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation FIGS, Inc. (“FIGS”) therefore stand to 
realize significant gains in the event that the price of either stock declines. Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the 
securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation.  All expressions of opinion are subject to 
change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake to update this report or any information contained herein.  Spruce Point Capital 
Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading 
activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based upon publicly 
available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation.  Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. There can be no 
assurance that any statement, information, projection, estimate, or assumption made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. Any 
forecasts, estimates, and examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the minimum or maximum possible loss, gain, or outcome. Any 
information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of 
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control. 
This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do 
your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities 
covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise.

To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to 
make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or 
connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was 
breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be non-
public information in the possession of FIGS or other insiders of FIGS that has not been publicly disclosed by FIGS. Therefore, such information contained herein is presented 
“as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. 

This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or 
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the 
securities laws of such jurisdiction.  Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an investment advisor. However,  you should not assume that any 
discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. Spruce Point 
Capital Management LLC is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Spruce Point Has A Track Record In Consumer 
And Retail Short-Selling

Company 

Ticker | 
Report Date Nasdaq: OTLY | July 14, 2021 Nasdaq: WDFC | April 2nd and April 13th 2020 NYSE: CHD | Sept 5, 2019

Ent Value $11.6 billion $2.6 billion $22.7 billion

Company 
Positioning

World’s best plant-based oat milk capable of 
expanding globally 

Proprietary magic in a can with multiple home 
and industrial lubrication uses

Best of breed roll-up acquiror of personal care 
and consumer products with the core Arm & 

Hammer brand providing a stable backbone to 
diversify into other products

Spruce Point’s 
Criticisms

• Losing market share in Sweden and Europe is 
necessitating global expansion for growth

• Capex challenges and costs will not make the 
global expansion economical

• CFO and Directors obscure prior associations 
with business failures and accounting scandals

• Gross margins incorrectly reported without 
distribution costs

• Undisclosed dependence on Starbucks and 
unappreciated risks to rising rapeseed and oat 
prices

• Questionable inventory accounting

• Inventory accounts signaling issues
• COVID-19 net loser and not a recession-

proof Company which appears to be 
bracing for extreme cash flow shortages by 
heavily increasing its revolver

• Hyper promotional company with many 
competing lubricants

• Declining bike shops and risk of e-bikes 
will reduce the long-term need for WD-40

• New management is more aggressive, 
using financial and accounting tactics to 
inflate the share price. Notably, a recent 
inventory accounting change was made

• The recent acquisition of FLAWLESS hair 
care was expensive and will disappoint 
investors 

• Governance lapses have allowed 
management to reap unjust bonuses based 
on non-cash gains 

• Shares at $80 trade 8% above analyst 
targets

Successful 
Outcome

Commodity prices have rapidly increased. Mis-
execution and lost market share in the U.S. have 
also caused Oatly to miss financial targets. Its 
founder and director Oste resigned in Dec 2021
and it is rumored the company is seeking a 
replacement for the CEO.  Shares have declined 
88% since the release of our report

WD-40 continues to miss its financial targets. 
Within a few months after our report in Oct 
2020, two Board members announced
“retirement” as did CFO Rembolt. Long-time 
Chairman and CEO and “tribe” leader Garry 
Ridge announced his “retirement”. Shares are 
down 13% since our report

Within the first quarter after our report, CHD 
reported disappointing Q3 sales results, cut its 

full year revenue guidance, and issued Q4 
earnings at $0.54, well below the $0.62 

expected. Management blamed higher sales 
and marketing expenses on FLAWLESS. 

CHD’s new 10-K added risk factors around 
financial controls and it Chief Accounting 

Officer is “retiring”

The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website. 

Spruce Point has a track record of prescient calls in the consumer and retail sector and has typically found warning signs around 
inventory. Notably, we warned recently about Oatly, and its shares declined up to 88%. 

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/oatly-group-ab/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/wd-40-company/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/wd-40-company-update-1/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/church-dwight-co-inc/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001843586/000119312521369140/d283545d6k.htm
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oatly-lines-up-a-successor-to-ceo-toni-petersson-11653411043
https://investor.wd40company.com/investors/news-and-events/press-releases/press-release-details/2020/WD-40-Company-Announces-Board-Changes/default.aspx
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0000105132/000010513220000054/wdfc-20201109x8k.htm
https://investor.wd40company.com/investors/news-and-events/press-releases/press-release-details/2022/WD-40-Company-Announces-Executive-Leadership-Changes/default.aspx
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/factors-know-ahead-church-dwights-150803337.html
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/313927/000119312520046450/d845490d8k.htm
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/research/
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Strong Sell Opinion on FIGS With 45%-60% 
Downside Risk 

One of the central tenets of the FIGS origin story and brand image is that co-founder (now Executive Chair) Heather Hasson is a 
successful serial entrepreneur who brought to FIGS a seven-year history of running a successful handbag company in Italy. 
However, our research finds serious holes in that story.
• Based on our review of legal, corporate, and other public documents, we provide evidence that indicates Hasson largely lived in California 

(and perhaps New York) for much of her time before starting FIGS, meaning she spent substantially less than seven years in Italy, if she 
ever lived there at all.

• Hasson’s biography does not disclose that she declared personal bankruptcy in 2009, and as part of a related lawsuit, Hasson was accused 
of making false statements. As disclosed in her testimony, both of the handbag companies she formed were failures and worthless. In fact, 
she admitted that the company that bore her name, Hasson International, never even got off the ground because she “was never able to put 
any energy into the project”.

• Moreover, subsequent disclosures from Hasson, such as University of Wisconsin alumni profile released in 2011 around the time of her 
fateful lunch with a nurse friend that launched the idea for FIGS, makes no mention of Italy, handbags, or successful exits that soon became 
FIGS corporate lore.

• We find that other elements of the FIGS origin story are plagued by small inconsistencies, which in our opinion calls into question the 
broader origin story.

• Given FIGS carefully crafted corporate image, we believe this level of exaggeration can materially harm FIGS’ brand.

FIGS, Inc. (NYSE: FIGS or “the Company”) is class of 2021 IPO and retailer of healthcare apparel (i.e. “scrubs”) to medical 
professionals. Founded in 2013 by Heather Hasson and Trina Spear, FIGS has grown revenue rapidly, from $18 million in 2017 to

$419 million in 2021. FIGS management is fond of saying that it branded an unbranded industry, de-commoditized a commoditized 
product, and were first to introduce a direct-to-consumer model for scrubs. With media savvy and an early brand recognition, we 

believe FIGS was a COVID-19 beneficiary that will fail to sustain momentum due to demand normalization and increasing 
competition. After a detailed forensic review of FIGS management, its business, and financial reporting, we see a markedly different 
side to the FIGS “Awesome Humans” story. We believe FIGS co-founders are prone to exaggerating their professional work history 
and key business and financial metrics. For example, we find evidence to suggest that historical revenue figures were inflated by 

82%, gross margins by 2,040 basis points, and its Total Addressable Market (TAM) potential by 135%. Although FIGS initially altered 
the scrubs landscape, we believe it has virtually no sustainable competitive advantage and see multiple signs, including ballooning 

inventory and a change in its “Forward-looking statements” disclaimer, that its optimistic future goals will sorely disappoint. The 
history of retail stocks shows that revenue growth slowdowns are a harbinger for multiple compression, and given FIGS industry 

premium multiple of nearly 4.0x 2022E revenues, we see room for up to 45% – 60% downside risk ($4.40 - $6.05) per share.
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We Find A Pattern of FIGS Exaggerating Key 
Business And Financial Claims

We believe FIGS has a troubling history of exaggerating key financial and business metrics.
• When viewed in the context of former employee feedback on management’s ethics, tendency for hyperbole, and pointed allegations in a 

multiyear lawsuit with SPI, we find these inconsistencies to be supportive of a broader narrative around a lack of truthfulness.
• Examining numerous press stories from late 2018 and early 2019, FIGS clearly represented to the press and the public that it planned to, and 

ultimately achieved, over $100 million in revenue in 2018. In fact, it appears in a Company press release in 2019. However, as now 
represented in FIGS IPO prospectus, the Company only achieved 2018 revenue of $55 million, a dramatically lower figure. 

• We find evidence that suggests co-founder Spear has also made exaggerated statements regarding customer buying behavior and customer 
retention dynamics. For example, Spear has stated that FIGS customers purchase 8-12 sets of scrubs per year, which is not supported by its 
financial disclosures or customer surveys by analysts covering the Company. 

• In addition, Spear has often used strong language to describe its excellent customer retention, referring to FIGS as “a cult”, that FIGS 
customers are “customers for their whole careers”, and that more than half of FIGS customers order product every month. These statements 
seem to conflict with the fact that our calculation indicates that only 22% of FIGS customers ever place a fourth order.

We believe FIGS materially exaggerates the size of the Company’s U.S. TAM and Gross Margins.
• FIGS claims its U.S. total addressable market (TAM) is $12.0 billion. Based on our analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics data, average 

purchase volumes per year, average selling prices, and adjusting for non-scrub items based on FIGS’ revenue mix, we derive a TAM of only 
$5.1 billion, or 57% lower. Moreover, our estimate is likely high as it assumes all healthcare professionals wear scrubs and purchase items 
themselves (neither is true) and an ASP closer to mid-range to premium scrubs (but there will always be value shoppers). In fact, when we 
analyze FIGS’ serviceable obtainable market, or the portion of the market that will really consider buying its products, we estimate that it is 
substantially less than $5 billion. 

• FIGS current market cap at $2.1 billion, which in relation to our estimated TAM of $5.1 billion seems disproportionally high.
• We believe FIGS also presents its gross profit in a way that makes its gross margins appear industry-leading, but is defined in a non-standard 

way. Compared with DTC peers, FIGS allocates nearly all fulfillment and distribution expenses to the operating expense lines, instead of 
COGS. This results in FIGS gross margins being overstated by 2,040 bps

Many investors are focused on two growth vectors to expand FIGS’ addressable market: international and non-scrubs apparel. 
We are skeptical of FIGS’ prospects for success in both areas.
• Former employees interviewed by Spruce Point believe that FIGS has benefitted from its narrow market focus and relatively simple business 

model and express skepticism that the current management has the ability to execute on such plans.
• FIGS’ Spear has outlined what we believe to be unrealistically bold international expansion plans that are likely to disappoint investors. 
• More importantly, on its first two earnings calls, FIGS management repeatedly emphasized how its business and financial model benefits 

from its brand focus, non-discretionary products with minimal fashion risk, very low SKU count, and low competitive intensity.
• What FIGS management fails to address is how expansion outside scrubs, or even outside healthcare apparel, would not only dilute its brand 

(arguably its only true competitive advantage) and create materially greater business complexity and potential volatility.
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We Believe The Allegations Made Against FIGS And 
Its Management To Be Compelling

In 2019, Strategic Partners (SPI), the largest incumbent scrubs supplier, filed a lawsuit against FIGS alleging the Company made a 
number of false and misleading claims. Please see our caveats regarding disclosures related to the claims and allegations made in 
the lawsuit in the Appendix that contains a detailed review of these materials. In short, we believe the court of investor opinion 
differs greatly from actual legal standards, and we believe that the claims made by SPI are both credible and consistent with FIGS 
history of exaggerated statements about its business.
• For many years, FIGS’ product promotional materials claimed that FIGS scrubs contained special materials (SILVADURTM, a material 

containing silver developed and supplied by Dow) with antimicrobial properties that killed bacteria “on contact”. SPI claims, and we believe 
the evidence presented supports, that FIGS exaggerated this claim and the capabilities of SILVADUR in conflict with the materials’ brand 
guidelines.

• An SPI expert gave sworn testimony that FIGS scrubs contain insignificant amounts of silver and cannot kill bacteria “on contact”. 
Moreover, in her sworn testimony, Spear admitted that FIGS relied on Hasson’s interpretation of SILVADUR’s capabilities, effectively 
jeopardizing the health and safety of FIGS’ revered customer base (nurses and doctors).

• Additionally, FIGS adopted a generic (and highly questionable) claim regarding the health benefits of scrubs, that their use can reduce 
hospital infections by 66%, as a key FIGS product attribute.

• Customer inquiries to FIGS clearly indicate concern and a desire to better understand FIGS products’ protective capabilities, which FIGS 
repeatedly responded to with its standard marketing spin and reference to its own research, which the Company has failed to produce after 
three years of discovery in the SPI lawsuit. 

• Most importantly, FIGS ultimately retracted these statements and removed them from its key marketing messages. Tellingly, these 
retractions came after FIGS hired its first General Counsel.

SPI has also claimed that Spear used confidential materials obtained while employed at Blackstone (an SPI creditor) to assist in her 
efforts to form FIGS, a claim that Spear has denied.
• While the question of whether Spear’s actions violated the California Uniform Trade Secrets Act (CUTSA) remains outstanding, there are 

multiple interviews in which Spear definitively acknowledges taking the SPI materials from Blackstone and sending them to Hasson.
• At the very least, Spear’s actions seem to be a clear violation of the Blackstone code of ethics.
• Of note, SPI also alleges that FIGS misrepresented the membership of its advisory board in its investor pitch materials.
• Finally, SPI alleges that FIGS has misrepresented the extent of its philanthropic activities.
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Unusually High Turnover At FIGS, Notably In Its 
Finance Function

In stark contrast to FIGS’ carefully nurtured media image, feedback from former employees suggests FIGS’ co-founders have 
created a dysfunctional culture that has resulted in high employee turnover. We believe this creates material execution risks as the 
Company seeks to grow beyond its core market and geography.
• We are troubled that former employees have described the co-founders Hasson and Spear as “unethical” and “distrustful”, and the culture 

as “toxic”.
• Many former employees describe a culture of fear that lacked transparency, showed questionable regard for the truth, and was rife with 

unethical behavior.
• Both Glassdoor reviews and Spruce Point interviews with former FIGS executives point to extreme levels of employee turnover, even for a 

young, growing company, and note that virtually the entire layer of management put in place below the founders in 2018/2019 left after very 
short tenures, suggesting the issues are not isolated events.

• While we admit that not all workers will enjoy, much less thrive, in the relatively more chaotic, fast-paced world of start-ups, we believe the 
feedback of former FIGS employees goes far beyond that simple explanation and specifically impugns the actions of the co-founders. 

Viewed in the context of exaggerated claims of financial performance, commentary indicating a low regard for the truth, and 
excessive employee turnover, we are particularly troubled by the history of turnover in the finance function at FIGS.
• Former employees Spruce Point interviewed made specific references to a lack of transparency, mis-statement of financial metrics, and a 

generally dismissive attitude toward proper disclosure practices.
• To make matters worse, by analyzing LinkedIn profiles, we find that the finance function at FIGS has been understaffed historically, and that 

the Company didn’t have a formal CFO or controller from early 2019 to December 2020 despite scaling revenue from $55 million in 2018 to 
over $260 million in 2020.

• While we were encouraged by the hiring of Jeff Lawrence, a highly experienced CFO and former CFO at Domino’s Pizza, to guide FIGS 
through the IPO process, we were highly troubled by his departure after less than a year. Moreover, Lawrence forfeited $6.6 million in 
options by leaving FIGS a week shy of his one year anniversary.

• To make matters worse, we believe Lawrence’s replacement, Daniella Turenshine, is an unseasoned replacement who had no prior 
experience as a public company CFO. Turenshine is also the named Principal Accounting Officer, but unlike her predecessor Lawrence, 
she lacks a CPA and public accounting work experience.

• Also concerning, lead Independent Director and Chair of the Audit Committee, Chris Varelas, resigned from the Board after less than three 
months and doesn’t even acknowledge his past role in his work or LinkedIn biographies.
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We Believe The Premium Scrubs Landscape Is Now 
Crowded, And FIGS Competitive Advantages Are 
Diminishing

While FIGS was admittedly a first mover into premium scrubs, we believe the Company has few, if any, sustainable competitive 
advantages outside its brand and overstates its product differentiation in the current landscape. FIGS has not made any updated 
claims about its market share growth in nearly 6 months. 
• We don’t believe that any of FIGS’ oft-stated competitive advantages, such as strong brand, DTC model, low-cost Asian sourcing, and 

attractive financial model, or any of its product differentiators, such as design, color, or materials, are truly sustainable. In fact, all of the 
former FIGS employees we interviewed held the view that FIGS’ competitive position is tenuous and that everything it does can be easily 
replicated.

• FIGS’ co-founders like to say the Company branded an unbranded industry and de-commoditized a commoditized product. While perhaps 
true when the Company first launched, we believe FIGS continues to paint a picture of the competitive landscape to investors that is both 
dated and exaggerates FIGS’ differentiation.

• Our review of the increasingly crowded competitive landscape shows that there has been a proliferation of scrubs competitors with strong 
and differentiated brands, and that the differentiators that have long underpinned the strong brand image for FIGS, such as innovative 
design, expanded color range, DTC model, and philanthropic activities, are no longer special or unique to FIGS.

• Furthermore, we don’t believe that FIGS has architected anything differentiated in terms of its Asian supply chain. 
• Although FIGS has long claimed that it took two years to develop its own proprietary materials, our research and FIGS' own disclosures 

reveal that the specialty materials used by it are generally available to other scrubs suppliers and are not subject to any intellectual property 
protection.

• We find that large incumbent suppliers, such as Careismatic (formerly Strategic Partners), Barco and Medelita, have launched numerous 
leading tailored brands and product expansions to improve their product positioning and marketing.

• Moreover, numerous DTC specialty brands have become viable competitors, including Jaanuu, a premium scrubs supplier similar to FIGS 
that was started by a real doctor. Jaanuu recently raised a $75 million financing round and is showing dramatically stronger search 
momentum on Google Trends relative to FIGS.

• Lastly, with limited barriers to entry, new upstarts such as Koi, Lago and Mandala recently entered the market. We also believe that it would 
be very easy for an established apparel company, such as Lululemon or Athleta, to enter the scrubs market and leverage their comparatively 
larger customer base and retail reach.

• Finally, we believe FIGS’ reliance on influencer marketing poses real risks, not to mention pushing the envelope on its credibility (the brand 
ambassadors are provided free product and are invited to lavish retreats afterall). We find that YoY mentions of #wearfigs have declined 
every month since July 2021. We also suspect that FIGS is far more reliant on paid digital marketing than the Company likes to admit.

• We observe that FIGS regularly provided its market share estimate throughout the SEC registration process and after coming public in 2021, 
claiming it grew from 2.1% to 3.5%. However, we observe that it has not updated its market share estimate in the past 5 months since filing 
its Annual Report in March 2022.

https://www.careismatic.com/
https://barcomade.com/
https://www.medelita.com/
https://www.jaanuu.com/
https://www.koihappiness.com/
https://lagowear.com/
https://mandalascrubs.com/
https://twitter.com/lululemon/status/1113560963293372416?lang=en
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A Bet On The FIGS Brand Is Risky, And Business Appears 
To Be Reverting To Slower Growth; 45% - 60% Downside

We believe FIGS was a pandemic beneficiary and that its business is showing signs of slowdown, and financial strain. In fact, nearly 
all key business metrics have deteriorated in 2022, whether on a YoY or QoQ basis and FIGS recently changed its “Forward-looking
statements” disclaimer. We note that growth reversion is typically followed by multiple compression for “growthy” retail stocks.
• Less than five months after FIGS’ highly self-congratulatory Q4 2021 earnings call, key business metrics show material weakness:
 YoY revenue growth has slowed to 21% and may deteriorate further in 2H 2022.
 International revenue is now undergrowing the US, and non-scrubs revenue has actually declined in each of Q1 and Q2.
 Customer additions have shown QoQ declines in Q1 and Q2.
 Period net revenue per active customer has declined -4% YoY in Q1 and Q2.
 Average order value declined -6% in Q2, the largest decline on record.
 Period return on marketing spend (revenue / marketing expense) plummeted -18% QoQ in Q2 to its lowest level since Q1’20

• We also believe that management’s bold claims about its “structurally advantaged” margins are premature given the Company’s limited 
operating history, quarterly volatility, and the threat of increasing competition.

• As noted earlier, FIGS’ Gross Margin is not reported in a way consistent with peers, and that leads to overstatement. In Q2 2022, FIGS 
suspended its written Gross Margin guidance, and updated its “Forward-looking statements” in a way that removed reference to “profitable 
growth”

• More concerning, we believe that FIGS’ customer acquisition cost (CAC) calculation lacks transparency since it excludes expense items 
that cannot be calculated by investors. When we recalculate CAC using total marketing expense, which we believe to be both justifiable and 
a credible way to perform period-over-period comparisons, we find that FIGS’ CAC has risen dramatically since its IPO and has exploded in 
2022 to date. Importantly, FIGS failed to update its tailored CAC metric at any time during 2021, which we find suspicious.

We see 45% - 60% downside risk in FIGS share price.
• Despite its Post-IPO share price decline, FIGS still trades at approximately 4.0x 2022E revenue, where the average multiple for a broad 

selection of direct-to-consumer (DTC) consumer products companies are valued at 1.2x.
• However, we’ve detailed numerous reasons why we believe FIGS should trade at a discount to peers. In addition to the concerns we’ve 

raised, FIGS is a dual-class structured company, meaning public shareholders owning the Class A stock receive just one vote, relative to 
the Class B which receives 20 votes. As a result, Class B holders (the founders and major investor Tulco) control nearly 60% of the voting 
power. The dual class structure also limits the universe of potential buyers of the stock, notably certain index-tracking funds.

• We also find that most financial data services materially undercount FIGS’ fully diluted share count, both by ignoring its class B shares and 
not properly accounting for the Company’s 38 million options and 3.7 million unvested RSUs outstanding. 

• FIGS co-founders and major investor Tulco have been heavy sellers of FIGS shares, disposing of nearly $1.5 billion in shares since 
October 2020. While taking some money off the table is natural, FIGS founders have already purchased $80 million of luxe property. 

• Based on our application of a generous 1.5x - 2.0x 2022E revenue multiple, we estimate a price target of $4.40 – $6.05 per share price 
target for FIGS, representing 45% - 60% downside from current.
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A Picture Worth A Thousand Words: 
Where Is The Competitive Advantage?

Spruce Point is hard-pressed to find much differentiation in the scrubs products being offered by FIGS and its 
competitors. Below is a sample of just a few select competitors. In fact, almost everyone is offering 10-20% off first 
orders. 

FIGS Cherokee (Careismatic) Jaanuu

Barco Medelita Lago
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Former Employees Provide An Ominous Warning 
On Management’s Ethics and Practices

Source: Glassdoor

Jun 17, 2020 - Full Time 
Employee on Glassdoor

“There is just something that is off about the place… Unethical is also a word I'd used to describe the 
actions here.”

Jun 13, 2019 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Our finance team barely exists at this point. They [the co-founders] are distrustful of almost everybody.”

Aug 12, 2019 – Sales on 
Glassdoor

“It’s a culture of fear …”

Jul 7, 2020 – Former 
Manager on Glassdoor

“With my insight into leadership, it's easy to see rampant favoritism, unethical behavior and excessive 
micromanaging starting at the top with founders.”

Nov 21, 2019 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Extremely inexperienced leadership. Lack of transparency. Lots of fear based practices.”

Jul 27, 2019 - Teams Sales 
Manager on Glassdoor

“Understand that the founders will stop at nothing to succeed and that means lying to press, 
vendors, employees and glassdoor.”

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“I would say, like for numbers, the general respect for the truth was low.”

“I would say that if there is a number where there's an opportunity to kind of be aggressive with 
something, they probably will be.”

We find it extremely troubling that former FIGS employees make numerous references to unethical behavior, a 
culture of fear, poor transparency, and micromanagement, as such factors create an environment ripe for bad 
corporate behavior.

Former Employee and Glassdoor Feedback on FIGS Management

We note that these culture traits have long been associated with incidences of corporate malfeasance.

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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FIGS Management’s Adherence To The Truth Is 
Highly Questionable

Source: See pages that follow for greater detail and specific sources

We will demonstrate that FIGS management has a long history of exaggerating multiple aspects of its business, 
financial, and product claims. As a result, we caution investors to view all of management’s claims regarding its 
competitive position, financial, and future prospects with a highly skeptical eye.

FIGS Promotion Spruce Point Findings

Co-founder Hasson: “After seven years of running 
my own high-end handbag company in Italy…”

“Scrubs is a $12 billion industry in the U.S.”

“Our total active customer base is now more than 
1.7 million intensely loyal Awesome Humans…”

We calculate a serviceable market 
materially lower than our $5 billion 
TAM estimate.

We calculate that only 22% of FIGS customers ever 
place a fourth order.

Excerpt from IPO prospectus is 
$54.6m, not $100m.
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We Believe FIGS Will Never Be The Next lululemon

FIGS Compares Poorly to LULU

Market Size
(Mgmt. Estimate)

$12 billion (US only)
~5x FIGS market cap

$650 billion (global)
~17x LULU market cap

Product Breadth • ~85% premium (niche) scrubs with 13 “core 
styles” and relatively limited color palette

• Thousands of SKUs across numerous product 
categories targeting an array of activities

Channels • DTC with heavy reliance on social media ads • Omnichannel with nearly 600 global stores

Competitive 
Position

• Key “innovations” such as color, elastic 
waistbands, and joggers have been quickly 
copied by all competitors; brand is narrow and 
already tarnished for some

• Leading brand with consistent history of product 
innovation; have successfully defended core 
market (women’s yoga) against numerous 
apparel leaders for over a decade

Growth Profile
(at FIGS’ scale)

• Street consensus 24% revenue CAGR over 
next two years

• Mgmt. goal of growing revenue from current 
$420M to $1B revenue in 2025

• 49% revenue CAGR in two years after reaching 
$450M (2009-2011)

• Grew DTC biz from $453M to $2.3B from 2016 
to 2020

Management • First time CEO and CFO with no previous retail 
experience and weak bench

• Decades of retail experience with deep bench of 
product, channel, and supply chain expertise

Culture • Strongly negative employee feedback and 
rumors of dysfunctional culture and high churn

• Highly regarded Canadian company (HQ in 
Vancouver); #1 retailer on Glassdoor in US

Source: FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, LULU 4/20/22 analyst day presentation, FIGS Q1 2022 earnings call transcript, Bloomberg, LULU SEC filings

While it is no surprise that FIGS bulls (and management) would cherry-pick the highest multiple high-growth apparel 
comp, lululemon, to promote it, we believe the comparison is divorced from reality. We believe FIGS shares virtually 
none of the attributes that have made LULU a success or driven its premium valuation.

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://corporate.lululemon.com/%7E/media/Files/L/Lululemon/investors/events-and-presentations/lll-ad22-fullshow-presented.pdf
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4511007-figs-inc-figs-ceo-catherine-spear-on-q1-2022-results-earnings-call-transcript?source=content_type%3Areact%7Csection%3ATranscripts%7Csection_asset%3ATranscripts%7Cfirst_level_url%3Asymbol%7Cbutton%3ATitle%7Clock_status%3ANo%7Cline%3A4
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1397187&owner=exclude
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While lululemon Executives Were Quick To Cash 
Out of FIGS…

In the past, bulls could have pointed to the involvement of former LULU executives participating in early FIGS funding. 
For example, Campfire Capital led its Series A Financing with a $5 million investment in May 2016. Campfire’s 
partner, Christine Day, was the ex-CEO of LULU. By Jan 2018, FIGS received a larger investment from Tulco, a noted 
entertainment and technology investor. Campfire’s website removed FIGS from its portfolio after the Tulco investment, 
well before it ever become the next LULU.

Source: Wayback Machine, Campfire-Capital (Dec 2017) vs. (Jan 2018)Source: Campfire Capital Leads Series A Financing For FIGS (Prweb)
1) FIGS PR, Jan 23, 2018

Campfire Invests In FIGS (May 2016) Campfire Website (Jan 2018) No Longer Shows FIGS

https://web.archive.org/web/20171220065505/http:/campfire-capital.com:80/venture-capital/portfolio/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180120094948/http:/campfire-capital.com:80/venture-capital/portfolio
https://www.prweb.com/releases/campfire/figs/prweb13393906.htm
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/with-65m-in-new-funding-figs-seeks-to-revolutionize-the-medical-apparel-industry-300586837.html


We Believe Co-Founder And Board 
Executive Chair Hasson Has 
Misrepresented Her Past And The 
FIGS Origin Story Is Questionable
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A Central Element of The FIGS Origin Story Is 
Heather Hasson’s Past Success In Fashion

Hasson’s Carefully Crafted Backstory: A Successful Fashion Entrepreneur Who Spent Seven Years in Italy

Hasson Biography in
FIGS IPO Prospectus

“Prior to co-founding FIGS, Ms. Hasson was an entrepreneur, having served as founder and CEO of 
Heather Hasson bags, a high-end bag line, and FIGS Ties, a tie and scarf company.”

Hasson Bio on
RXART Website

“Prior to launching FIGS in 2013, Hasson started her first company at the age of 22. A serial 
entrepreneur, she ran a high-end bag line in Italy for 7 years before creating FIGS.”

Hasson Quotes in
2018 Inc. Article Interview

“After seven years of running my own high-end handbag company in Italy, I decided I wanted to do 
something that would give back.”

“When I came back to the States, I met up with a nurse friend, and she was wearing big, boxy scrubs…”

Hasson Background in
FIGS Investment Pitch

“Heather started her career in fashion at Levi’s and has built two other successful companies – a 
luxury hand bag and premium tie company.”

Hasson Background in
2020 Forbes Article

“Hasson cut her teeth in fashion in Italy, where she founded a high-end handbag business that 
she sold in 2009.”

“They started the business with capital Spear pulled from her Blackstone 401k and Hasson from the 
profits of the sale of her handbag company.”

The FIGS origin story is remarkably consistent, and inspirational. Nearly every telling of the FIGS origin story 
references Hasson’s past successes as an entrepreneur, and having exited a profitable handbag company sale.

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, RXART website bio, Inc. article, Forbes article, Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-1

We believe FIGS has crafted an alternative narrative around the past successes of its founders. We believe this is 
particularly important because that narrative has become a central tenet underlying the FIGS brand.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://rxart.net/board-members/heather-hasson/
https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/04/28/mission-critical-scrubs-maker-figs-steps-up-efforts-to-spiff-up-the-hospital-ward/?sh=7d7d74742e18
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Our Research Findings Cast Serious Doubts On 
Hasson’s Backstory

Reconstructed Hasson Timeline

We could not account for all of Hasson’s time following her 2004 college graduation to early 2006, but perhaps this 
explains several references to having worked at Levi’s. Corporate formation documents and a personal bankruptcy 
filing both suggest Hasson primarily lived in California from 2006/2008 through the founding of FIGS.

Date Activity Source

2004 Graduated from University of Wisconsin with a degree in Political Science UW Alumni Association Forward 
Under 40 Bio

June 2004 to 
February 2005

Worked at Levi Strauss Topionetworks (and mentioned 
elsewhere without dates)

August 2006 Formed Paloma Smith LLC, which subsequently filed a trademark application 
related to leather goods; documents indicate New York domicile

NY Dept. of State, USPTO, 
USPTO Official Gazette

Nine Months Ending 
December 2007

Helped care for friend Stephen Scalese during battle with cancer while he lived 
in New York City

Stephen Scalese obituary on 
legacy.com

May 2008 Formed Palomah LLC, renamed Hasson International LLC; documents 
indicate California domicile

CA Secretary of State

2008 to August 2009 Reported herself as “self employed” in August 2009 Chapter 7 personal 
bankruptcy filing; documents indicate California residency for at least 
three years prior to filing

United States Bankruptcy Court, 
Central District of California, 
Case 2:09-bk-32569-BR

2011 Studied at Said Business School, University of Oxford Hasson LinkedIn bio

2011 Attended lunch with nurse friend and saw issues with scrubs Forbes article

June 2012 Approximate first telephone call with Spear (7 months before January 2013) Entrepreneur

January 2013 Incorporated FIGS CA Secretary of State

https://www.uwalumni.com/news/forward_hasson/
https://www.topionetworks.com/people/heather-hasson-5cf78aeb1dedae6f38cb6d17
https://apps.dos.ny.gov/publicInquiry/FilingHistory
https://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4804:tdqo9z.2.1
https://books.google.com/books?id=QVQbAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA963&lpg=PA963&dq=paloma+smith+llc&source=bl&ots=mGuXrZRYyy&sig=ACfU3U2ATzbflI4-zgGvxBTTrgEMNtGQSw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjG04qTkO71AhVFIEQIHQo3CPYQ6AF6BAgeEAM#v=onepage&q=paloma%20smith%20llc&f=false
https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/thetimes-tribune/name/stephen-scalese-obituary?id=24893310
https://bizfileonline.sos.ca.gov/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/heather-hasson-figs/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/04/28/mission-critical-scrubs-maker-figs-steps-up-efforts-to-spiff-up-the-hospital-ward/?sh=7d7d74742e18
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/334289
https://businesssearch.sos.ca.gov/Document/RetrievePDF?Id=03549939-16176989
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Hasson’s Personal Bankruptcy In 2009 Paints An 
Alternate Picture of Her “Entrepreneurial Success” 

Hasson filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy in California in August 2009. In her bankruptcy filing, she (1) claimed virtually 
no assets, (2) failed to acknowledge the existence of any business ownership stakes, (3) claimed no income as a 
self-employed “designer”, and (4) indicated she lived in California for at least three years prior to the filing.

Source: United States Bankruptcy Court, Central District of California, Case 2:09-bk-32569-BR

Hasson Assets Hasson Creditors

We note that many companies require disclosure of past bankruptcies as part of their code of ethics given its 
materiality in assessing the business acumen of a corporate officer. FIGS does not.

Hasson Statement of Employment and Income Hasson Home Address
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Hasson’s Largest Creditor Accused Her of 
Fraudulently Making False Disclosures

Excerpts From Complaint Against Hasson by the Estate of Stephen Scalese

The largest creditor in Hasson’s bankruptcy filing was the Estate of Stephen Scalese (“the Estate”). In November 
2009, the Estate filed a complaint with the bankruptcy court alleging that Hasson “knowingly and 
fraudulently…made false oaths and accounts” and therefore objected to the granting of a discharge under the 
bankruptcy code. Specifically, the complaint notes that, under penalty of perjury in her “Statement of Financial 
Affairs” (or SOFA) in her bankruptcy filing and in her sworn testimony in the meeting of creditors, Hasson failed to 
disclose her interests in two business entities, Hasson International and Paloma Smith LLC, and that she was the 
beneficiary of a 20% interest in the Estate based on Scalese’s last will and testament.

Source: United States Bankruptcy Court, Central District of California, Case 2:09-ap-02582-BR, Complaint Objecting to Discharge
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Hasson’s Answer To The Estate’s Complaint Reveals 
The Failure of Two Businesses Framed As Successes

Excerpts From Hasson’s Response to the Estate’s Complaint

More important than the Estate’s accusations of fraudulent lack of disclosure, Hasson’s response to the Estate’s 
complaint reveals that Paloma Smith was a failed business and that Hasson International seemingly never even got 
off the ground. 

Source: United States Bankruptcy Court, Central District of California, Case 2:09-ap-02582-BR, Answer to Complaint Objecting to Discharge

In stark contrast to her claims of past 
entrepreneurial success, Hasson’s own 

disclosures reveal: (1) Paloma Smith was a 
failed venture and was “neglected for 

some time” as of 2009, (2) Hasson 
International was a failed venture with 

potentially “negative value” that Hasson 
never spent much time on, (3) neither 

company was “sold in 2009” as 
represented in a 2020 Forbes article , and 
(4) Hasson didn’t spend “seven years in 

Italy” as she has represented on numerous 
occasions.

In addition, we can find no corporate 
records for the “Heather Hasson bags” 
listed in her FIGS bio and assume that 

supposed entity is making generic 
reference to both Paloma Smith and 

Hasson International.
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If Any of Hasson’s Italian Success Story Was True, 
Why Didn’t She Mention It In This 2011 Profile?

University of Wisconsin Alumni Association 2011 Forward Under 40 Profile

We admit that there remain periods of time in Hasson’s background that are unaccounted for. However, given her 
track record of self-promotion, we believe that if any of her story of entrepreneurial success in Italy were true that 
she would have mentioned it in her University of Wisconsin Alumni Association 2011 Forward Under 40 profile.

Source: University of Wisconsin Alumni Association 2011 Forward Under 40 profile

No mention of handbags, 
Italy, or successful exits?

https://www.uwalumni.com/news/forward_hasson/
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Co-Founder Spear Also Seems Prone To 
Exaggerated Claims

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 193-1 and 193-3, LinkedIn

Excerpt From Spear Application for Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award

Spear’s attempts to bolster her credentials contain bombastic claims of “rising to the top” of Wall Street and 
references to being a “finance guru”. Anyone who has ever worked on Wall Street knows that the analyst and 
associate positions are NOT at “the top” of Wall Street financial firm hierarchies.

Excerpt from FIGS “Key Messages” Document From April 2017

Spear LinkedIn Bio Spear Financial Wisdom

“All of these large [scrubs] companies are just so 
focused on making money, on how to extract pennies,” 
says Spear. “If you do that, you’re not trying to create 
something cool. You don’t have a mission. You’re not 
standing for something. You’re not empowering people . . . 
We wanted to bring this industry up to date.”

- Fast Company, July 6, 2018

https://www.linkedin.com/in/trina-spear-a510a91b/
https://www.fastcompany.com/40589057/female-founders-give-scrubs-a-functional-fashionable-makeover
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There Are Inconsistencies With Other Elements of 
The FIGS Origin Story

The FIGS origin story is riddled with small inconsistencies. While we acknowledge the business has grown, we 
believe such inconsistencies are indicative of a general inattentiveness to detail.

Tenets of FIGS Origin Story Contradictory Information

“Heather: My first experience with scrubs was when I was 
premed in college. I'm 5'8" and 116 pounds, and there I was, 
working on cadavers in these extra-large, boxy, unisex 
scrubs.” (Inc. Magazine Interview)

Hasson graduated with a Political Science degree, so 
did she really work on cadavers? To have completed her 
major, she likely switched from pre-med after 
introductory courses, which rarely use cadavers.

Hasson and Spear were “best friends” before they joined to 
form the Company (FIGS 2014 investment pitch, Document 
193-1)

“When Hasson met Spear, now 36, she wasn’t looking 
for a business partner, but a mutual friend encouraged 
them to speak.” (Forbes)

Hasson and Spear spent two years developing their 
proprietary fabrics before approaching suppliers

We believe the fabrics are not proprietary and note that 
FIGS began generating revenue in 2013, the year FIGS 
was incorporated (FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21)

“When we started FIGS, we created an initiative called 
Threads for Threads” (FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21)

Threads for Threads was formed by Hasson before FIGS 
was even founded (UW 2011 Profile)

“Heather: I was grabbing coffee with a good friend of mine, 
who is a Nurse Practitioner at City of Hope Hospital.”
(Glam Interview)

“At the hospital (Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los 
Angeles) where the pal worked, colleagues took notice 
and liked what they saw.” (Fast Company) See also: 
Surfacemag

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/04/28/mission-critical-scrubs-maker-figs-steps-up-efforts-to-spiff-up-the-hospital-ward/?sh=7d7d74742e18
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.uwalumni.com/news/forward_hasson/
https://www.glam.com/glam-archive/12-things-i-learned-from-the-female-founders-of-figs/
https://www.fastcompany.com/40589057/female-founders-give-scrubs-a-functional-fashionable-makeover
https://www.surfacemag.com/articles/figs-scrubs-nyc/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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A Close Examination of The Legal Documents In The SPI 
v. FIGS Case Highlights Numerous Questionable Actions

The lawsuit filed by Strategic Partners (SPI) against FIGS has not concluded. Regardless of the ultimate legal 
outcome, we believe the extensive documentation (700 filings over nearly 2.5 years) contains numerous troubling 
allegations into FIGS management’s behavior and decision-making that should be weighed in the court of investor 
opinion. We provide an in-depth review of the documentation in an appendix.

• FIGS management (Hasson specifically) overstated the antimicrobial properties of its products, exceeding the brand 
guidance of the key material input, SILVADUR. In addition, FIGS management (again Hasson) mischaracterized the results 
of what now looks like a highly questionable study of the infection-preventing properties of scrubs in general to the specific 
properties of FIGS products. 

• Despite FIGS’ claims of revering healthcare professionals, there is evidence (customer inquiries and FIGS responses) that 
suggests FIGS misrepresented its products’ protective qualities, thus potentially putting its healthcare customers at risk.

• Testing performed by SPI experts disproved FIGS’ claims. And while FIGS found experts to attack the SPI testing 
methodology, we find the test protocol and results quite convincing. Regardless, we believe the most important proof lies in 
FIGS’ actions: in 2019 they removed the product claims in question.

• SPI also claims that FIGS CEO Spear took confidential information regarding SPI while still employed at Blackstone, which 
was a creditor to the Company. In our opinion, the evidence seems pretty clear, as Spear is on record (several podcast 
interviews) confirming her actions, even confirming her knowledge of its confidentiality. Regardless of the importance of 
those materials to FIGS’ formation, she seems to have violated the Blackstone Code of Ethics at the very least.

• Finally, SPI claims that FIGS misrepresented the extent of its charitable efforts known as Threads for Threads, and the 
support provided by FIGS thus far in discovery appears to us to be exceptionally unconvincing.

Once again, regardless of whether legal standards are ultimately met, we believe the primary documentation surfaced 
through the discovery process calls into question the credibility, decision-making, and ethics of FIGS’ co-founders and 

the accuracy of the FIGS feel-good origin story that was so key to its early success.

Spruce Point Summary Observations From SPI v. FIGS Lawsuit Document Review



FIGS Has A History of Publicly 
Misstating Its Financial And Business 
Metrics
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FIGS’ Risk Factor Regarding Key Metrics is 
Concerning

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

Former employees have clearly framed FIGS management as prone to be aggressive regarding, if not knowingly 
misrepresenting, key operating metrics. For that reason, we find it troubling that the FIGS IPO prospectus contained 
a risk factor that does not often appear in other DTC company disclosures that we reviewed.

Commentary On Founder’s Involvement with Key Metrics

Former 
Executive 

Interviewed By 
Spruce Point

“I would say transparency wise, it was always a little bizarre. Trina and Heather were really cagey about 
sharing any numbers internally.”

“I would say, like for numbers, the general respect for the truth was low.”

“Trina's mindset is more like, ‘I'll do whatever the hell I want. I’m Teflon.’ I kind of describe her as like, she 
kind of has a Donald Trumpian mindset a little bit. Like she kind of gets away with stuff and she has the 
confidence to do so.”

“I would say that if there is a number where there's an opportunity to kind of be aggressive with something, 
they probably will be.”

FIGS Risk Factor On Potentially Inaccurate Metrics

We believe this provides 
disturbing context for the 
inconsistencies we found 

with FIGS’ historical public 
disclosures.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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We Believe FIGS Displayed A Multi-Year Pattern of 
Exaggerating Revenue Ahead of Its IPO

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

In several articles and FIGS press releases in late 2018 and 2019, FIGS management said it expected to achieve, 
and did achieve, over $100 million in revenue in 2018. FIGS subsequently disclosed in its IPO prospectus that it 
achieved only half that, $54.6 million. 2017 and 2019 revenues were overstated on separate occasions as well. 
While it is possible that the previous references were to “gross” revenue (before returns and discounts), but then 
does that mean that FIGS subsequently experienced a material returns issue? Regardless, “gross” revenue isn’t a 
metric that FIGS references in its current financial disclosure.

FIGS Statements on Revenue (Direct or Through Press) Reported Net Revenue

“FIGS…“premium” scrubs company that’s on track to notch 
$100 million in revenue this year.”

- Wall Street Journal, October 15, 2018
“FIGS surpassed $100M in sales in 2018…”

- FIGS press release, October 28, 2019
“According to a FIGS representative, the company brought 
in $100 million in revenue last year.”

- Entrepreneur, May 28, 2019
“…the apparel company hit a whopping $100 million in 
sales last year, according to Spear.”

- Money, August 7, 2019
“The company's 2018 revenue was $100 million--leaps 
and bounds over its $23 million in 2017 revenue…”

- Inc. Magazine, July 13, 2020
“Hasson and her partner, Trina Spear, had spent six years 
building Figs to revenue of $150 million, most of it from 
the sale of upgraded — and stylized — hospital scrubs.

- Forbes, April 28, 2020

FIGS Revenue Discrepancy 

Year PR 
Claim

IPO
Disclosure

2017 $23 $18.0

2018 $100 $54.6

2019 $150 $110.5

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.wsj.com/articles/this-company-is-fast-becoming-the-warby-parker-of-scrubs-1539625191#:%7E:text=State%20College%2C%20Pa.-,Ms.,hospitals%20have%20less%20rigorous%20standards
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-balances-latest-collaboration-with-figs-brings-fashionable-and-functional-footwear-to-nurses-and-doctors-300946138.html
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/334289
https://money.com/i-cashed-out-my-401k-to-start-a-business-and-paid-70000-in-taxes-and-fees-heres-why-i-have-no-regrets/
https://www.inc.com/tim-crino/figs-heather-hasson-trina-spear.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/04/28/mission-critical-scrubs-maker-figs-steps-up-efforts-to-spiff-up-the-hospital-ward/?sh=7d7d74742e18
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Perpetuating The $100M Revenue Claim

Source: FIGS press releases here and here

While some, including FIGS, may argue that perhaps there was some sort of miscommunication with press sources 
(or a failure to correct articles after publishing), the FIGS press releases below show what seems like a false embrace 
of a missed forecast. 2018 revenues as represented in FIGS IPO prospectus were only $54.6 million. Furthermore, 
FIGS elected to be an “emerging growth company” and provided only 2 years of audited figures (2019/2020). As 
such, the 2018 revenue claim is unaudited and we believe investors have limited basis to trust this figure. 

FIGS 2018 Press Release Forecasting $100M in 2018 FIGS 2019 Press Release Claiming $100M Achieved

Yes, FIGS experienced rapid revenue growth. That is why it would be all the more shocking that FIGS management 
would misrepresent its financial scale. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/figs-ranks-no-21-on-the-2018-inc-5000-with-three-year-revenue-growth-of-9-948-percent-300698913.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-balances-latest-collaboration-with-figs-brings-fashionable-and-functional-footwear-to-nurses-and-doctors-300946138.html
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We Believe FIGS Has Misreported Other Business 
Metrics, Including Customer Purchase Behavior

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, Goldman Sachs Research

In addition to revenue figures, FIGS management made several apparently false statements regarding key business 
metrics. For example, Spear made comments in 2018 regarding customer count and purchase frequency that are 
inconsistent with subsequent disclosures and Goldman Sachs research.

FIGS Statements on Business Metrics Reported Results

Spear: “Today, we have over a half-million customers, 
each of whom buys eight to 12 sets of scrubs a year.”

- Inc. Magazine, September 2018

FIGS actually reported approximately 320,000 
customers at year end 2018 (four months after the 

article was published) and calculated net revenues per 
active customer at $168, which is inconsistent with 8-12 

sets of scrubs at an average of about $83 per set 
at the time.

Goldman Sachs June 2021 FIGS initiation report: 

“Our sample indicated that the median customer
purchases about 3.75 sets per year of scrubs.”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
https://www.fastcompany.com/40589057/female-founders-give-scrubs-a-functional-fashionable-makeover
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We Believe FIGS Has Also Misreported 
Customer Retention Metrics

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

On the FIGS Q3 2021 earnings call, Spear characterized the FIGS customer base as “intensely loyal”. However, 
based on FIGS disclosures, only 50% of customers place a second order with the Company, and only 22% end up 
placing a fourth order. We question whether that data supports Spear’s characterization?

FIGS Statements on Business Metrics Reported Results

“…according to [FIGS’] estimates, 90% of American 
healthcare professionals now own at least one pair of 
FIGS.”

- Fast Company, July 6, 2018

Interestingly, this claim never made the IPO prospectus. At 
the time of the article, we estimate that FIGS had sold 
approximately $50 million worth of scrubs in its history, 

which represents about 600,000 pairs of scrubs at the $83 
per pair average. However, the Company estimates there 

are about 20 million US healthcare workers.

“Of the customers it’s won, more than half order its 
apparel every month.”

- Financial Post, November 1, 2017

IPO S-1: “For customers that were acquired between 2017 
and 2019, approximately 50% returned for a second 

purchase…After a second purchase, 63% of those 
customers in that cohort purchased again.”

Based on FIGS disclosure, only 22% of new customers 
returned for a fourth order.

“What distinguishes us from others is this cult following we 
have. People are die-hard Figs,” says Spear. “When you’re 
Figs you’re all in and your whole closet is Figs.”

- Forbes, April 28, 2020

“Our total active customer base is now more than 1.7 million 
intensely loyal Awesome Humans…”

- FIGS Q3 2021 Earnings Call, November 10, 2021

The FIGS final IPO Prospectus was filed on May 28, 2021. Why don’t they include metrics from 2020?

Orders Placed Percent of 
Previous Group Percent of Total

Initial order 100%
Returned for second order 50% 50%
Returned for third order 63% 32%
Returned for fourth order 70% 22%

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.fastcompany.com/40589057/female-founders-give-scrubs-a-functional-fashionable-makeover
https://financialpost.com/entrepreneur/1030-biz-wire-scrubs
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/04/28/mission-critical-scrubs-maker-figs-steps-up-efforts-to-spiff-up-the-hospital-ward/?sh=769986fb2e18
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4468204-figs-inc-figs-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript


We Believe FIGS Exaggerates Its Total 
Addressable Market (TAM), Gross 
Margins, And Glosses Over Growth 
Issues
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Buyer Beware: FIGS TAM Disclaimers 
Increase Post IPO

Source: FIGS 2021 10-K, p. 43

Spruce Point highlights that FIGS materially expanded its Risk Factor language around its market opportunity in the 
recent 10-K. Of notable concern, FIGS now warns it has “not independently verified” any market opportunity 
estimates. In the following slides, we will illustrate why investors should heavily discount FIGS’ market opportunity 
claims. 

FIGS 
At IPO

The estimates of market opportunity and forecasts of market growth included in this Annual 
Report on Form 10-K may prove to be inaccurate. Market opportunity estimates and growth 
forecasts are subject to significant uncertainty and are based on assumptions and 
estimates, as well as information obtained from internal sources, market research, publicly 
available information and industry publications. We believe that these sources and 
estimates are reliable but have not independently verified them and cannot guarantee 
their accuracy or completeness. They may also not prove to be accurate, including as a 
result of any of the risks described in this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

FIGS 
Today

Source: FIGS IPO Prospectus, p. 52

“The estimates of market opportunity and forecasts of market growth included in this 
prospectus may prove to be inaccurate. Market opportunity estimates and growth forecasts 
are subject to significant uncertainty and are based on assumptions and estimates that may 
not prove to be accurate, including as a result of any of the risks described in this 
prospectus.”

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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We Believe FIGS Dramatically Overstates Its 
Addressable Market In The U.S. By Over 2x

Source: Frost & Sullivan consent letter for FIGS registration statement, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics, May 2020, American Association of 
Medical Colleges, American Osteopathic Association, Goldman Sachs research report on FIGS 6/21/2021, FIGS SEC filings

Prior to its IPO, FIGS management commissioned a study by Frost & Sullivan that sized the U.S. healthcare apparel 
market at $12 billion. The study was based on a survey of 200 healthcare professionals and students, which we 
believe lacks rigor and credibility. Our quick back-of-the-envelope math produces a much smaller figure.

Spruce Point Healthcare Apparel U.S. TAM Analysis (millions)

We admit that our analysis may 
marginally understate the number of 

workers that purchase scrubs, as some 
outside the USBLS healthcare codes 
may be consumers. In addition, our 

estimate adjusts our scrubs estimate 
by FIGS’ revenue breakdown by 

product (84% scrubs in 1H 2022) to 
gross up to total apparel spend.

Conversely, our figures assume median 
scrubs consumption by all workers and 
students, even though some number of 

them may not wear scrubs.

However, despite the arguable 
imprecision, our rough estimate of 

approximately $5 billion is less than 
half the size of FIGS’ stated TAM. 

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations 8.6 (1)
Healthcare Support Occupations 6.4 (1)
Subtotal (A) 15.0
Medical Students, Faculty, and Resident Physicians (B) 0.6 (2)
Total Potential Healthcare Population 15.6

Healthcare Professional Scrub Sets Purchased Annually (C) 3.75 (3)
Medical Student, Faculty, and RP Scrub Sets Purchased Annually (D) 2.00 (3)

Total Scrub Sets Purchased Annually E=(A x C)+(B x D) 57.5
Average Scrub Set Price (F) $75 (4)

Total Annual Scrub Spend G = (E x F) $4,312
FIGS Scrubs as a Percent of 1H 2022 Revenue = G / 84% 84% (5)
Total Annual Healthcare Apparel Spend $5,134
(1) U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics, May 2020
(2) American Association of Medical Colleges and American Osteopathic Association, 
assuming same student:faculty ratio for DO as MD programs
(3) Goldman Sachs research report on FIGS 6/21/2021
(4) Spruce Point estimate (FIGS average ~$80 and Cherokee ~$70)
(5) FIGS SEC filings

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000119312521151936/d29047dex233.htm
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_stru.htm
https://www.aamc.org/news-insights/press-releases/aamc-aahc-approve-merger-agreement
https://osteopathic.org/about/aoa-statistics/
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1846576&owner=exclude
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More Importantly, FIGS’ Serviceable Obtainable Market 
(or SOM) Is Dramatically Smaller Than Its TAM

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22

Not every consumer shops at Neiman Marcus, or even Macy’s. The practical reality is that there are material 
portions of the healthcare worker and student population that simply will not purchase FIGS scrubs. While these 
populations are difficult to quantify, we believe even a qualitative acknowledgement of this reality yields a 
dramatically lower serviceable obtainable market for FIGS that many analysts and investors seem to overlook.

Spruce Point Indicative FIGS U.S. SOM Analysis: 10 Detractors From FIGS’ TAM

(1) Not all doctors wear scrubs
(2) Some operating rooms require sterile scrubs at all times and changing them after 

every surgery, which makes “premium” scrubs a costly alternative. 
(3) 15% of workers don’t have to buy their own scrubs (per FIGS)
(4) Approximately 10% of nurses are men (per NSSRN), some of whom may not be 

interested in a fashion-oriented purchase
(5) 50% of health support workers and about 10% of health practitioners earn below 

$30,000 per year (per USBLS), making some less likely to buy a premium 
product like FIGS

(6) About 48% of nurses in the U.S. are aged 50 or older (per NSSRN), but the FIGS 
customer base skews young (75% of revenue from customers aged 45 or below); 
Similarweb data shows 76% of wearfigs.com website traffic comes from users 
aged 18-44

(7) About 37% of the U.S. population is considered obese (per Healthline), but FIGS 
is notorious for having a narrow size range (and lacking larger sizes in particular)

(8) About 19% of the U.S. population lives in rural areas (per US census), but FIGS 
skews heavily towards major cities on the coasts

(9) 53% of internet users prefer shopping for clothing in-store (per Statistica), but 
FIGS does not operate permanent retail stores

(10) Some portion of the healthcare worker population simply views scrubs in 
utilitarian terms and thus won’t buy FIGS

(11) Some portion of the healthcare worker population vowed to never buy from FIGS 
after the DO advertising scandal

FIGS TAM: ~$5 billion

FIGS SOM: ?

Our indicative analysis suggests 
FIGS’ SOM could be more than 50% 
smaller than our calculation of its 
oft-quoted TAM. Thus, FIGS’ 2025 

revenue objective of $1 billion could 
imply as high as 50% market share, 

which we find unrealistic.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm
https://2020nurseandmidwife.org/nurses-by-the-numbers/
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_stru.htm
https://2020nurseandmidwife.org/nurses-by-the-numbers/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/wearfigs.com/#demographics
https://www.healthline.com/health/obesity-facts#1.-More-than-one-third-of-adults-in-the-United-States-have-obesity.
https://mtgis-portal.geo.census.gov/arcgis/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=49cd4bc9c8eb444ab51218c1d5001ef6
https://www.statista.com/statistics/311459/us-online-in-person-shopping-preferences-product-category/
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FIGS Hasn’t Updated Its Market Share Figure In 
Nearly Six (6) Months And Its Valuation To Market 
Opportunity Is Disproportionately Large

FIGS regularly provided its market share estimate throughout the SEC registration process and after coming public. 
However, we observe that it has not updated its market share estimate in nearly 6 months since filing its Annual 
Report on March 10, 2022. If we take FIGS’ $12.0 billion market opportunity at face value, its current valuation relative 
to the entire market is 17.5%. However, by using Spruce Point’s adjusted market opportunity of $5.1 billion, we 
estimate FIGS is valued at 41% of the market opportunity. To put these figures in perspective, FIGS was founded in 
2013 and only claims it captured 3.5% market share. This supports our view that FIGS is materially overvalued. 

FIGS U.S. Market Share Claims

“We estimate that, notwithstanding our rapid growth 
to date, our share of the U.S. healthcare apparel 
industry is currently approximately 2.1%, presenting 
substantial opportunity for further growth.”

SEC Filings: April to Sept 17, 2021

“We are really focused on the opportunity right in 
front of us with, again, only a 3% market share”

Source: CFO Lawrence, Aug 2021

“With ~3% market share in the U.S. alone, there is 
significant long-term opportunity to attract new 
customers”

Source: FIGS Corporate Presentation, 
January 2022

“Notwithstanding our rapid growth, we estimate that 
our share of this U.S. healthcare apparel industry is 
approximately 3.5%, presenting substantial 
opportunity for further growth.”

Source: 2021 10-K, March 2022

FIGS Estimated Current Market Opportunity $12,000

FIGS Market Capitalization $2,108

FIGS Value Relative To Claimed Market Opportunity 17.5%

Spruce Point Estimated Total Annual Healthcare Apparel Spend $5,134

FIGS Market Capitalization $2,108

FIGS Value Relative To Spruce Point Estimated Market Opportunity 41%

FIGS Valuation Relative To Market Opportunity
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FIGS Line Items FIGS BIRD BRLT CHWY FLWS HIMS HNST PRPL RVLV SFIX W WRBY LULU

Cost of Goods Sold
Product costs COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS
Import duties and other taxes COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS
Freight-in COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS
Defective merchandise returns COGS COGS COGS COGS
Inventory write-offs COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS
Shrinkage COGS COGS COGS COGS COGS

Selling Expense: Fulfillment
Operating fulfillment center OpEx COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx OpEx COGS COGS
Inspecting and warehousing inventories OpEx COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx OpEx COGS COGS
Pick/pack orders for shipment OpEx COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx OpEx COGS COGS (1) COGS

Selling Expense: Selling and distribution
Shipping costs for customer orders OpEx COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS (1) OpEx
Shipping costs for customer returns OpEx COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS OpEx
Packaging OpEx COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS COGS COGS OpEx COGS COGS OpEx
Merchant processing fees OpEx COGS OpEx OpEx OpEx COGS COGS OpEx COGS OpEx OpEx OpEx

LTM Gross Margin 72% 53% 48% 27% 40% 75% 35% 41% 55% 46% 28% 58% 58%

(1) Excludes Home Try-On program

FIGS’ High Gross Margins May Be Inflated By 
Misclassifying Expenses

Source: SEC filings for FIGS, BIRD, BRLT, CHWY, FLWS, HIMS, HNST, PRPL, RVLV, SFIX, W, WRBY, and LULU

Compared to its DTC peers, FIGS allocates nearly all fulfillment and distribution expenses to the operating expense 
line items, instead of COGS. This results in FIGS gross margins being overstated relative to peers. 

COGS, Fulfillment, and Distribution Expense Categorization for Selected DTC Companies

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001653909/000162828021021575/allbirds424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001866757/000119312521282214/d64351d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1766502/000176650221000008/chwy-20210131.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1084869/000143774921021879/flws20210627_10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1773751/000177375121000057/hims-20210930.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001530979/000119312521153475/d27841d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1643953/000121390021014856/f10k2020_purple.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1746618/000156459021008799/rvlv-10k_20201231.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1576942/000157694221000121/sfix-20210731.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1616707/000161670721000064/w-20201231.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001504776/000162828021019236/warbyparkerinc424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1397187/000139718721000009/lulu-20210131.htm
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$ in mm 2020 6M
2021 2021 6M

2022
LTM

June 2022

Net Revenue $263.1 $188.2 $419.6 $232.3 $463.7 

Gross Profit - Reported
% Margin

$190.2
72.3%

$136.5
72.5%

$301.2 
71.8%

$164.8
70.9%

$329.5
71.0%

Less: Selling Expenses ($51.9) ($36.3) ($81.9) ($48.9) ($94.4)

Spruce Adj Gross Profit
% Margin

$138.3
52.6%

$100.2 
53.2%

$219.3
49.9%

$115.9
49.9% 

$235.0
50.7% 

Margin Overstatement 19.7% 19.3% 21.0% 19.5% 20.4%

Gross Margins Estimated To Be Inflated 
by 2,040 Basis Points 

Source: FIGS SEC filings, Spruce Point Adjustments

To make FIGS LTM Gross Margin more comparable with peers, we deduct “Selling Expenses”. By our estimate, 
FIGS’ LTM Gross Margin is inflated by 2,040 basis points, from 50.7% to 71.0%. The sell-side analyst community, 
which we believe has lost credibility from being overly optimistic about FIGS prospects, also fails to recognize that 
FIGS’ Gross Margins are not comparable with peers. 

Spruce Point Adjusted Gross Margins Analysts Buy Into FIGS’ Gross Margins At Face Value 
Without Realizing They Are Comparing 

Apples-To-Oranges

Source: Barclays FIGS report, “Initiating Overweight, The Path to 10x”, Price Target: 
$50.00, June 21, 2021
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Now FIGS Is Eliminating Gross Margin Guidance 
And Changing Forward Looking Statements

FIGS recently made an unusual practice of eliminating its written 2022 Gross Margin guidance in its press release, 
while on the conference call claiming to maintain it in H2 2022. But looking carefully, we see FIGS updated its 
“Forward-looking statements” to remove the coverage of the word gross margin. Even more telling, FIGS removed 
from its Forward-looking statements the words “to fuel profitable growth”. 

$ in mm First 2022
Guidance 2nd Update 3rd Update

Net Revenue $550 - $560 $510 - $530 $510 - $530

Gross Margin 70%+ 67% – 68% Removed (1)

Adjusted EBITDA Margin 20%+ 16% – 18% 16% – 18%

Press Release Source: 2021 Year End
March 8, 2022

Q1 2022 Results
May 12, 2022

Q2 2022 Results
Aug 4, 2022

Early 2022

Forward-looking 
statements

“These forward-looking statements address various 
matters, including the Company’s ability to fuel 
profitable growth for the years to come and the 
Company’s outlook as to net revenues, gross 
margin and adjusted EBITDA margin for the full 
year ending December 31, 2022”

“These forward-looking statements address various 
matters, including expectations regarding long-
term growth and the Company’s outlook as to net 
revenues and adjusted EBITDA margin for the full 
year ending December 31, 2022”

Recently Revised
August 2022

1) Yet, on the Q2 2022 conference call FIGS’ claimed to maintain back half 2022 gross margin outlook

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003127/figs-ex99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022009684/figs-ex99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021078/figs-20220804xpressrelease.htm
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4531168-figs-inc-figs-ceo-catherine-spear-on-q2-2022-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4531168-figs-inc-figs-ceo-catherine-spear-on-q2-2022-results-earnings-call-transcript
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$ in mm Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022
FIGS International Revenue $0.4 $1.9 $2.8 $4.3 $5.5 $8.0 $6.9 $8.7 $8.7 $9.4

QoQ Growth 384% 46% 57% 26% 46% -14% 26% 0% 8%

We Are Skeptical That FIGS Will Achieve Its 
International Goals

“We’re expanding into Canada later this year, and within 
the next five years, we plan to be in every country 
around the world.”

- Entrepreneur Interview with Spear, May 28, 2019

FIGS management has made bold claims about international expansion that are inconsistent with the record of 
other high growth retailers and minimize international challenges. In fact, FIGS’ recent international growth is 
already starting to slow, even as it enters more countries.

We Believe FIGS Management Is Prone To Hyperbole By Comparison: 
International Penetration by Lululemon and Amazon

Lululemon was founded in 1998 and is estimated to 
generate revenue of approximately $6.3 billion in its 
fiscal year ending January 2022. Based on the 
Company’s website, Lululemon currently ships to 82 
countries. Furthermore, we note that Amazon only 
delivers to 131 of the current 195 countries.

Former Employees Voice Skepticism Regarding FIGS Management’s International Execution

Similar to our U.S. SOM analysis, we question the market for premium-priced scrubs in most international markets.

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“To this day, I'm surprised that they've been able to scale the company. It gets back to maybe they've just 
been like really lucky and maybe because they've stayed so focused on doing what they've been doing 
the whole time; it's worked for them. But you know, really scaling this thing to a billion dollars and up and 
going international, I don't know how they're gonna do it.”

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 5/12/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

FIGS International Revenue Growth Has Slowed in 2022 Despite Entering More Countries

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/334289
https://shop.lululemon.com/countries
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=GCBBSZMUXA6U2P8R
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022009721/figs-20220331.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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FIGS’ Business Has Been Remarkably 
Simple Thus Far

Source: FIGS Q3 2021 earnings transcript

Spear on Q3 2021 
Earnings Call

November 10, 2021

“Some of our biggest differentiators include the fact that over 90% of our products is made from 
the same fabrication and more than 50% of our revenue is generated by our core styles in core 
colors.”

We believe FIGS has benefited, both in terms of strategic focus and operational simplicity, from the Company’s 
extremely narrow end market and product assortment.

FIGS Commentary on Business Simplicity

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“It's a pretty simple business…[they] have one distribution center in the US that serves the entire US 
market and Canada. So, they're starting from a really, really simple place. When I was there, I just kind of 
noticed like they had a hard time operationally doing new things and it was partially because the two 
founders are just, they're just like, I don't know. They have a hard time relinquishing control to other 
people. So, if you're gonna really build an organization that starts to get more complex, like you're gonna 
have to have more people under you.”

“I think they're gonna have a really hard time expanding outside of that core customer. For sure. It's gonna 
get weird because you're not gonna be credible anymore. If you start talking to other people, …it would be 
bizarre…they're stuck for better or worse with that core customer.”

“I can't think of a long list of other workwear [markets] where that sexy, smart positioning would work.”

“Yeah. I don't think logic is [Heather’s] strong suit. She thinks “I did this in scrubs, so I must be an amazing 
designer, so I must be able to be successful in another market. It's like that kind of mindset.”

Former Employee Commentary

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4468204-figs-inc-figs-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript
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We Believe FIGS Likes To Speak About Potential New 
Markets But Fails to Acknowledge The Downside

Source: FIGS Q3 2021 earnings transcript, FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS promotional video

Benefits of FIGS Current Market Focus (Scrubs) Realities of New Markets

The prospect of new market entry generates excitement among the FIGS investor base. However, we believe 
investors are ignoring the significant accompanying execution risks and negative impacts such expansion could 
have on the oft-stated advantages of the current FIGS business model. 

Healthcare-specific brand positioning Reduced brand leverage. Would you buy 
athleisure apparel from a scrubs company?

No fashion risk Significant fashion risk for a company with 
no experience in true “fashion”

No seasonality Significantly greater seasonality

Non-discretionary Highly discretionary

Low SKU count; easy to forecast Higher SKU count, more difficult to forecast, 
and supply chain volatility.

Lower competitive intensity (supposedly) Significantly higher competitive intensity.

Hasson Quote From 
Promo Video

“Having that maniacal focus on the healthcare professional makes us great, it makes us who 
we are today.”

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4468204-figs-inc-figs-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2U3ieosO8Dg


Employee Commentary Suggests An 
Unhealthy Culture Led By An 
Unstable Management 
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In Stark Contrast To FIGS’ Carefully Crafted Media 
Image, Former Employees Note A Terrible Culture

While it is important to view disparaging comments by former employees in the appropriate context, we have been 
troubled by both the consistency and severity of feedback regarding the founders and the company culture they 
have fostered. Based on everything we have heard, the problems at FIGS unquestionably start at the top.

• Unethical
• Unprofessional
• Poor leaders
• Bizarre
• Paranoid

Given the issues we have identified with founders Hasson and Spear and the deleterious impact they have had on 
FIGS’ culture, we believe FIGS has succeeded, to date, in spite of itself. We believe these issues create material 

execution risks that cannot be underestimated. Culture issues can create serious headwinds to long term success.

FIGS Founders FIGS Culture

• High turnover
• Dysfunctional
• Lack of trust
• Environment of fear
• Lack of transparency
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Glassdoor Reviews Suggests A Challenging 
Company Culture

Source: Glassdoor

Jun 17, 2020 - Full Time 
Employee on Glassdoor

“There is just something that is off about the place. There is a huge disconnect between their outward 
appearance on social (friendly, caring, warm) vs how they treat their own employees… Unethical is also a 
word I'd used to describe the actions here…I've worked at my fair share of terrible companies. But after I 
quickly realized what was going on here, I would dread waking up everyday to come into the office.”

Jun 13, 2019 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“FIGS is a dysfunctional company. Period.”

Jul 27, 2019 - Teams Sales 
Manager on Glassdoor

“I guess working at FIGS is like going to prison. You leave with a whole new perspective on life…”

Jan 21, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“I really wanted it to be a great place and for a short time, I believed it could be. It's not. I witnessed some 
of the worst, back stabbing, favoritism, poor communication, unreasonable requests, 
indecisiveness, terrible instincts and down right mean behavior I have ever seen at any 
company…The mean girl behavior is encouraged and the worst ones are rewarded.”

Aug 12, 2019 – Sales 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Very strange atmosphere, super small and cliquish…It’s pretty toxic, they are micro managers and it’s 
not a place to really go with experience unless you serve a functionality they cannot do themselves or 
haven’t cracked yet. It’s a culture of fear and zero mentor/ growth opportunity as it stands…”

Jul 7, 2020 – Former 
Manager on Glassdoor

“During the interviews, the company is oversold, they lie about job expectations and culture. Once you are 
in, it quickly becomes apparent that is was all fake.”

Jul 29, 2022 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“The FIGS office is a twilight zone. Poor internal all-company messaging including toxic positivity and 
overworking their team. No structure or work-life balance. Chaotic. No leadership. Revolving door.”

We believe Glassdoor reviews can be remarkably insightful. While we recognize the “start-up life”, with its fast pace 
and ambiguity, isn’t for everyone, we believe the tone of the FIGS reviews is far different. Far beyond simple 
complaints about workload, there are many references to a fundamentally poor culture.

Commentary on General Culture

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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Employee Commentary Indicates High Turnover

Source: Glassdoor, Tegus

Mar 31, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“I have never worked at a place with such a high level of turnover.”

Jan 21, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“…the company burns through people at an alarming rate. There's no effort to retain talent or hold 
managers accountable who cast new employees away without a warning or reason. Often before key 
benefits kick in. It's so rare for people to stay long, 1 year anniversaries are celebrated company wide and 
anniversaries of just several years means a lavish gift.”

Jul 8, 2020 - Manager on 
Glassdoor

“…it's a revolving door of hiring/firing.”

Jun 17, 2020 - Full Time 
Employee on Glassdoor

“In reality, there is a huge amount of turnover here, even for a startup… Most people don't last more 
than three months…”

Jun 13, 2019 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“I’ve never been at a company that has experienced so much turn over. Turn over says it all. Since 
I’ve been here, I think we’ve turned over about a fourth of the workforce. Our product team has been 
dismantled. Our finance team barely exists at this point.”

Aug 12, 2019 - Sales 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Turn over is super high & sporadic.”

Nov 24, 2021 – Former 
Manager on Tegus

“My experience was not positive…I think that the turnover will continue. I think for them to be 
successful to keep people around, they need to revamp the executive team.”

Jul 29, 2022 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“average employment seemed to be 3 -4 months. If you can survive even that long”

We recognize that every company develops a distinct culture and that no one culture predetermines success or 
failure. However, how company culture manifests itself does impact long-term success. At FIGS, the culture 
depicted by reviews indicates high turnover, and we view the inability to retain employees as a red flag.

Commentary on Excessive Employee Turnover

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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FIGS Has Experienced Numerous Executive 
Turnovers Below Its Co-Founders 

Source: LinkedIn profiles for Jee Jung, Christine Liu, Karsten Loose, Arvind Mishra, Alex Tshering, Lisa Turner, Karen Pornillos, FIGS Q4 2021 earnings call, Spruce Point research

FIGS likes to speak about its tenured management team, but we believe the reality is quite different. FIGS churned 
through most VP hires made in 2019, and other tenured VPs departed in 2021. We don’t believe the FIGS website 
has ever featured any executive profiles besides those of Hasson, Spear, and the current CFO Turenshine.

VP/C-Level Management Departures

Former 
Executive 

Interviewed by 
Spruce Point

“[While I was there] we started building out this VP level of the organization below Trina and Heather. A CFO. A VP of Customer 
Experience from Fashion Nova. A VP of Product, All of them totally normal and capable people. None of them lasted a year. I don't 
know how they're scaling this organization. You have these normal people come in with ideas and experience and just wanting to 
execute on their ideas. But they are threatening to Trina and Heather. I really don't understand it, but there is something weird there.”

Karsten Loose Jee Jung Alex TsheringArvind Mishra Lisa Turner

Armen Nalbandian

VP Customer 
Experience
June 2018 –
January 2020
1 year 7 mos

Christine Liu

Hasson on 
FIGS Q4 2021 
earnings call

“Our accomplishments are also a result of building a management team over the past 10 years...we are a 
team that delivers extraordinary results year after year.”

Karen Pornillos

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jee-jung-042238ab/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christinewliu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karstenloose/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arvindmishra1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alextshering/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-turner-ab44831/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karen-pornillos-5a2999a/
https://s28.q4cdn.com/824307230/files/doc_financials/2021/q4/FIGS-4Q21-Transcript.pdf
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Employee Commentary Suggests That The Co-Founders 
Seem To Be The Source of Many of The Cultural Issues

Source: Glassdoor, Tegus

Jun 27, 2020  - Former 
Employee on Glassdoor

“…Coming from a Wall Street mindset I don’t blame [Trina] for her lack of insight with how she manages 
people along with her executive team. She expects one to follow her similar wallstreet culture of burning 
employees to the ground - the fakeness that exudes within FIGS is a coverup for a cult…The 2nd CEO is 
driven by the creativity but burns money like its paper and has 0 clue how to run A BUSINESS...”

Jul 7, 2020 – Former 
Manager on Glassdoor

“With my insight into leadership, it's easy to see rampant favoritism, unethical behavior and excessive 
micromanaging starting at the top with founders…Upper management is not open to trusting people 
to use their expertise to bring new ideas to the table. Everything must come from the executives.”

Jun 17, 2020 - Full Time 
Employee on Glassdoor

“I don't know if there's any hope here, honestly. It's hard to change ego.”

Jun 13, 2019 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“If you come work here, just know that you can be terminated on a whim by the CEOs, Trina and Heather. 
They are distrustful of almost everybody.”

Aug 12, 2019 – Sales 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Heather is pretty checked out and can be frustrating to communicate with on anything strategic…That 
handful that runs the company is super toxic to the environment. They are proud of decisions that show 
bad planning & claim it’s “their way”.”

Jan 21, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“The toxic culture starts at the top. Stop your tone deaf talks which are cringeworthy at best, offensive 
at their worst (white women leading a talk on BLM). Decide if you want to be known as the place 
described in the 5 star reviews and if so, be willing to look in the mirror and do the hard work to get there.”

May 24, 2021 - Former 
Executive on Tegus

“I mean this is to me like the one area where I think there is some risk. I think having co-CEOs is always a 
little weird…But I think there's a lot of weird paranoia and lack of trust. I think behaviorally, the two 
founders are a little bit strange…“they don't strike me as a kind of people that are going to be able to lead 
like a 500-employee company and be able to trust multiple layers of management below them…”

Based on Glassdoor reviews and our conversations with former employees, the issues at FIGS start with the 
founders Hasson and Spear.

Commentary on Top Management

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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Perspectives On FIGS Founders, Continued

Source: Glassdoor, Spruce Point research, Tegus

Jul 27, 2019 - Teams Sales 
Manager on Glassdoor

“…Understand that the founders will stop at nothing to succeed and that means lying to press, 
vendors, employees and glassdoor. Remember that even the worst company survives because there is 
a group of loyalists that are either delusional or look the other way. Know that the image they present to 
the outside world is very different from what the employees at the company experience… Trina and 
Heather wrote the book on dysfunctional meetings. They show up late to most meetings, dogs in tow. 
Get ready Trina to get made when wall street Heather asks a stupid question that everybody but her 
knows the answer to (because its been discussed 5 times already). 10 minutes into the meeting Heather 
will probably stop listening and be scrolling through instagram. An hour later, you wonder what was 
accomplished… Tues Talks: This is FIGS twisted version of a weekly standup meeting, except you can't 
talk about challenges or difficulties and,you MUST use the word "amazing" at least 5 times. You also 
get to hear Trina attempt her motivational speeches on topics and principles that she completely 
ignores… At least try to have integrity, try to care about your employees, try to do what's right. Yes you 
have a hard job and you have to be tough, but don't be monsters.”

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“I think you would need to consult with a psychiatrist to really get at the root of this. I would say it 
definitely starts with the two founders. They both have bizarre personalities. I don't know how they 
found each other. There's this kind of artificial selection process that tends to happen where the people 
who think they're crazy leave and the people who maybe don't or can absorb it stay…Historically, 
Heather's always been just totally checked out of the business. Like she kinda would walk in, you 
know, at 11 o'clock talk to the product team and then just like kinda walk out at three. It wasn't like she 
was an engaged CEO, you know, planning the business, thinking strategically, meeting with people…
I know it sounds like I'm so negative but I’m just being honest. [Trina] isn’t a good leader. She had a 
weekly exec meeting, and all we talked about was who we're hiring because people are leaving. There's 
nothing strategic about that meeting.”

Aug 10, 2022 - Former Sales 
Manager on Tegus

“But working there was the worst place that I've ever worked in my life. And if you speak to anybody, 
past employees, they will say those exact words as well. It was truly like the most toxic, horrible 
place that I've ever worked for. And that's simply from the CEOs creating such a super, super toxic 
workplace.”

Commentary on Top Management (continued)

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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And For Those Who Believe We Have Merely 
Cherry-Picked Negative Reviews

Source: Glassdoor

Jan 21, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“To anyone who is considering a job and looking to this web site for honest reviews, please do your due 
diligence and read through the reviews. Every time a candid bad review appears, there are multiple 
overly gushing reviews that flood the site to burry the bad one and get the overall rating averages 
up. This is my suspicion but if you look at these clues, you'll see why. Really take a look at these 5 star 
reviews with a skeptical eye. How many of them have a very similar voice and word usage, almost like 
they are written by the same person in my opinion. There are several reviews that use nearly identical 
words or phrases or overly use the word "awesome" which just happens to be part of a company slogan. 
How many of the 5 star reviews say they can't even think of one simple thing to critique - does that seem 
plausible? Look at other companies with great reputations and you'll see the difference. Now look at the 
length of employment. You'll be hard pressed to find an example of someone who has worked there for 
more than a year. Try LinkedIn too and you'll see the same thing.

Jun 17, 2020 – Full Time 
Employee on Glassdoor

“If you pay attention to the plethora of fake reviews here, you’ll see that the tone is always the same. 
Huge red flag.”

Jul 27, 2019 - Teams Sales 
Manager on Glassdoor

“Beware of the fake reviews from the founders and their dwindling team of loyalists.”

“Understand that the founders will stop at nothing to succeed and that means lying to press, 
vendors, employees and glassdoor.”

Jul 29, 2022 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Most of the reviews are fake and posted using old employee email addresses. This is not legal.”

We believe it is telling that there are multiple references to FIGS creating fake reviews to protect its reputation. 

Commentary on Fake Reviews

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm


We Are Troubled by Finance 
Department Turnover And 
Qualifications at FIGS
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Former Employees Observed An Unhealthy Relationship 
Between Finance Management And FIGS’ Founders

Speaking with former FIGS employees, we are extremely troubled by the history of neglect and disrespect for the 
finance function. While CEO Spear has often been positioned as the “finance expert” in the media given her 
background on Wall Street, there are clear signs that she is aggressive with numbers.

Commentary on Founder Relationship With Finance Function at FIGS

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“I would say transparency wise, it was always a little bizarre. Trina and Heather were really cagey 
about sharing any numbers internally. They’d say ‘don't tell anyone the revenue number, that's only for 
us’. Like just like weird stuff like that…It was a weird dynamic with disclosing information internally to the 
organization”

“Like really basic stuff. I remember an example where Trina was quoting our CAC as something and it 
was just totally wrong. It was like, all right, this is what our CAC is. And she's like, oh, okay. I've been 
telling people this. I would say, like for numbers, the general respect for the truth was low. It was 
very like, ‘whatever, I have been telling people this other number for a long time’ kind of attitude about it. 
And you're just like, ‘CAC is pretty basic’. And the fact that she was doing that wrong was a little bit of 
a orange flag. I was like, how do you not know what this is?”

[some executives might be worried about an analyst calling them out on their numbers] “, but I would say 
that Trina's mindset is more like, ‘I'll do whatever the hell I want. I’m Teflon.’ I kind of describe her as 
like, she kind of has a Donald Trumpian mindset a little bit. Like she kind of gets away with stuff 
and she has the confidence to do so. And a lot of founders have that, but that's just something to think 
about. I would say that if there is a number where there's an opportunity to kind of be aggressive 
with something, they probably will be.”

“what they tend to do is they hire these really junior people. And then they sort of groom them so that 
they're a little bit more malleable.”

[regarding new CFO Daniella Turenshine] “Trina and Heather don't feel, I dunno, threatened or whatever 
by her. She will kinda follow orders.”

Source: Spruce Point research
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
Annual Revenue

Chief Financial Officer
Daniella Turenshine
Jeff Lawrence
Kartsen Loose

Controller
Kevin Fosty
David Wong

(S)VP Finance (& Strategy)
Daniella Turenshine
Jason Simon (consultant)

Directors
Director of Finance (Spencer Beyrle)
Director of Tax (Sally Ren)
Director of Corporate Finance (Grant Brooks)
Director of Tech. Acctg & Fin. Rptg (Humberto Lupercio)

Other
Finance Manager (Josh Belmont)
Accounting Manager (David Wong)
Accounting Manager (Riyako Asami)
Senior Technical Accountant (James Soehardjono)
Senior Accountant (Jessica C.)
Staff Accountant (Karen Trinh)
Financial Analyst (Christian Smith)
Financial Analyst (Justin Jang)
Financial Analyst (Amanda McKamey)

20222017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$18 $55 $110 $263 $419

The FIGS Finance Function Has Seemingly Suffered 
From Chronic Understaffing And Turnover

Source: LinkedIn profiles for Riyako Asami, Josh Belmont, Spencer Beyrle, Grant Brooks, Jessica C., Kevin Fosty, Justin Jang, Jeff Lawrence, Karsten Loose, Humberto Lupercio, 
Amanda McKamey, Sally Ren, Jason Simon, Christian Smith, James Soehardjono, Karen Trinh, Daniella Turenshine, David Wong

Based on our search of LinkedIn profiles, admittedly an imperfect source, we have compiled the timelines of all past 
and present finance function employees at FIGS. We are troubled by extremely low staffing levels, particularly at 
senior levels and during 2020, a year when the Company grew nearly 140% and posted $263 million in revenue.

FIGS Finance Employee Tenures

Critical Pre-IPO Period
We Identify A Void In 
Financial Leadership

IPOAudited Financials Provided To SECUnaudited Financials

Critical Pre-IPO Period
We Identify A Void In 

Financial Support

https://www.linkedin.com/in/riyako-asami-cpa-7708b7123/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/josh-belmont-41488475/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/spencer-beyrle-6b0700a0/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/granthbrooks/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jessica-c-6181a8183/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevin-fosty-0a62453/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/justinj562/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffreydlawrence/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karstenloose/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/humbertolupercio/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amanda-mckamey/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sally-ren-5ba3021/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-simon-1113604/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christian-smith-bb122b106/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-soehardjono-415923104/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karen-trinh-cpa-7601b9133/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniella-turenshine-8320907a/details/experience/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-wong-cpa-94367836/
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		Growth Analysis

		Y/Y Change in Average Active Customers, %																																																																		106.1%		119.9%		97.3%		67.3%		50.2%		67.3%		37.1%		29.4%		25.9%		22.8%		30.6%		19.3%		16.2%		13.9%

		Y/Y Change in Orders Per Average Active Customer, %																																																																		16.8%		14.0%		-31.7%		-22.4%		-18.5%		-14.7%		4.4%		3.3%		8.6%		- 0		2.1%		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Y/Y Change in Average Order Value, %																																																																		-1.1%		8.7%		17.0%		3.0%		16.5%		11.7%		- 0		1.9%		2.9%		5.0%		2.6%		4.0%		7.4%		5.2%

		Total Revenue Growth, %																																														202.3%										103.0%										138.1%		172.4%		57.6%		33.7%		42.7%		59.5%		43.2%		36.2%		40.8%		29.0%		36.8%		24.1%		24.8%		19.8%



		United States revenue growth, %																																																																		130.8%		158.4%		49.6%		29.4%		39.4%		53.8%

		Rest of the world revenue growth, %																																																																		1570.6%		1303.1%		323.7%		149.3%		107.2%		212.8%

		Total Revenue Growth by Geography, %																																														202.3%										103.0%										138.1%		172.4%		57.6%		33.7%		42.7%		59.5%



		Scrubs revenue growth, %																																																																		133.5%		166.9%		57.4%		37.4%		38.9%		59.2%

		Non-scrubs revenue growth, %																																																																		173.0%		218.1%		59.7%		12.9%		64.7%		61.5%

		Total Revenue Growth by Product Type, %																																														202.3%										103.0%										138.1%		172.4%		57.6%		33.7%		42.7%		59.5%



		Operating Stats - Active Buyers, Orders, and Pricing (FS)

		Active Customers, Beginning of Period, mm																																																								0.3		0.6		0.7		0.9		1.1		0.6		1.3		1.5		1.6		1.7		1.3		1.9		2.0		2.1		2.2		1.9		2.3		2.7		3.1

		Change in Active Customers, mm																																																								0.3		0.1		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.7		0.2		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.6		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.4		0.4		0.4		0.4

		Active Customers, End of Period, mm

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
"We define an active customer as a unique customer account that has made at least one purchase in the preceding 12-month period. "  																																														0.3										0.6		0.7		0.9		1.1		1.3		1.3		1.5		1.6		1.7		1.9		1.9		2.0		2.1		2.2		2.3		2.3		2.7		3.1		3.5

		Average Active Customers, mm																																																								0.5		0.6		0.8		1.0		1.2		0.9		1.4		1.6		1.7		1.8		1.6		1.9		2.0		2.1		2.2		2.1		2.5		2.9		3.3



		Orders Per Average Active Customer (Calculated), #																																																								2.5		0.5		0.9		0.8		0.8		3.0		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		2.5		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		2.6		2.6		2.6		2.6

		Number of Orders (Calculated), mm

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
"Total orders are the summation of all completed individual purchase transactions in a given period."																																																								1.2		0.3		0.7		0.8		0.9		2.8		0.9		1.0		1.0		1.1		4.0		1.2		1.3		1.4		1.4		5.4		6.4		7.5		8.5

		Average Order Value, $																																																								$   95		$   92		$   88		$   99		$   97

Canalyst (JH): Canalyst (JH):
calculated assuming FY end is the average of four quarters		$   94		$   100		$   103		$   102		$   113		$   105		$   100		$   105		$   105		$   105		$   104		$   108		$   116		$   122

		Revenue, mm																																				18.0										54.4										110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6		124.7		137.7		144.6		151.4		558.3		693.0		865.0		1,036.6



		Net Revenue per Active Customer, $

Canalyst (JR): Canalyst (JR):
Company metric, but we break it down more into order frequency and amount, so is not a driver																																														$   168										$   185		$   47		$   71		$   69		$   69		$   202		$   58		$   62		$   59		$   69		$   224		$   63		$   67		$   67		$   67		$   246		$   260		$   282		$   299



		Segemented Results - Revenue Breakdowns (FS)

		United States revenue, mm																																																								109.9		31.6		62.3		74.0		85.8		253.7		81.6		93.1		95.8		119.7		390.2

		Rest of the world revenue, mm																																																								0.6		0.4		1.9		2.8		4.3		9.4		5.5		8.0		6.9		9.0		29.4

		Total Revenue by Geography, mm																																																								110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6



		Scrubs revenue, mm																																																								97.6		28.6		57.4		65.1		76.9		228.0		76.2		90.3		89.5		106.8		362.9

		Non-scrubs revenue, mm																																																								12.9		3.4		6.8		11.7		13.3		35.1		10.9		10.8		13.2		21.9		56.7

		Total Revenue by Product Type, mm																																														54.4

Canalyst (KK): Canalyst (KK):
Estimated 										110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6



		Key Metrics - Customer Demographics and Metrics (S-1)

		Revenue from New Customers, %																																				56.0%										48.0%										41.0%										38.0%

		Revenue from Repeat Customers, %																																				44.0%										52.0%										59.0%										62.0%



		Revenue from core scrubwear, %																																																																		82.0%

		Revenue from limited edition scrubwear, %																																																																		5.0%

		Revenue from lifestyle offering, %																																																																		13.0%



		Revenue from digital platform, %																																																																		98.0%



		Customer acquisition cost, $																																														$   101										$   73										$   39

		New Customer Spend in initial 12 months, $																																																																		$   215



		Male Customers, %																																																																				17.0%

		Female Customers, %																																																																				83.0%



		Age 18-35 Customers, %																																																																				55.0%

		Age 36-45 Customers, %																																																																				20.0%

		Age 46+ Customers, %																																																																				25.0%



		Nursing Customers, %																																																																				36.0%

		Students Customers, %																																																																				12.0%

		Physicians Customers, %																																																																				10.0%

		Healthcare Assistants Customers, %																																																																				10.0%

		Technicians Customers, %																																																																				5.0%

		Dental Customers, %																																																																				5.0%

		Therapists Customers, %																																																																				4.0%

		Other Customers, %																																																																				18.0%



		Customers earning less than $100k, %																																																																				66.0%

		Customers earning less than $50k, %																																																																				33.0%



		Key Metrics - Industry Info (S-1)

		TAM of US Healthcare Apparel, bn																																																																		12.0																										16.0

		TAM of International Healthcare Apparel, bn																																																																		67.0																										86.0

		TAM of Global Healthcare Apparel, bn																																																																		79.0																										102.0



		Number of international healthcare professionals and students, mm																																																																		118.0																										125.0



		Key Metrics - Retail Metrics

		LTM Third Party Marketplace GMV (net of returns), mm

		LTM First Party Direct GMV (net of returns), mm																																																						110.5		110.5								263.1		263.1		318.2		355.2		381.1		419.6		419.6

		LTM GMV (net of returns), mm																																																						110.5		110.5								263.1		263.1		318.2		355.2		381.1		419.6		419.6

		LTM Third Party Marketplace Revenue, mm

		LTM First Party Direct Revenue, mm																																																						110.5		110.5								263.1		263.1		318.2		355.2		381.1		419.6		419.6

		LTM Revenue, mm																																																						110.5		110.5								263.1		263.1		318.2		355.2		381.1		419.6		419.6

		LTM EBITDA, mm																																																						1.7		1.7								69.1		69.1		88.8		98.3		94.8		105.2		105.2

		LTM EBIT, mm																																																						(0.3)		(0.3)								57.9		57.9		70.0		21.3		7.3		11.0		11.0

		LTM FCF, mm																																																						1.8		1.8								19.5		19.5		36.9		28.0		48.5		63.7		63.7

		LTM EPS, $/share



		3 Year Revenue CAGR, %																																																																				n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		5 Year Revenue CAGR, %																																																																				n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Site Traffic, mm visitors

		Y/Y Site Traffic Growth, %



		Active Buyers, mm active buyers																																														0.3										0.6										1.3										1.9

		LTM Active Buyers, mm active buyers																																												0.3		0.3		0.4

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
		0.5

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
		0.5

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
		0.6

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
		0.6		0.7		0.9		1.1		1.3		1.3		1.5		1.6		1.7		1.9		1.9

		Y/Y LTM Active Buyers Growth, %																																																						84.0%		84.0%		72.5%		96.8%		109.5%		118.1%		118.1%		121.4%		79.2%		57.6%		44.0%		44.0%



		Third Party Marketplace GMV (net of returns), mm

		First Party Direct GMV (net of returns), mm																																																								110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6

		Total GMV (net of returns), mm

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
Assumed Total  GMV equals Total Revenue.																																																								110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6

		Y/Y GMV (net of returns) Growth, %																																																																		138.1%		172.4%		57.6%		33.7%		42.7%		59.5%

		Third Party Marketplace GMV (net of returns) Mix, %

		First Party Direct GMV (net of returns) Mix, %																																																								100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%



		LTM GMV (net of returns) per LTM Active Buyer, $/active buyer																																																						$   185.4		$   185.4								$   202.4		$   202.4		$   212.6		$   219.0		$   218.6		$   224.1		$   224.1

		LTM Revenue per LTM Active Buyer, $/active buyer																																																						$   185.4		$   185.4								$   202.4		$   202.4		$   212.6		$   219.0		$   218.6		$   224.1		$   224.1

		Revenue per Active Customer, $/customer																																														$   168.0										$   185.4										$   202.4										$   224.1



		Total Number of Orders (calculated), mm orders																																																								1.2		0.3		0.7		0.8		0.9		2.8		0.9		1.0		1.0		1.1		4.0

		Y/Y Change in Total Number of Orders, %																																																																		140.7%		150.6%		34.7%		29.8%		22.5%		42.8%

		LTM Total Number of Orders, mm orders																																																						1.2		1.2								2.8		2.8		3.3		3.6		3.8		4.0		4.0



		Average Order Value, $/order																																																								$   95.0		$   92.0		$   88.0		$   99.0		$   97.0		$   94.0		$   100.0		$   103.0		$   102.0		$   113.0		$   105.0

		Y/Y Change in Average Order Value, %																																																																		-1.1%		8.7%		17.0%		3.0%		16.5%		11.7%

		LTM Orders per LTM Active Buyer, # of orders/active buyer																																																						2.0		2.0								2.2		2.2		2.2		2.2		2.2		2.1		2.1

		Orders per Active Customer, # of orders/customer



		Implied CAC per Buyer, $/customer																																																																		$   47.1										$   67.9

		CAC per Customer, $/customer																																														$   101.0										$   73.0										$   39.0



		Key Metrics - Rent Expense (FS)

		Rent expense, mm																																																								1.9		0.5		0.5						1.8		0.4		0.5		0.4



		Margin Analysis

		COGS Margin, %																																																								28.2%		23.9%		29.5%		26.3%		29.0%		27.7%		28.4%		26.7%		27.3%		30.1%		28.2%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%		29.0%

		Gross Margin, %																																																								71.8%		76.1%		70.5%		73.7%		71.0%		72.3%		71.6%		73.3%		72.7%		69.9%		71.8%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%		71.0%

		Consensus Estimates - Gross Margin, %																																																																														N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Selling Margin, %																																																								22.5%		21.1%		20.1%		18.2%		20.2%		19.7%		19.7%		19.0%		19.4%		19.9%		19.5%		18.0%		18.0%		18.0%		18.0%		18.0%		18.0%		17.5%		17.0%

		Marketing Margin, %																																																								30.0%		23.0%		13.7%		12.6%		14.5%		14.8%		12.4%		15.3%		15.4%		12.9%		14.0%		13.0%		15.0%		15.0%		15.0%		14.6%		15.0%		15.0%		15.0%

		Sales and Marketing Margin, %

Canalyst (JR): Canalyst (JR):
only shown combined for cross-company comparison		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
Assumed Total  GMV equals Total Revenue.																																																								52.5%		44.0%		33.8%		30.8%		34.7%		34.5%		32.1%		34.3%		34.8%		32.8%		33.5%		31.0%		33.0%		33.0%		33.0%		32.6%		33.0%		32.5%		32.0%

		General and administrative Margin, %																																																								19.6%		19.4%		10.8%		10.9%		22.2%		15.8%		21.1%		70.7%		27.7%		24.3%		35.7%		24.0%		23.0%		22.0%		23.0%		23.0%		19.0%		18.0%		18.0%

		EBIT Margin, %																																																								-0.3%		12.6%		25.8%		32.0%		14.2%		22.0%		18.4%		-31.7%		10.3%		12.8%		2.6%		16.0%		15.0%		16.0%		15.0%		15.5%		19.0%		20.5%		21.0%

		Adjusted EBIT Margin, % - (No Adjustments)																																																								-0.3%		12.6%		25.8%		32.0%		14.2%		22.0%		18.4%		-31.7%		10.3%		12.8%		2.6%		16.0%		15.0%		16.0%		15.0%		15.5%		19.0%		20.5%		21.0%

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBIT Margin, %																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Add back: D&A Margin, %																																																								0.5%		0.7%		0.3%		0.3%		0.3%		0.4%		0.4%		0.3%		0.4%		0.3%		0.3%		0.2%		0.2%		0.2%		0.2%		0.2%		0.2%		0.1%		0.1%

		Add back: SBC Margin, %																																																								0.2%		0.2%		0.4%		0.9%		8.6%		3.3%		5.8%		56.1%		8.5%		10.2%		19.9%		4.0%		3.6%		3.5%		3.3%		3.6%		2.9%		2.3%		1.9%

		EBITDA Margin, %																																																								0.3%		13.5%		26.5%		33.2%		23.1%		25.7%		24.6%		24.7%		19.1%		23.3%		22.9%		20.3%		18.8%		19.7%		18.5%		19.3%		22.1%		23.0%		23.0%

		Adjusted EBITDA Margin, %																																																								1.6%		14.4%		27.0%		33.5%		23.7%		26.3%		28.0%		26.5%		21.6%		24.8%		25.1%		20.3%		18.8%		19.7%		18.5%		19.3%		22.1%		23.0%		23.0%

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBITDA Margin, %																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																																																										72.2%

		Income Statement - As Reported

		Total Revenue																																																								110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6

		Total cost of revenue																																																								31.2		7.7		18.9		20.2		26.1		72.9		24.7		27.0		28.0		38.7		118.4

		Gross Profit																																																								79.3		24.3		45.2		56.6		64.1		190.2		62.4		74.2		74.7		90.0		301.2

		Selling																																																								24.8		6.7		12.9		14.0		18.3		51.9		17.1		19.2		19.9		25.6		81.9

		Marketing																																																								33.2		7.3		8.8		9.7		13.1		38.9		10.8		15.5		15.8		16.6		58.7

		General and administrative																																																								21.7		6.2		7.0		8.4		20.0		41.5		18.3		71.5		28.4		31.3		149.6

		Total Operating Expenses																																																								79.7		20.3		28.7		32.1		51.3		132.3		46.3		106.2		64.2		73.6		290.2

		Operating Loss																																																								(0.3)		4.0		16.6		24.6		12.8		57.9		16.1		(32.1)		10.6		16.4		11.0

		Interest expense																																																								(0.5)		(0.1)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)		0.0		0.0		0.1		0.1		0.2

		Other income, net																																																																								(0.8)		(0.1)		(0.9)

		Loss before Provision for Income Taxes																																																								0.1		4.1		16.6		24.6		12.8		58.1		16.0		(32.1)		9.6		16.3		9.9

		Provision for income taxes																																																								- 0		- 0		2.4		5.3		0.7		8.3		4.6		8.5		2.7		3.7		19.4

		Net Loss																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)



		IS Check																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Adjusted Numbers - As Reported

		Net loss																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)

		Other income (loss), net																																																								(0.5)		(0.1)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)		0.0		0.0		0.9		0.1		1.1

		Gain/loss on disposal																																																								0.1		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.0		- 0						- 0

		Provision for income taxes																																																								- 0		- 0		2.4		5.3		0.7		8.3		4.6		8.5		2.7		3.7		19.4

		Depreciation and amortization expense																																																								0.5		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.9		0.3		0.3		0.4		0.4		1.4

		Stock-based compensation expense																																																								0.2		0.1		0.2		0.7		7.7		8.7		5.0		56.7		8.7		13.1		83.5

		Transaction costs																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.3		0.3		0.5		(0.2)		0.8		- 0		1.1

		Expenses related to non-ordinary course disputes																																																								1.3		0.3		0.4		0.2		0.3		1.2		2.4		2.0		1.8		2.0		8.2

		Adjusted EBITDA																																																								1.7		4.6		17.3		25.7		21.4		69.1		24.3		26.8		22.2		31.9		105.2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Net loss																																																												14.2		19.3								(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)

		Stock-based compensation expense																																																																						50.4				5.7		56.1

		Transaction costs																																																																						(0.2)		1.6		0.1		2.0

		Expenses related to non-ordinary course disputes																																																												0.4		0.2								2.0		1.8		2.0		8.2

		Income tax items of above																																																												(0.1)		(0.0)								2.7		(0.9)		(1.8)		(0.8)

		Adjusted Net Income																																																										

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
To be updated upon release of future filings		14.5		19.5		

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
To be updated upon release of future filings		

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
To be updated upon release of future filings		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
"We define an active customer as a unique customer account that has made at least one purchase in the preceding 12-month period. "  																																																																				

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
To be updated upon release of future filings		14.3		9.4		18.6		55.9



		Revised Income Statement

		Net Revenue																																																								110.5		32.0		64.1		76.8		90.2		263.1		87.1		101.1		102.7		128.7		419.6		124.7		137.7		144.6		151.4		558.3		693.0		865.0		1,036.6

		Consensus Estimates - Net Revenue																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection



		COGS																																																								31.2		7.7		18.9		20.2		26.1		72.9		24.7		27.0		28.0		38.7		118.4		36.2		39.9		41.9		43.9		161.9		201.0		250.8		300.6

		Gross Profit																																																								79.3		24.3		45.2		56.6		64.1		190.2		62.4		74.2		74.7		90.0		301.2		88.5		97.8		102.6		107.5		396.4		492.0		614.1		736.0



		Selling																																																								24.8		6.7		12.9		14.0		18.3		51.9		17.1		19.2		19.9		25.6		81.9		22.4		24.8		26.0		27.2		100.5		124.7		151.4		176.2

		Marketing																																																								33.2		7.3		8.8		9.7		13.1		38.9		10.8		15.5		15.8		16.6		58.7		16.2		20.7		21.7		22.7		81.3		104.0		129.7		155.5

		General and administrative																																																								21.7		6.2		7.0		8.4		20.0		41.5		18.3		71.5		28.4		31.3		149.6		29.9		31.7		31.8		34.8		128.2		131.7		155.7		186.6

		EBIT																																																								(0.3)		4.0		16.6		24.6		12.8		57.9		16.1		(32.1)		10.6		16.4		11.0		19.9		20.7		23.1		22.7		86.4		131.7		177.3		217.7

		Adjusted EBIT (No Adjustments)																																																								(0.3)		4.0		16.6		24.6		12.8		57.9		16.1		(32.1)		10.6		16.4		11.0		19.9		20.7		23.1		22.7		86.4		131.7		177.3		217.7

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBIT																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection



		Add back: D&A																																																								0.5		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.9		0.3		0.3		0.4		0.4		1.4		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.3		1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2

		Add back: SBC																																																								0.2		0.1		0.2		0.7		7.7		8.7		5.0		56.7		8.7		13.1		83.5		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		20.0		20.0		20.0		20.0

		EBITDA																																																								0.3		4.3		17.0		25.5		20.8		67.6		21.4		25.0		19.6		29.9		95.9		25.2		26.0		28.4		28.0		107.6		152.9		198.5		238.9

		Adjusted EBITDA																																																								1.7		4.6		17.3		25.7		21.4		69.1		24.3		26.8		22.2		31.9		105.2		25.2		26.0		28.4		28.0		107.6		152.9		198.5		238.9

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBITDA																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection



		Interest expense																																																								(0.5)		(0.1)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)		0.0		0.0		0.1		0.1		0.2		(0.2)		(0.2)		(0.3)		(0.3)		(1.0)		(1.1)		(1.6)		(2.2)

		Other items																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.8		0.1		0.9		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		One-time item																																																																																						- 0

		EBT																																																								0.1		4.1		16.6		24.6		12.8		58.1		16.0		(32.1)		9.6		16.3		9.9		20.2		20.9		23.4		23.0		87.5		132.8		178.9		219.8



		Current tax																																																								- 0		- 0		3.1		8.6		3.2		14.8		4.1		5.8		7.3		6.0		23.1		5.0		5.2		5.9		5.8		21.9		33.2		44.7		55.0

		Deferred tax																																																								- 0		- 0		(0.7)		(3.3)		(2.5)		(6.5)		0.5		2.7		(4.6)		(2.3)		(3.7)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net Income from Continued Operation																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)		15.1		15.7		17.6		17.3		65.6		99.6		134.2		164.9

		Discontinued Operations																																																																																						- 0

		Net Income to NCI																																																																																						- 0

		Earnings to Preferred and Other Securities																																																																																						- 0

		Net Income to Common Shareholders																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)		15.1		15.7		17.6		17.3		65.6		99.6		134.2		164.9

		Adjustments for Convertible Securities																																																																																						- 0

		Diluted Net Income to Common Shareholders																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)		15.1		15.7		17.6		17.3		65.6		99.6		134.2		164.9

		Non-GAAP Adjustments																																																												(0.3)		(0.2)				(0.5)				(54.9)		(2.5)		(6.0)		(65.4)										- 0

		Non-GAAP Adjustments for Dilutive Securities																																																																		- 0																				- 0

		Adjusted Net Income																																																								0.1		4.1		14.5		19.5		12.1		50.2		11.4		14.3		9.4		18.6		55.9		15.1		15.7		17.6		17.3		65.6		99.6		134.2		164.9



		Current tax rate																																																								- 0		- 0		18.6%		34.9%		24.8%		25.5%		25.8%		-17.9%		75.6%		36.8%		234.8%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%

		Deferred tax rate																																																								- 0		- 0		-4.2%		-13.5%		-19.6%		-11.2%		2.8%		-8.4%		-47.9%		-14.0%		-37.9%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Earnings Per Share - WAB																																																																						$   (0.26)		$   0.04		$   0.08		$   (0.06)		$   0.09		$   0.10		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.41		$   0.62		$   0.83		$   1.02

		Earnings Per Share - WAD																																																																						$   (0.26)		$   0.03		$   0.08		$   (0.06)		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.33		$   0.50		$   0.67		$   0.83

		Adjusted Earnings Per Share - WAD																																																																						$   0.08		$   0.05		$   0.10		$   0.30		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.33		$   0.50		$   0.67		$   0.83

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted Earnings Per Share - WAD																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection



		Shares Outstanding - WAB																																																																						156.9		161.3		159.3		159.2		161.3		161.3		161.3		161.3		161.3		161.3		161.3		161.3

		Shares Outstanding - WAD																																																																						156.9		199.4		159.3		159.2		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4

		Adjusted Shares Outstanding - WAD																																																																						190.8		199.4		177.1		189.1		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4		199.4



		Cash Flow Summary

		Operating Cash Flow before WC																																																								0.9		4.4		13.9		17.0		17.6		52.9		17.2		18.5		10.0		23.6		69.3		20.4		21.0		22.9		22.6		86.8		120.8		155.4		186.1

		Change in Working Capital																																																								5.6		(5.2)		11.2		(18.3)		(18.9)		(31.2)		(1.1)		(1.9)		9.8		(9.9)		(3.1)		5.5		2.9		(5.6)		(25.3)		(22.4)		(20.1)		(25.7)		(25.6)

		Operating Cash Flow after WC																																																								6.5		(0.8)		25.1		(1.3)		(1.2)		21.7		16.1		16.6		19.8		13.7		66.2		25.9		23.9		17.3		(2.7)		64.4		100.6		129.7		160.4

		Cash Flow Per Diluted Share before WC																																																																						$   0.10		$   0.05		$   0.13		$   0.37		$   0.10		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.44		$   0.61		$   0.78		$   0.93

		Cash Flow Per Diluted Share																																																																						$   0.09		$   0.10		$   0.08		$   0.35		$   0.13		$   0.12		$   0.09		$   (0.01)		$   0.32		$   0.50		$   0.65		$   0.80

		Consensus Estimates - Cash Flow Per Diluted Share																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Capex																																																								(4.8)		(1.0)		(0.1)		(0.5)		(0.7)		(2.3)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(1.0)		(0.7)		(2.7)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)

		Consensus Estimates - Capex																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Acquisitions																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Divestiture																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Dividend Paid																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Dividend Per Share																																																								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0



		Net Debt Issuance (Repayment)																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(0.2)		0.2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net Share Issuance (Buybacks)																																																								14.0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.4		0.4		- 0		74.1		0.1		0.3		74.5		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Estimated Share Price for Issuance/Buybacks, #N/A Connection																																																																														$   35.00		$   35.00		$   35.00		$   35.00		$   35.00		$   38.00		$   42.00		$   46.00



		FCF, Pre Div																																																								(3.8)		3.4		13.8		16.5		16.9		50.7		16.7		18.0		9.0		22.9		66.6		19.9		20.5		22.4		22.1		84.8		118.8		153.4		184.1

		FCF, Post Div Pre A/D																																																								(3.8)		3.4		13.8		16.5		16.9		50.7		16.7		18.0		9.0		22.9		66.6		19.9		20.5		22.4		22.1		84.8		118.8		153.4		184.1

		FCF, Post Div Post A/D																																																								(3.8)		3.4		13.8		16.5		16.9		50.7		16.7		18.0		9.0		22.9		66.6		19.9		20.5		22.4		22.1		84.8		118.8		153.4		184.1

		FCF, Post Div, Debt, Buyback, A/D																																																								10.2		3.4		13.8		16.5		17.3		51.0		16.7		92.1		8.9		23.3		141.0		19.9		20.5		22.4		22.1		84.8		118.8		153.4		184.1

		FCF (including WC), Pre Div																																																								1.8		(1.8)		25.0		(1.8)		(2.0)		19.5		15.6		16.1		18.8		13.0		63.5		25.4		23.4		16.8		(3.2)		62.4		98.6		127.7		158.4

		FCF (including WC), Post Div, Pre A/D																																																								1.8		(1.8)		25.0		(1.8)		(2.0)		19.5		15.6		16.1		18.8		13.0		63.5		25.4		23.4		16.8		(3.2)		62.4		98.6		127.7		158.4

		FCF (including WC), Post Div, Post A/D																																																								1.8		(1.8)		25.0		(1.8)		(2.0)		19.5		15.6		16.1		18.8		13.0		63.5		25.4		23.4		16.8		(3.2)		62.4		98.6		127.7		158.4

		FCF (including WC), Post Div, Debt, Buyback, A/D																																																								15.8		(1.8)		25.0		(1.7)		(1.6)		19.9		15.6		90.3		18.7		13.4		137.9		25.4		23.4		16.8		(3.2)		62.4		98.6		127.7		158.4



		Balance Sheet Summary

		Cash																																																						38.4		38.4								58.1		58.1		73.8		164.0		180.6		195.4		195.4		197.6		221.0		237.8		234.6		234.6		333.2		460.9		619.3

		ST Debt																																																						- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		LT Debt																																																						- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Debt																																																						- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Operating Lease Liabilities

		Net Debt																																																						(38.4)		(38.4)								(58.1)		(58.1)		(73.8)		(164.0)		(180.6)		(195.4)		(195.4)		(197.6)		(221.0)		(237.8)		(234.6)		(234.6)		(333.2)		(460.9)		(619.3)



		Interest Expense																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Effective Interest Rate on Debt																																																																														5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		n/a		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%

		Interest Income																																																																														0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		1.0		1.1		1.6		2.2

		Effective Interest Rate on Cash																																																																														0.5%		0.5%		0.5%		0.5%		0.5%		0.5%		0.5%		0.5%

		Net Interest Expense (Income)																																																								(0.5)		(0.1)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)		0.0		0.0		0.1		0.1		0.2		(0.2)		(0.2)		(0.3)		(0.3)		(1.0)		(1.1)		(1.6)		(2.2)

		Effective Net Interest Rate on Debt																																																																		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		EBITDA / Net Interest Expense																																																								n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		640.8 x		864.3 x		201.7 x		531.9 x		440.4 x		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Net Debt / EBITDA																																																								n/a										n/a										n/a										n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Net Debt / Cash Flow																																																								n/a										n/a										n/a										n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Valuation

		Stock Price (Reporting Cur.) - Avg, USD		Avg																																																																				$   37.41

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
Not meaningful as the company started trading in the middle of the quarter. (May 27)		$   40.32		$   32.94		$   36.75		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24

		Market Cap - Avg																																																																								8,039.6		5,834.1		6,949.7		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6		6,627.6

		Enterprise Value - Avg																																																																								7,859.0		5,638.7		6,754.3		6,429.9		6,406.6		6,389.8		6,393.0		6,393.0		6,294.3		6,166.7		6,008.3



		P/E - Avg																																																																																						81.7 x		53.9 x		40.0 x		32.5 x

		EV/Sales - Avg																																																																																						11.5 x		9.1 x		7.1 x		5.8 x

		EV/EBITDA - Avg																																																																																						59.4 x		41.2 x		31.1 x		25.2 x

		P/CF - Avg																																																																																						102.9 x		65.8 x		51.1 x		41.3 x

		FCF Yield % to Avg Market Cap																																																																																						0.9%		1.5%		1.9%		2.4%

		FCF Yield % to Avg Enterprise Value																																																																																						1.0%		1.6%		2.1%		2.6%



		Stock High, #N/A Connection																																																																						$   50.10		$   46.04		$   42.82		$   50.10		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Stock Low, #N/A Connection																																																																						$   30.02		$   35.24		$   22.94		$   22.94		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Stock Average, #N/A Connection																																																																						$   37.41		$   40.32		$   32.94		$   36.75		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Average FX Rate, #N/A Connection/USD																																																																						1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000

		Stock Price (Trading Cur.) - Avg, #N/A Connection																																																																						$   37.41		$   40.32		$   32.94		$   36.75		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24		$   33.24



		Enterprise Value Components

		Noncontrolling Interest																																																						- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Preferred Shares

		Other EV Components



		Cumulative Cash Flow Statement

		CFO

		Net loss																																																								0.1		4.1		18.3		37.6		49.8		49.8		11.4		(29.1)		(22.2)		(9.6)		(9.6)								- 0

		Depreciation and amortization																																																								0.5		0.2		0.4		0.7		0.9		0.9		0.3		0.7		1.0		1.4		1.4								- 0

		Deferred income taxes																																																								- 0		- 0		(0.7)		(4.0)		(6.5)		(6.5)		0.5		3.2		(1.5)		(3.7)		(3.7)								- 0

		Other																																																								0.1		- 0				- 0		0.0		0.0		- 0						- 0										- 0

		Stock-based compensation expense																																																								0.2		0.1		0.3		1.0		8.7		8.7		5.0		61.0		68.3		81.1		81.1								- 0

		CFO before WC																																																								0.9		4.4		18.3		35.3		52.9		52.9		17.2		35.7		45.7		69.3		69.3		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Accounts receivable																																																								(1.3)		(1.1)		(0.5)		(3.3)		(4.0)		(4.0)		2.2		1.8		1.0		3.3		3.3								- 0

		Due from related party																																																														(4.2)		- 0						(4.9)		(0.5)		- 0

		Inventory																																																								(0.8)		(1.5)		(1.6)		(32.4)		(35.4)		(35.4)		(15.4)		(12.6)		(19.6)		(36.3)		(36.3)								- 0

		Prepaid expenses and other current assets																																																								0.3		(0.5)		(4.3)		(0.7)		(4.7)		(4.7)		2.9		(1.7)		(3.4)		(0.7)		(0.7)

		Other assets																																																								(0.3)		(0.0)		0.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		(1.8)		(0.0)		0.1		0.1		0.1

		Accounts payable																																																								2.7		(2.2)		(0.4)		(3.9)		1.2		1.2		4.2		4.6		2.2		2.9		2.9

		Accrued expenses																																																								0.5		0.2		5.9		19.2		4.3		4.3		8.1		8.6		15.1		18.0		18.0

		Deferred revenue																																																								(0.7)		0.4		1.6		2.0		0.8		0.8		(1.5)		(1.1)		2.7		(1.2)		(1.2)

		Accrued compensation and benefits																																																								0.7		(0.9)		(0.2)		0.9		2.4		2.4		(2.1)		(0.1)		1.9		2.3		2.3								- 0

		Returns reserve																																																								0.3		0.2		0.8		1.1		0.9		0.9		0.3		0.5		1.5		1.1		1.1								- 0

		Sales tax payable																																																								0.6		(0.1)		0.6		1.4		0.5		0.5		0.9		0.8		2.4		0.7		0.7								- 0

		Income tax payable																																																								- 0		- 0		3.1		6.3		0.1		0.1		1.2		0.8		3.0		4.4		4.4								- 0

		Gift card liability																																																								0.7		(0.0)		0.5		0.7		2.0		2.0		(0.1)		0.4		0.6		2.6		2.6								- 0

		Deferred rent and lease incentive																																																								2.9		0.2		0.5		0.6		0.7		0.7		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)		(0.1)		(0.1)								- 0

		Net CFO																																																								6.5		(0.8)		24.3		23.0		21.7		21.7		16.1		32.7		52.5		0.2		0.2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																																																												66.4		66.4

		CFI

		Purchase of property and equipment																																																								(4.8)		(1.0)		(1.1)		(1.5)		(2.3)		(2.3)		(0.5)		(1.0)		(2.0)												- 0

		Acquisitions																																																																- 0										(2.7)		(2.7)								- 0

		Divestitures																																																																- 0										- 0										- 0

		Net CFI																																																								(4.8)		(1.0)		(1.1)		(1.5)		(2.3)		(2.3)		(0.5)		(1.0)		(2.0)		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																																																												(2.7)		(2.7)

		CFF

		Payment of financing costs																																																								- 0		- 0				- 0		(0.1)		(0.1)		0.1																- 0

		Payments of initial public offering issuance costs, net of reimbursements																																																																- 0						(0.8)		(0.8)		(0.2)		(0.2)

		Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net of underwriting discounts																																																								14.0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		95.9		95.9		(0.8)		(0.8)								- 0

		Proceeds from exercise of common stock options																																																								- 0		- 0				0.0		0.4		0.4		- 0		0.6		0.6		95.9		95.9								- 0

		Tax payments related to net share settlemens on restricted stock units																																																																- 0						(21.6)		(21.6)		0.9		0.9

		Proceeds from debt issuance, net of issuance costs																																																																- 0								(0.2)		(21.6)		(21.6)								- 0

		Capital contributions																																																																- 0								1.3		- 0

		Dividends paid																																																																- 0										1.3		1.3

		Net CFF																																																								14.0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.3		0.3		0.1		74.1		75.3		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																																																												75.6		75.6

		FX																																																																																				- 0

		Net Change in Cash Balance																																																								15.8		(1.8)		23.2		21.5		19.8		19.8		15.7		105.8		125.8						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																																																												139.3		139.3

		Beginning Cash Balance																																																								22.6		38.4		38.4		38.4		38.4		38.4		58.1		58.1		58.1

		Ending Cash Balance																																																								38.4		36.6		61.6		59.8		58.1		58.1		73.8		164.0		184.0		58.1		58.1

																																																																												197.4		197.4

		Income taxes paid																																																																		18.2



		Cash Flow Statement

		CFO

		Net loss																																																								0.1		4.1		14.2		19.3		12.1		49.8		11.4		(40.5)		7.0		12.6		(9.6)		15.1		15.7		17.6		17.3		65.6		99.6		134.2		164.9

		Depreciation and amortization																																																								0.5		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.9		0.3		0.3		0.4		0.4		1.4		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.3		1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2

		Deferred income taxes																																																								- 0		- 0		(0.7)		(3.3)		(2.5)		(6.5)		0.5		2.7		(4.6)		(2.3)		(3.7)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Other																																																								0.1		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		Stock-based compensation expense																																																								0.2		0.1		0.2		0.7		7.7		8.7		5.0		56.0		7.3		12.9		81.1		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		20.0		20.0		20.0		20.0

		CFO before WC																																																								0.9		4.4		13.9		17.0		17.6		52.9		17.2		18.5		10.0		23.6		69.3		20.4		21.0		22.9		22.6		86.8		120.8		155.4		186.1

		Accounts receivable																																																								(1.3)		(1.1)		0.6		(2.8)		(0.7)		(4.0)		2.2		(0.4)		(0.8)		2.3		3.3		4.0		(0.4)		(1.2)		(5.7)		(3.3)		(3.0)		(3.8)		(3.8)

		Due from related party																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		(4.2)		4.2		- 0		- 0		(4.9)		4.4		0.5		- 0										- 0

		Inventory																																																								(0.8)		(1.5)		(0.1)		(30.8)		(3.0)		(35.4)		(15.4)		2.8		(7.0)		(16.7)		(36.3)		(14.1)		6.6		(10.7)		(10.1)		(28.4)		(25.5)		(32.5)		(32.4)

		Prepaid expenses and other current assets																																																								0.3		(0.5)		(3.8)		3.6		(4.0)		(4.7)		2.9		(4.6)		(1.7)		2.6		(0.7)		5.1		(6.1)		(2.5)		(0.3)		(3.8)		(3.4)		(4.4)		(4.3)

		Other assets																																																								(0.3)		(0.0)		0.1		(0.0)		0.0		0.0		(1.8)		1.8		0.1		0.0		0.1										- 0

		Accounts payable																																																								2.7		(2.2)		1.8		(3.5)		5.1		1.2		4.2		0.3		(2.4)		0.7		2.9		3.9		(0.1)		(3.1)		6.2		6.8		6.1		7.8		7.8

		Accrued expenses																																																								0.5		0.2		5.7		13.2		(14.9)		4.3		8.1		0.5		6.5		2.9		18.0		10.3		0.2		9.2		(15.8)		3.8		3.4		4.4		4.4

		Deferred revenue																																																								(0.7)		0.4		1.1		0.4		(1.2)		0.8		(1.5)		0.4		3.8		(3.9)		(1.2)										- 0

		Accrued compensation and benefits																																																								0.7		(0.9)		0.6		1.2		1.4		2.4		(2.1)		2.1		2.0		0.3		2.3		(3.6)		2.7		2.8		0.5		2.4		2.2		2.8		2.7

		Returns reserve																																																								0.3		0.2		0.6		0.3		(0.2)		0.9		0.3		0.2		1.1		(0.4)		1.1										- 0

		Sales tax payable																																																								0.6		(0.1)		0.7		0.7		(0.9)		0.5		0.9		(0.1)		1.5		(1.7)		0.7										- 0

		Income tax payable																																																								- 0		- 0		3.1		3.2		(6.2)		0.1		1.2		(0.4)		2.2		1.5		4.4										- 0

		Gift card liability																																																								0.7		(0.0)		0.5		0.2		1.3		2.0		(0.1)		0.5		0.2		2.0		2.6										- 0

		Deferred rent and lease incentive																																																								2.9		0.2		0.3		0.1		0.1		0.7		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.1)										- 0

		Other non-current liabilities																																																																										0.2		0.2

		Net CFO																																																								6.5		(0.8)		25.1		(1.3)		(1.2)		21.7		16.1		16.6		19.8		13.9		66.4		25.9		23.9		17.3		(2.7)		64.4		100.6		129.7		160.4



		CFI

		Purchase of property and equipment																																																								(4.8)		(1.0)		(0.1)		(0.5)		(0.7)		(2.3)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(1.0)		(0.7)		(2.7)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)

		Acquisitions																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Divestitures																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net CFI																																																								(4.8)		(1.0)		(0.1)		(0.5)		(0.7)		(2.3)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(1.0)		(0.7)		(2.7)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(0.5)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)		(2.0)



		CFF

		Payment of financing costs																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(0.1)		(0.1)		0.1		(0.1)		- 0		(0.2)		(0.2)										- 0

		Payments of initial public offering issuance costs, net of reimbursements																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(0.8)		- 0		- 0		(0.8)										- 0

		Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net of underwriting discounts																																																								14.0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		95.9		- 0		- 0		95.9		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Proceeds from exercise of common stock options																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.4		0.4		- 0		0.6		0.1		0.3		0.9										- 0

		Tax payments related to net share settlemens on restricted stock units																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(21.6)		- 0		- 0		(21.6)										- 0

		Proceeds from debt issuance, net of issuance costs																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(0.2)		0.2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Capital contributions																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1.3		- 0		1.3										- 0

		Dividends paid																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net CFF																																																								14.0		- 0		- 0		0.0		0.3		0.3		0.1		74.0		1.2		0.2		75.6		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		FX																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		Net Change in Cash Balance																																																								15.8		(1.8)		25.0		(1.7)		(1.7)		19.8		15.7		90.1		20.0		13.5		139.3		25.4		23.4		16.8		(3.2)		62.4		98.6		127.7		158.4



		Beginning Cash Balance																																																								22.6		38.4		36.6		61.6		59.8		38.4		58.1		73.8		164.0		184.0		58.1		175.5		200.9		224.3		241.1		175.5		237.9		336.5		464.2

		Ending Cash Balance																																																								38.4		36.6		61.6		59.8		58.1		58.1		73.8		164.0		184.0		197.4		197.4		200.9		224.3		241.1		237.9		237.9		336.5		464.2		622.6



		Income taxes paid																																																																		18.2



		CF Check																																																								- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Working Capital Forecasting

		Accounts receivable, net, % of LTM Sales																																																								1.6%								2.2%		2.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%		0.6%		0.6%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%		2.2%		2.2%		2.2%		2.2%		2.2%

		Inventory, % of LTM Sales																																																								12.9%								18.9%		18.9%		20.5%		17.6%		18.2%		20.5%		20.5%		20.5%		17.6%		18.2%		18.9%		18.9%		18.9%		18.9%		18.9%

		Prepaid, % of LTM Sales																																																								1.8%								2.5%		2.5%		1.2%		2.3%		2.6%		1.8%		1.8%		1.2%		2.3%		2.6%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%

		Accounts payable, % of LTM Sales																																																								9.5%								4.5%		4.5%		5.0%		4.6%		3.7%		3.5%		3.5%		5.0%		4.6%		3.7%		4.5%		4.5%		4.5%		4.5%		4.5%

		Accrued and other current liabilities, % of LTM Sales																																																								2.9%								2.5%		2.5%		4.6%		4.3%		5.7%		0.1		0.1		4.6%		4.3%		5.7%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%

		Accrued comp, % of LTM Sales																																																								1.7%								1.6%		1.6%		0.7%		1.2%		1.6%		1.5%		1.5%		0.7%		1.2%		1.6%		1.6%		1.6%		1.6%		1.6%		1.6%



		Accounts receivable, net, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		0.6%										-1.6%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Inventory, net, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		6.0%										1.6%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Prepaid, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		0.7%										-0.8%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Accounts payable, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		-5.0%										-1.1%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Accrued and other current liabilities, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		-0.3%										0.0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Accrued comp, Y/Y Change, %																																																																		-0.1%										(0.0)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Balance Sheet

		Current Assets

		Cash and cash equivalents																																																						38.4		38.4								58.1		58.1		73.8		164.0		180.6		195.4		195.4		197.6		221.0		237.8		234.6		234.6		333.2		460.9		619.3

		Restricted cash																																																																								3.3		2.1		2.1		3.3		3.3		3.3		3.3		3.3		3.3		3.3		3.3

		Accounts receivable																																																						1.8		1.8								5.8		5.8		3.5		3.9		4.8		2.4		2.4		5.0		5.3		6.6		12.3		12.3		15.2		19.0		22.8

		Due from related party																																																																						4.9		0.5		- 0				0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		Inventory, net																																																						14.3		14.3								49.7		49.7		65.2		62.4		69.4		86.1		86.1		91.3		84.7		95.4		105.5		105.5		131.0		163.5		195.9

		Prepaid expenses and other current assets																																																						2.0		2.0								6.7		6.7		3.8		8.3		10.0		7.4		7.4		5.3		11.3		13.8		14.1		14.1		17.6		21.9		26.3

		Total Current Assets																																																						56.4		56.4								120.3		120.3		146.3		243.5		268.6		293.3		293.3		303.0		326.2		357.4		370.3		370.3		500.8		669.1		868.1



		Non-Current Assets

		Property and equipment, net																																																						5.7		5.7								6.5		6.5		6.6		6.9		7.4		7.6		7.6		7.8		8.0		8.2		8.4		8.4		9.2		10.0		10.8

		Deferred tax assets																																																																6.5		6.5		6.1		3.4		8.0		10.2		10.2		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0

		Other assets																																																						0.4		0.4								0.5		0.5		2.3		0.5		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6

		Total Non-Current Assets																																																						6.2		6.2								13.5		13.5		14.9		10.8		15.9		18.4		18.4		16.3		16.5		16.7		16.9		16.9		17.7		18.5		19.3

		Total Assets																																																						62.6		62.6								133.9		133.9		161.2		254.3		284.5		311.8		311.8		319.3		342.7		374.1		387.2		387.2		518.5		687.6		887.4



		Current Liabilities

		Accounts payable																																																						10.5		10.5								12.0		12.0		16.1		16.5		14.0		14.6		14.6		22.5		22.4		19.2		25.4		25.4		31.5		39.3		47.1

		Accrued expenses																																																						3.2		3.2								6.7		6.7		14.7		15.3		21.8		24.7		24.7		20.6		20.8		30.0		14.2		14.2		17.6		22.0		26.3

		Accrued compensation and benefits																																																						1.8		1.8								4.2		4.2		2.1		4.1		6.1		6.5		6.5		2.9		5.6		8.4		8.9		8.9		11.1		13.9		16.6

		Sales tax payable																																																						2.5		2.5								3.1		3.1		4.0		3.9		5.4		3.7		3.7		5.4		5.4		5.4		5.4		5.4		5.4		5.4		5.4

		Gift card liability																																																						1.0		1.0								3.0		3.0		2.9		3.4		3.6		5.6		5.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6

		Deferred revenue																																																						1.0		1.0								1.8		1.8		0.3		0.7		4.5		0.6		0.6		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.5

		Returns reserve																																																						0.8		0.8								1.7		1.7		2.0		2.1		3.2		2.8		2.8		3.2		3.2		3.2		3.2		3.2		3.2		3.2		3.2

		Income tax payable																																																																0.1		0.1		1.3		0.9		3.1		4.0		4.0		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.1

		Current portion of long-term debt																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total Current Liabilities																																																						20.9		20.9								32.5		32.5		43.4		46.9		61.6		62.4		62.4		65.8		68.6		77.4		68.3		68.3		80.0		94.9		109.8



		Non-Current Liabilities

		Deferred rent and lease incentive																																																						2.9		2.9								3.7		3.7		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.5		3.5		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6

		Other non-current liabilities																																																																										0.2		0.2

		Long-term debt																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total Non-Current liabilities																																																						2.9		2.9								3.7		3.7		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.8		3.8		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6

		Total Liabilities																																																						23.8		23.8								36.2		36.2		47.0		50.5		65.2		66.2		66.2		69.4		72.2		81.0		71.9		71.9		83.6		98.5		113.4



		Shareholders' Equity

		Common stock																																																						0.0		0.0								0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		Additional paid-in capital																																																						61.1		61.1								70.2		70.2		75.3		205.3		213.9		227.6		227.6		223.9		228.9		233.9		238.9		238.9		258.9		278.9		298.9

		Accumulated deficit																																																						(22.3)		(22.3)								27.5		27.5		38.9		(1.6)		5.3		17.9		17.9		25.9		41.6		59.1		76.4		76.4		176.0		310.1		475.0

		Total SE																																																						38.8		38.8								97.7		97.7		114.3		203.7		219.3		245.6		245.6		249.9		270.5		293.1		315.4		315.4		434.9		589.1		774.0

		NCI																																																																														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total Liabilities & SE																																																						62.6		62.6								133.9		133.9		161.2		254.3		284.5		311.8		311.8		319.3		342.7		374.1		387.2		387.2		518.5		687.6		887.4



		BS Check																																																						- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



		Model Checks

		Net Income on Revised IS = NI on CF statement																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net Income on Reported IS = NI on Revised																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Segmented Revenue = Revenue

		Cash Flow is not Repeated																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Income Statement is not Repeated																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Balance Sheet is not Repeated																																																								- 0										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		Ending CF = Ending Cumulative CF																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Capex is Updated																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Margin is Updated																																																								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Adjusted Numbers FY = Sum of Qs

		*Margin adds up to 100%

		*Cash Flow Summary Signs are Correct																																																								- 0										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		*RIS NI FY = Sum of Qs																																																								0.1

Canalyst (JR): Canalyst (JR):
quarterly figures not available										- 0										- 0										- 0

		*RIS Adjusted NI FY = Sum of Qs																																																								(0.1)

Canalyst (JR): Canalyst (JR):
quarterly figures not available		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (DWL):
"Total orders are the summation of all completed individual purchase transactions in a given period."																																																																						

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
Not meaningful as the company started trading in the middle of the quarter. (May 27)		

Canalyst (JH): Canalyst (JH):
calculated assuming FY end is the average of four quarters		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
																						

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
Not meaningful as the company started trading in the middle of the quarter. (May 27)		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
																				

Canalyst (JX): Canalyst (JX):
Not meaningful as the company started trading in the middle of the quarter. (May 27)		

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
		

Canalyst (JR): Canalyst (JR):
Company metric, but we break it down more into order frequency and amount, so is not a driver																																														

Canalyst (KK): Canalyst (KK):
Estimated 								

Canalyst (DWL): Canalyst (QH):
Quarterly numbers not reported; estimated number using Y/Y change of FY end numbers and assuming an evenly distributed Q/Q net change that adds up to Y/Y net change.
												- 0										- 0										- 0

		*CFO Before WC subtotal FY = Sum of Qs																																																																		- 0										- 0										- 0

		*CFO subtotal FY = Sum of Qs																																																																		- 0										- 0										- 0

		*CFI subtotal FY = Sum of Qs																																																																		- 0										- 0										- 0

		*CFF subtotal FY = Sum of Qs																																																																		- 0										- 0										- 0

		*CF Summary FY = Sum of Qs																																																																		- 0										- 0										- 0



		Other Tables



		Ticker Symbol

		FIGS US

		NASDAQ:FIGS

		FIGS-US

		FIGS.OQ



		Valuation Toggle Table

		High		1

		Low		2

		Avg		3



		Key Outputs

		Net Revenue

		Adjusted EBITDA

		Adjusted EBIT (No Adjustments)

		Adjusted Earnings Per Share - WAD

		EV/EBITDA - Avg

		P/E - Avg





		Consensus Estimate Table																																																																														Q1-2022		Q2-2022		Q3-2022		Q4-2022		FY2022		FY2023		FY2024		FY2025

		FY or FQ																																																																														FQ		FQ		FQ		FQ		FY		FY		FY		FY

		Period																																																																														2.0		3.0		4.0		5.0		2.0		3.0		4.0		5.0

		Consensus Estimates - Gross Margin, %																																																																														N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Consensus Estimates - Net Revenue																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBITDA																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted EBIT																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Consensus Estimates - Adjusted Earnings Per Share - WAD																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Consensus Estimates - Cash Flow Per Diluted Share																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Consensus Estimates - Capex																																																																														#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection





		Stock Price Table

		Fiscal Period Start Date				Jan-09		Jan-10		Jan-11		Jan-12		Jan-13		Jan-14		Jan-15		Jan-16		Apr-16		Jul-16		Oct-16		Jan-16		Jan-17		Apr-17		Jul-17		Oct-17		Jan-17		Jan-18		Apr-18		Jul-18		Oct-18		Jan-18		Jan-19		Apr-19		Jul-19		Oct-19		Jan-19		Jan-20		Apr-20		Jul-20		Oct-20		Jan-20		Jan-21		Apr-21		Jul-21		$   44470.00		$   44197.00		Jan-22		Apr-22		Jul-22		Oct-22		Jan-22		Jan-23		Jan-24		Jan-25

		Is Historical Period				TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE

		Stock High: Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   50.10		$   46.04		$   42.82		$   50.10		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   50.10		$   46.04		$   42.82		$   50.10

		Bloomberg				#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Capital IQ				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FactSet				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Refinitiv				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Stock Low: Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   30.02		$   35.24		$   22.94		$   22.94		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   30.02		$   35.24		$   22.94		$   22.94

		Bloomberg				#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Capital IQ				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FactSet				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Refinitiv				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Stock Average: Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   37.41		$   40.32		$   32.94		$   36.75		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0

		Real-Time Off Source				$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$    -  0		$   37.41		$   40.32		$   32.94		$   36.75

		Bloomberg				#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Capital IQ				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FactSet				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Refinitiv				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		FX Average: Real-Time Off Source				1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000

		Real-Time Off Source				1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000

		Bloomberg				#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection		#N/A Connection

		Capital IQ				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		FactSet				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Refinitiv				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A





		General Table

		Last Price		$   33.24

		Last Price Date		2021-11-30

		Real-Time Stock Price		FALSE

		Last Price Formula		#N/A Connection

		Trade Currency		#N/A Connection

		Trade Currency Hardcoded		USD

		Model Sheet Currency Hardcoded		USD

		Most Recent FX		1.000

		Most Recent FX Hardcoded		1.000

		MRFP Column Number		37

		Most Recent Fiscal Period (MRFP)		Q3-2021

		Current Fiscal Year		FY2021

		First Forecast Fiscal Year		FY2021

		Data Source Index		1
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				FIGS Valuation Summary

				($ in millions except per share figures)



				Stock Price (as of 8/10/22)		$12.46						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022E		2023E

				   Shares Outstanding (1)		165.3				Revenue		$54.4		$110.5		$258.9		$419.6		$514.0		$649.5						Inputs

				   Dilutive Shares (2)		25.6				Adj. EBITDA				$1.7		$69.1		$105.2		$112.4		$158.2						Stock Price		12.46

				Fully Diluted Shares Out.		191.0				Adj. EBITDA Margin				2%		27%		25%		22%		24%						Date		8/10/22		ID

				Market Capitalization		$   2,379																						Cash		170.22

				   Less: Cash		($170)				YoY Growth																		Debt		0		face value

				   Plus: Debt (3)		$16				Revenue				103%		134%		62%		23%		26%

				Enterprise Value		$   2,225				Adj. EBITDA								52%		7%		41%						shares		193.8092036941

																														12.6707808499

										EV / Revenue				20.1x		8.6x		5.3x		4.3x		3.4x						dilutive impact		15%

										EV / Adj. EBITDA				1287.6x		32.2x		21.1x		19.8x		14.1x

				Notes																								Post IPO Peak		50.1

				(1) Cover of 10-Q filed 8/4/22																								Off peak		-75%

				(2) Includes 37.872m options outstanding at $5.24 average exercise price and 3.668m unvested RSUs outstanding

				(3) Represents $21.8 million of minimum lease obligations discounted at FIGS' Bloomberg WACC of 9.7%																								Fin svc mkt cap		1893.92

				Estimates from Bloomberg consensus as of 3/11/22																								Diff		$   485



																														Calculation of Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

																														Basic Shares Outstanding								165.3		as of Q2 2022 10-Q filed 8/4/22

				Leases																										Adjustments to Basic Shares								3.7		RSUs

				2022		1.337				0.5		1.3																		Plus: Shares from In-the-Money Options								37.9

				2023		3.458				1.5		3.0																		Less: Shares Repurchased								15.9

				2024		3.578				2.5		2.8																		New Shares from Options								21.9

				2025		3.703				3.5		2.7																		Plus: Shares from Convertible Securities								0.0

				2026		2.346				4.5		1.5																		Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding								191.0

				after		7.418				5.5		4.5

																														Options / Warrants

				BBG WACC		9.7%				discounted total		15.8																				Number of		Exercise		In-the-$

																														Tranche		Shares		Price		Shares		Proceeds

				adjusted for new figures in 10-Q, but are they min obligations like in 10-K?																										Options		37.9		$   5.24		37.9		$   198.4

																														Tranche 2						0.0		$   - 0

																														Tranche 3						0.0		$   - 0

																														Tranche 4						0.0		$   - 0

																														Tranche 5						0.0		$   - 0

																														Total		37.9				37.9		$   198.4



																														Convertible Securities

																																		Conversion		Conversion		New

																														Issue		Amount		Price		Ratio		Shares

																														CP 1								0.0

																														CP 2								0.0

																																						

																																						

																																						

																														Total		$   - 0						0.0







Val

				($ in millions except
per share figures)		Implied Valuation

				2022E Revenue (1)		$   514.0

				EV / 2022 Revenues		2.5x

				Enterprise Value		$   1,285.0

				   Cash		$   170.2

				   Debt		$   15.8

				Market Capitalization		$   1,439.4

				FD Shares Outstanding		191.0

				Implied Stock Price		$   7.54

				Current Price		$12.46

				Downside From Current		-40%



				(1) Bloomberg consensus as of 3/11/22







2H 22

				Revenue

				Original 2022		550-560

				Current		510-530

				Begin of Year				Act/Curr

				Q1		115.64		110.1

				Q2		131.48		122.247

				Q3		136.76		124.83

				Q4		158.14		157.09

				H2 / H1		0.1933473616		0.2133576074





YoY Metrics

										ex tulco revs

																																				LTM as of

						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022				FY2017		FY2018		FY2019		FY2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022

				Net Revenue		31.967		64.143		72.609		90.193		87.079		101.117		102.696		128.699		110.1		122.247				18		54.417384		110.494		263.112		314.024		350.998		381.085		419.591		442.612		463.742

				     International Revenue		0.39		1.887		2.764		4.348		5.472		7.996		6.892		8.717		8.682		9.417								0.562		9.389

				     Non-Scrubs Revenue		3.415		6.764		11.66		13.285		10.864		10.802		13.167		21.708		19.633		18.36								12.865		35.124

				BOP Active Customers		0.596		0.676		0.905		1.106		1.3		1.497		1.622		1.743		1.872		1.962								0.323913		0.596

				Change in Active Customers		0.08		0.229		0.201		0.194		0.197		0.125		0.121		0.129		0.09		0.085								0.272087		0.704

				EOP Active Customers		0.676		0.905		1.106		1.3		1.497		1.622		1.743		1.872		1.962		2.047						0.323913		0.596		1.3		1.497		1.622		1.743		1.872		1.962		2.047

				Net Revenue Per Active Customer		47.2884615385		70.8762430939		65.6500904159		69.3792307692		58.169004676		62.3409371147		58.9191049914		68.749465812		56.1162079511		59.7200781632				LTM		$   168.0		$   185.4		$   202.4		$   209.8		$   216.4		$   218.6		$   224.1		$   225.6		$   226.5

				Average Order Value		92		88		99		97		100		103		102		113		116		109								95		94

				Marketing Expense		7.337		8.804		9.655		13.055		10.84		15.488		15.779		16.606		15.408		20.824								33.193		38.852						55.162		58.713		63.281		68.617

				ROAS		4.3569578847		7.2856656065		7.5203521491		6.908693987		8.0331180812		6.5287319215		6.5083972368		7.750150548		7.1456386293		5.8704859777								3.3288343928		6.7721610213						6.9084695986		7.146475227		6.9943901013		6.7584126383

						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022				FY2017		FY2018		FY2019		FY2020		FY2021

				Year-Over-Year

				Net Revenue										172%		58%		41%		43%		26%		21%

				     International Revenue										1303%		324%		149%		100%		59%		18%

				     Non-Scrubs Revenue										218%		60%		13%		63%		81%		70%

				End of Period Active Customers										121%		79%		58%		44%		31%		26%

				Period Net Revenue Per Active Customer										23%		-12%		-10%		-1%		-4%		-4%

				Average Order Value										9%		17%		3%		16%		16%		6%

				ROAS (Net Revenue / Marketing Spend)										84%		-10%		-13%		12%		-11%		-10%



				Quarter-Over-Quarter

				Net Revenue				101%		13%		24%		-3%		16%		2%		25%		-14%		11%

				     International Revenue				384%		46%		57%		26%		46%		-14%		26%		-0%		8%

				     Non-Scrubs Revenue				98%		72%		14%		-18%		-1%		22%		65%		-10%		-6%

				End of Period Active Customers				34%		22%		18%		15%		8%		7%		7%		5%		4%

				Net Customer Additions				186%		-12%		-3%		2%		-37%		-3%		7%		-30%		-6%

				Period Net Revenue Per Active Customer				50%		-7%		6%		-16%		7%		-5%		17%		-18%		6%

				LTM Net Revenue Per Active Customer										4%		3%		1%		3%		1%		0%

				Average Order Value				-4%		13%		-2%		3%		3%		-1%		11%		3%		-6%

				ROAS (Net Revenue / Marketing Spend)				67%		3%		-8%		16%		-19%		-0%		19%		-8%		-18%



				Red indicates a sequential decline in metric

				Green indicates a sequential improvement in metric



						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022

				FIGS International Revenue		$0.4		$1.9		$2.8		$4.3		$5.5		$8.0		$6.9		$8.7		$8.7		$9.4

				QoQ Growth				384%		46%		57%		26%		46%		-14%		26%		-0%		8%







CAC

						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022				FY2019		FY2020		FY2021						2017		2020

				New Customers		0.080		0.229		0.201		0.194		0.197		0.125		0.121		0.129		0.090		0.085				0.272		0.704		0.572						17.6		263.1		1.4634063699

				Marketing Expense		$   7.3		$   8.8		$   9.7		$   13.1		$   10.8		$   15.5		$   15.8		$   16.6		$   15.4		$   20.8				$   33.2		$   38.9		$   58.7

				Total CAC		$   91.71		$   38.45		$   48.03		$   67.29		$   55.03		$   123.90		$   130.40		$   128.73		$   171.20		$   244.99				$   121.99		$   55.19		$   102.65

				FIGS CAC																								$   73.00		$   39.00

						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022				FY 2019		FY 2020		FY 2021

				Total CAC		$   92		$   38		$   48		$   67		$   55		$   124		$   130		$   129		$   171		$   245				$   122		$   55		$   103

				FIGS CAC																								$   73		$   39



				Implied CAC Expense																								$   19.9		$   27.5

						Not used																						60%		71%

						Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021

				Average Order Value		$   92.00		$   88.00		$   99.00		$   97.00		$   100.00		$   103.00		$   102.00		$   113.00

				Gross Margin		76.1%		70.5%		73.7%		71.0%		71.6%		73.3%		72.7%		69.9%

				Gross Profit		$   69.97		$   62.04		$   72.99		$   68.89		$   71.61		$   75.53		$   74.20		$   79.02

				Less CAC		$   (91.71)		$   (38.45)		$   (48.03)		$   (67.29)		$   (55.03)		$   (123.90)		$   (130.40)		$   (128.73)

				Contribution		$   (21.74)		$   23.59		$   24.96		$   1.60		$   16.59		$   (48.37)		$   (56.21)		$   (49.70)





						Not used

				Implied 2020 Contribution Profit

				CAC		$   39.00

				Return on CAC		1.3

				Contribution Profit		$   50.70

				Implied Revenue at 80% GM		$   63.38



						2020

				New Customer FTM Revenue		$   215

				New Customers 2019-20 Avg.		0.488

				New Customer FTM Revenue		$   104.9		40%

				2020 Total Revenue		$   263.1

				Return Customer Revenue		$   158.2		60%

				Orders Per Year		3

				Average Order Value		$   71.67







Total CAC	

Q1 2020	Q2 2020	Q3 2020	Q4 2020	Q1 2021	Q2 2021	Q3 2021	Q4 2021	Q1 2022	Q2 2022	FY 2019	FY 2020	FY 2021	91.71249999999992	38.44541484716158	48.034825870646749	67.293814432989706	55.025380710659881	123.904	130.40495867768595	128.72868217054264	171.20000000000027	244.98823529411712	121.99406807381463	55.187499999999993	102.64510489510488	FIGS CAC	

Q1 2020	Q2 2020	Q3 2020	Q4 2020	Q1 2021	Q2 2021	Q3 2021	Q4 2021	Q1 2	022	Q2 2022	FY 2019	FY 2020	FY 2021	73	39	







EBITDA

						FY2019		Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022		FY2017		FY2018		FY2019		FY2020

				Net Revenue		110.494		31.967		64.143		76.809		90.193		87.079		101.117		102.696		128.699		110.1		122.247		18		54.417384		110.494		263.112

				Adj. EBITDA		1.728		4.604		17.343		25.728		21.419		24.349		26.793		22.19		31.913		24.984		21.479						1.728		69.094

				Adj. EBITDA Margin		2%		14%		27%		33%		24%		28%		26%		22%		25%		23%		18%						0.0156388582		0.262602998

						FY2019		Q1 2020		Q2 2020		Q3 2020		Q4 2020		Q1 2021		Q2 2021		Q3 2021		Q4 2021		Q1 2022		Q2 2022

				Adj. EBITDA Margin		2%		14%		27%		33%		24%		28%		26%		22%		25%		23%		18%





FY2019	Q1 2020	Q2 2020	Q3 2020	Q4 2020	Q1 2021	Q2 2021	Q3 2021	Q4 2021	Q1 2022	Q2 2022	1.5638858218545857E-2	0.14402352425939241	0.27038024414199519	0.33496074678748577	0.23747962702205272	0.27961965571492547	0.26497028195061173	0.21607462802835559	0.24796618466343956	0.22692098092643043	0.17570165321030368	







Margin Def

				FIGS Line Items		FIGS		BIRD		BRLT		CHWY		FLWS		HIMS		HNST		PRPL		RVLV		SFIX		W		WRBY		LULU

				Cost of Goods Sold

				   Product costs		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS

				   Import duties and other taxes		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS

				   Freight-in		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS

				   Defective merchandise returns		COGS				COGS												COGS								COGS

				   Inventory write-offs		COGS				COGS		COGS										COGS		COGS						COGS

				   Shrinkage		COGS				COGS		COGS										COGS								COGS

				Selling Expense: Fulfillment

				   Operating fulfillment center		OpEx		COGS				OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		OpEx		COGS				COGS

				   Inspecting and warehousing inventories		OpEx		COGS				OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		OpEx		COGS				COGS

				   Pick/pack orders for shipment		OpEx		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		OpEx		COGS		COGS (1)		COGS

				Selling Expense: Selling and distribution

				   Shipping costs for customer orders		OpEx		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS (1)		OpEx

				   Shipping costs for customer returns		OpEx				COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS				OpEx

				   Packaging		OpEx		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		COGS				OpEx

				   Merchant processing fees		OpEx		COGS		OpEx		OpEx				OpEx		COGS		COGS		OpEx		COGS		OpEx		OpEx		OpEx



				LTM Gross Margin		72%		53%		48%		27%		40%		75%		35%		41%		55%		46%		28%		58%		58%



				Notes

				(1) Excludes Home Try-On program



				Marketing?				No, but stores		Yes		Yes		No		Marketing and sales		Advertising		Ad and Mktg		No		Marketing		marketing		Mktg and sales

				(1) Excludes Home Try-On program

				FIGS Adjusted

				Revs		419.591

				GP		301.221		72%

				Selling		81.923		20%

								52%

		WRBY		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001504776/000162828021019236/warbyparkerinc424b4.htm

		BIRD		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001653909/000162828021021575/allbirds424b4.htm

		RVLV		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1746618/000156459021008799/rvlv-10k_20201231.htm

		SFIX		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1576942/000157694221000121/sfix-20210731.htm

		PRPL		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1643953/000121390021014856/f10k2020_purple.htm

		W		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1616707/000161670721000064/w-20201231.htm

		CHWY		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1766502/000176650221000008/chwy-20210131.htm

		BRLT		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001866757/000119312521282214/d64351d424b4.htm

		HNST		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001530979/000119312521153475/d27841d424b4.htm

		HIMS		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1773751/000177375121000057/hims-20210930.htm

		FLWS		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1084869/000143774921021879/flws20210627_10k.htm

		LULU		https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1397187/000139718721000009/lulu-20210131.htm



https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001504776/000162828021019236/warbyparkerinc424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1773751/000177375121000057/hims-20210930.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1084869/000143774921021879/flws20210627_10k.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1397187/000139718721000009/lulu-20210131.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001653909/000162828021021575/allbirds424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1746618/000156459021008799/rvlv-10k_20201231.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1576942/000157694221000121/sfix-20210731.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001866757/000119312521282214/d64351d424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1643953/000121390021014856/f10k2020_purple.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1616707/000161670721000064/w-20201231.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1766502/000176650221000008/chwy-20210131.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001530979/000119312521153475/d27841d424b4.htm

Comp Metrics

								FIGS		WRBY		BIRD		RENT		FTCH

				CAC		Spend		performance and brand marketing expense attributable to both new customer acquisition and repeat customer retention in a period		total media spend plus Home Try-On costs in a given period. Home Try-On costs include customer shipping, consumable, and product fulfillment costs related to the program		total marketing expense for a given period		 total marketing expense, other than employee expenses		demand generation expense attributable only to new consumer acquisition during a specific time period

						Customers		customers acquired during that same period		number of Active Customers during that same period, where Active Customer is defined as a unique customer that has made at least one purchase of any product or service in the preceding 12-month period		new customers acquired during that period		number of new customers acquired in that period		number of new consumers acquired during the same period

										https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001504776/000162828021019236/warbyparkerinc424b4.htm#i4f95c48500a34cbeb126545fac303cd9_8610		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001653909/000162828021021575/allbirds424b4.htm		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001468327/000119312521308630/d194411d424b4.htm		https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001740915/000119312518281206/d607688d424b4.htm



https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001653909/000162828021021575/allbirds424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001504776/000162828021019236/warbyparkerinc424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001468327/000119312521308630/d194411d424b4.htmhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001740915/000119312518281206/d607688d424b4.htm

Churn

																								only		move on

				First Order				100		1		0.4912797838		0.4912797838				50.0%		0.50				50		50

				Returned for second		50%		50		2		0.2456398919		0.4912797838				18.5%		0.37				18.5		31.5

				Returned for third		63%		32		3		0.1547531319		0.4642593957				18.9%		0.57				9.45		22.05

				Returned for fourth		70%		22		4		0.1083271923		0.4333087693				12.6%		0.50				22.05

								203.55						1.8801277327				100.0%		1.941				100

						2017		2018		2019		2020

				New		56%		48%		41%		38%

				Existing		44%		52%		59%		62%

				Revenue		$   17.6		$   54.4		$   110.5		$   263.1

				New		$   9.9		$   26.1		$   45.3		$   100.0

				Existing		$   7.7		$   28.3		$   65.2		$   163.1

				New				165%		74%		121%

				Existing				265%		130%		150%

				New Customers				0.15		0.272		0.704

				New Cust Rev / New Cust				$   174.08		$   166.56		$   142.01

						Count		2017		2018		2019		2020

				2017 Customers		0.15

				2018 Customers

				2019 Customers

				2020 Customers

						Year 1		Year 2		Year 3

				Degradation





Waterfall

						Percent of		Percent of

				Orders Placed		Previous Group		Total

				Initial order				100%

				Returned for second order		50%		50%

				Returned for third order		63%		32%

				Returned for fourth order 		70%		22%







TAM

										1000000



						(millions)

				Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations		8.6		(1)						MD		DO

				Healthcare Support Occupations		6.4		(1)				Full-time Faculty		186,000		66,881

				Subtotal		15.0						Medical Students		94,000		33,800

				Medical Students, Faculty, and Resident Physicians		0.6		(2)				Resident Physicians		145,000

				Total		15.6						Graduate Students		60,000

												Total		485,000		100,681

				Healthcare Professional Scrub Sets Purchased Annually		3.75		(3)

				Medical Student, Faculty, and RP Scrub Sets Purchased Annually		2.00		(3)



				Total Scrub Sets Purchased Annually		57.5

				Average Scrub Set Price		$   75.00		(4)



				Total Annual Scrub Spend		$   4,312

				FIGS Scrubs as a Percent of Q4 2021 Revenue		83%		(5)

				Total Annual Healthcare Apparel Spend		$   5,195



				Notes

				(1) U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics, May 2020

				(2) American Association of Medical Colleges and American Osteopathic Association, 

				assuming same student:faculty ratio for DO as MD programs

				(3) Goldman Sachs research report on FIGS 6/21/2021

				(4) Spruce Point estimate (FIGS average ~$80 and Cherokee ~$70)

				(5) FIGS SEC filings





SOM

						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

				100		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-5		-50

















































New Customers

						FY2018		FY2019		FY2020		FY2021

				Net Revenue		54.417384		110.494		263.112		ERROR:#REF!

				BOP Active Customers				0.324		0.596

				Change in Active Customers				0.272		0.704

				EOP Active Customers		0.324		0.596		1.300		ERROR:#REF!

				Net Revenue Per Active Customer		$   168.0		$   185.4		$   202.4		ERROR:#REF!





Google Trends

		Category: All categories																										Category: All categories																										Category: All categories																		Category: All categories																		Category: All categories														Rolling 13 week YoY

																rolling 13 week														YoY												rolling 4 week														YoY																																																		YoY

		Week		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined		Week		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined		Week		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined						Week		figs scrubs		scrubs and beyond		uniform advantage		amazon scrubs		figs scrubs		scrubs and beyond		uniform advantage		amazon scrubs		Week		figs scrubs		scrubs and beyond		uniform advantage		amazon scrubs						Week		figs scrubs		jaanuu scrubs

		2/19/17		2		12		1		5		5		23														2/19/17																										2/19/17																		2/19/17		2		24		29		5										2/19/17														2/19/17

		2/26/17		6		11		1		6		5		23														2/26/17																										2/26/17																		2/26/17		6		29		29		5										2/26/17														2/26/17

		3/5/17		3		9		2		4		4		19														3/5/17																										3/5/17																		3/5/17		3		24		25		6										3/5/17														3/5/17

		3/12/17		6		13		1		4		3		21														3/12/17														4.25		11.25		1.25		4.75		4.25		21.5		3/12/17																		3/12/17		6		24		24		5										3/12/17														3/12/17

		3/19/17		6		10		3		5		4		22														3/19/17														5.25		10.75		1.75		4.75		4		21.25		3/19/17																		3/19/17		6		23		27		4										3/19/17														3/19/17

		3/26/17		4		10		2		7		4		23														3/26/17														4.75		10.5		2		5		3.75		21.25		3/26/17																		3/26/17		4		25		24		5										3/26/17														3/26/17

		4/2/17		4		9		1		5		4		19														4/2/17														5		10.5		1.75		5.25		3.75		21.25		4/2/17																		4/2/17		4		24		20		4										4/2/17														4/2/17

		4/9/17		3		11		3		5		3		22														4/9/17														4.25		10		2.25		5.5		3.75		21.5		4/9/17																		4/9/17		3		24		16		4										4/9/17														4/9/17

		4/16/17		5		8		2		4		4		18														4/16/17														4		9.5		2		5.25		3.75		20.5		4/16/17																		4/16/17		5		23		19		5										4/16/17														4/16/17

		4/23/17		5		10		4		5		4		23														4/23/17														4.25		9.5		2.5		4.75		3.75		20.5		4/23/17																		4/23/17		5		24		25		6										4/23/17														4/23/17

		4/30/17		4		8		1		5		4		18														4/30/17														4.25		9.25		2.5		4.75		3.75		20.25		4/30/17																		4/30/17		4		24		29		6										4/30/17														4/30/17

		5/7/17		7		11		2		5		4		22														5/7/17														5.25		9.25		2.25		4.75		4		20.25		5/7/17																		5/7/17		7		27		29		5										5/7/17														5/7/17

		5/14/17		5		11		2		5		4		22		4.6153846154		10.2307692308		1.9230769231		5		4		21.1538461538		5/14/17														5.25		10		2.25		5		4		21.25		5/14/17																		5/14/17		5		24		22		5		4.6153846154		24.5384615385		24.4615384615		5		5/14/17														5/14/17

		5/21/17		5		7		2		4		4		17		4.8461538462		9.8461538462		2		4.9230769231		3.9230769231		20.6923076923		5/21/17														5.25		9.25		1.75		4.75		4		19.75		5/21/17																		5/21/17		5		22		19		5		4.8461538462		24.3846153846		23.6923076923		5		5/21/17														5/21/17

		5/28/17		4		11		2		4		3		20		4.6923076923		9.8461538462		2.0769230769		4.7692307692		3.7692307692		20.4615384615		5/28/17														5.25		10		2		4.5		3.75		20.25		5/28/17																		5/28/17		4		25		21		8		4.6923076923		24.0769230769		23.0769230769		5.2307692308		5/28/17														5/28/17

		6/4/17		5		9		1		3		4		17		4.8461538462		9.8461538462		2		4.6923076923		3.7692307692		20.3076923077		6/4/17														4.75		9.5		1.75		4		3.75		19		6/4/17																		6/4/17		5		24		20		4		4.8461538462		24.0769230769		22.6923076923		5.0769230769		6/4/17														6/4/17

		6/11/17		5		12		2		5		4		23		4.7692307692		9.7692307692		2.0769230769		4.7692307692		3.8461538462		20.4615384615		6/11/17														4.75		9.75		1.75		4		3.75		19.25		6/11/17																		6/11/17		5		23		19		6		4.7692307692		24		22.3076923077		5.1538461538		6/11/17														6/11/17

		6/18/17		5		13		2		4		4		23		4.6923076923		10		2		4.6923076923		3.8461538462		20.5384615385		6/18/17														4.75		11.25		1.75		4		3.75		20.75		6/18/17																		6/18/17		5		23		22		6		4.6923076923		24		21.9230769231		5.3076923077		6/18/17														6/18/17

		6/25/17		8		10		2		5		5		22		5		10		2		4.5384615385		3.9230769231		20.4615384615		6/25/17														5.75		11		1.75		4.25		4.25		21.25		6/25/17																		6/25/17		8		24		21		8		5		23.9230769231		21.6923076923		5.5384615385		6/25/17														6/25/17

		7/2/17		4		12		2		3		4		21		5		10.2307692308		2.0769230769		4.3846153846		3.9230769231		20.6153846154		7/2/17														5.5		11.75		2		4.25		4.25		22.25		7/2/17																		7/2/17		4		23		21		6		5		23.8461538462		21.7692307692		5.6923076923		7/2/17														7/2/17

		7/9/17		7		11		3		4		4		22		5.3076923077		10.2307692308		2.0769230769		4.3076923077		4		20.6153846154		7/9/17														6		11.5		2.25		4		4.25		22		7/9/17																		7/9/17		7		24		22		7		5.3076923077		23.8461538462		22.2307692308		5.9230769231		7/9/17														7/9/17

		7/16/17		6		12		1		5		3		21		5.3846153846		10.5384615385		2		4.3846153846		3.9230769231		20.8461538462		7/16/17														6.25		11.25		2		4.25		4		21.5		7/16/17																		7/16/17		6		26		26		4		5.3846153846		24.0769230769		22.7692307692		5.8461538462		7/16/17														7/16/17

		7/23/17		7		12		2		6		4		24		5.5384615385		10.6923076923		1.8461538462		4.4615384615		3.9230769231		20.9230769231		7/23/17														6		11.75		2		4.5		3.75		22		7/23/17																		7/23/17		7		31		25		7		5.5384615385		24.6153846154		22.7692307692		5.9230769231		7/23/17														7/23/17

		7/30/17		7		14		3		6		7		30		5.7692307692		11.1538461538		2		4.5384615385		4.1538461538		21.8461538462		7/30/17														6.75		12.25		2.25		5.25		4.5		24.25		7/30/17																		7/30/17		7		35		26		9		5.7692307692		25.4615384615		22.5384615385		6.1538461538		7/30/17														7/30/17

		8/6/17		9		16		3		5		4		28		5.9230769231		11.5384615385		2.0769230769		4.5384615385		4.1538461538		22.3076923077		8/6/17														7.25		13.5		2.25		5.5		4.5		25.75		8/6/17																		8/6/17		9		34		31		8		5.9230769231		26		22.6923076923		6.3846153846		8/6/17														8/6/17

		8/13/17		11		14		2		7		4		27		6.3846153846		11.7692307692		2.0769230769		4.6923076923		4.1538461538		22.6923076923		8/13/17														8.5		14		2.5		6		4.75		27.25		8/13/17																		8/13/17		11		31		32		8		6.3846153846		26.5384615385		23.4615384615		6.6153846154		8/13/17														8/13/17

		8/20/17		8		13		2		6		5		26		6.6153846154		12.2307692308		2.0769230769		4.8461538462		4.2307692308		23.3846153846		8/20/17														8.75		14.25		2.5		6		5		27.75		8/20/17																		8/20/17		8		32		33		7		6.6153846154		27.3076923077		24.5384615385		6.7692307692		8/20/17														8/20/17

		8/27/17		7		10		2		5		3		20		6.8461538462		12.1538461538		2.0769230769		4.9230769231		4.2307692308		23.3846153846		8/27/17														8.75		13.25		2.25		5.75		4		25.25		8/27/17																		8/27/17		7		26		28		8		6.8461538462		27.3846153846		25.0769230769		6.7692307692		8/27/17														8/27/17

		9/3/17		9		11		4		5		5		25		7.1538461538		12.3076923077		2.3076923077		5.0769230769		4.3076923077		24		9/3/17														8.75		12		2.5		5.75		4.25		24.5		9/3/17																		9/3/17		9		27		27		5		7.1538461538		27.6153846154		25.6153846154		6.8461538462		9/3/17														9/3/17

		9/10/17		8		13		3		5		5		26		7.3846153846		12.3846153846		2.3846153846		5.0769230769		4.3846153846		24.2307692308		9/10/17														8		11.75		2.75		5.25		4.5		24.25		9/10/17																		9/10/17		8		28		24		7		7.3846153846		28		26		6.9230769231		9/10/17														9/10/17

		9/17/17		11		11		2		6		5		24		7.8461538462		12.2307692308		2.3846153846		5.2307692308		4.4615384615		24.3076923077		9/17/17														8.75		11.25		2.75		5.25		4.5		23.75		9/17/17																		9/17/17		11		26		30		6		7.8461538462		28.2307692308		26.6153846154		6.9230769231		9/17/17														9/17/17

		9/24/17		11		9		3		7		6		25		8.0769230769		12.1538461538		2.4615384615		5.3846153846		4.5384615385		24.5384615385		9/24/17														9.75		11		3		5.75		5.25		25		9/24/17																		9/24/17		11		25		31		8		8.0769230769		28.3076923077		27.3846153846		6.9230769231		9/24/17														9/24/17

		10/1/17		8		12		3		9		4		28		8.3846153846		12.1538461538		2.5384615385		5.8461538462		4.5384615385		25.0769230769		10/1/17														9.5		11.25		2.75		6.75		5		25.75		10/1/17																		10/1/17		8		29		28		7		8.3846153846		28.7692307692		27.9230769231		7		10/1/17														10/1/17

		10/8/17		9		9		4		11		3		27		8.5384615385		12		2.6153846154		6.3846153846		4.4615384615		25.4615384615		10/8/17														9.75		10.25		3		8.25		4.5		26		10/8/17																		10/8/17		9		27		28		9		8.5384615385		29		28.3846153846		7.1538461538		10/8/17														10/8/17

		10/15/17		8		8		2		9		4		23		8.6923076923		11.6923076923		2.6923076923		6.6923076923		4.5384615385		25.6153846154		10/15/17														9		9.5		3		9		4.25		25.75		10/15/17																		10/15/17		8		27		29		7		8.6923076923		29.0769230769		28.6153846154		7.3846153846		10/15/17														10/15/17

		10/22/17		12		9		2		8		3		22		9.0769230769		11.4615384615		2.6923076923		6.8461538462		4.4615384615		25.4615384615		10/22/17														9.25		9.5		2.75		9.25		3.5		25		10/22/17																		10/22/17		12		27		26		7		9.0769230769		28.7692307692		28.6923076923		7.3846153846		10/22/17														10/22/17

		10/29/17		8		11		2		8		2		23		9.1538461538		11.2307692308		2.6153846154		7		4.0769230769		24.9230769231		10/29/17														9.25		9.25		2.5		9		3		23.75		10/29/17																		10/29/17		8		25		23		7		9.1538461538		28		28.4615384615		7.2307692308		10/29/17														10/29/17

		11/5/17		11		9		1		7		3		20		9.3076923077		10.6923076923		2.4615384615		7.1538461538		4		24.3076923077		11/5/17														9.75		9.25		1.75		8		3		22		11/5/17																		11/5/17		11		25		30		6		9.3076923077		27.3076923077		28.3846153846		7.0769230769		11/5/17														11/5/17

		11/12/17		6		11		3		8		5		27		8.9230769231		10.4615384615		2.5384615385		7.2307692308		4.0769230769		24.3076923077		11/12/17														9.25		10		2		7.75		3.25		23		11/12/17																		11/12/17		6		25		28		3		8.9230769231		26.8461538462		28.0769230769		6.6923076923		11/12/17														11/12/17

		11/19/17		11		9		3		8		3		23		9.1538461538		10.1538461538		2.6153846154		7.3846153846		3.9230769231		24.0769230769		11/19/17														9		10		2.25		7.75		3.25		23.25		11/19/17																		11/19/17		11		27		29		6		9.1538461538		26.4615384615		27.7692307692		6.6153846154		11/19/17														11/19/17

		11/26/17		15		10		3		10		4		27		9.7692307692		10.1538461538		2.6923076923		7.7692307692		4		24.6153846154		11/26/17														10.75		9.75		2.5		8.25		3.75		24.25		11/26/17																		11/26/17		15		29		30		8		9.7692307692		26.6923076923		27.9230769231		6.6153846154		11/26/17														11/26/17

		12/3/17		9		8		3		8		3		22		9.7692307692		9.9230769231		2.6153846154		8		3.8461538462		24.3846153846		12/3/17														10.25		9.5		3		8.5		3.75		24.75		12/3/17																		12/3/17		9		25		27		8		9.7692307692		26.5384615385		27.9230769231		6.8461538462		12/3/17														12/3/17

		12/10/17		10		9		1		8		3		21		9.9230769231		9.6153846154		2.4615384615		8.2307692308		3.6923076923		24		12/10/17														11.25		9		2.5		8.5		3.25		23.25		12/10/17																		12/10/17		10		25		21		5		9.9230769231		26.3076923077		27.6923076923		6.6923076923		12/10/17														12/10/17

		12/17/17		7		7		2		9		3		21		9.6153846154		9.3076923077		2.4615384615		8.4615384615		3.5384615385		23.7692307692		12/17/17														10.25		8.5		2.25		8.75		3.25		22.75		12/17/17																		12/17/17		7		26		19		6		9.6153846154		26.3076923077		26.8461538462		6.6923076923		12/17/17														12/17/17

		12/24/17		10		11		2		8		4		25		9.5384615385		9.4615384615		2.3846153846		8.5384615385		3.3846153846		23.7692307692		12/24/17														9		8.75		2		8.25		3.25		22.25		12/24/17																		12/24/17		10		25		21		5		9.5384615385		26.3076923077		26.0769230769		6.4615384615		12/24/17														12/24/17

		12/31/17		11		9		2		9		4		24		9.7692307692		9.2307692308		2.3076923077		8.5384615385		3.3846153846		23.4615384615		12/31/17														9.5		9		1.75		8.5		3.5		22.75		12/31/17																		12/31/17		11		32		30		7		9.7692307692		26.5384615385		26.2307692308		6.4615384615		12/31/17														12/31/17

		1/7/18		13		13		3		10		5		31		10.0769230769		9.5384615385		2.2307692308		8.4615384615		3.5384615385		23.7692307692		1/7/18														10.25		10		2.25		9		4		25.25		1/7/18																		1/7/18		13		33		32		7		10.0769230769		27		26.5384615385		6.3076923077		1/7/18														1/7/18

		1/14/18		12		13		2		10		3		28		10.3846153846		9.9230769231		2.2307692308		8.5384615385		3.4615384615		24.1538461538		1/14/18														11.5		11.5		2.25		9.25		4		27		1/14/18																		1/14/18		12		30		28		9		10.3846153846		27.2307692308		26.4615384615		6.4615384615		1/14/18														1/14/18

		1/21/18		15		11		2		9		4		26		10.6153846154		10.0769230769		2.2307692308		8.6153846154		3.5384615385		24.4615384615		1/21/18														12.75		11.5		2.25		9.5		4		27.25		1/21/18																		1/21/18		15		28		28		6		10.6153846154		27.3076923077		26.6153846154		6.3846153846		1/21/18														1/21/18

		1/28/18		13		12		4		9		5		30		11		10.1538461538		2.3846153846		8.6923076923		3.7692307692		25		1/28/18														13.25		12.25		2.75		9.5		4.25		28.75		1/28/18																		1/28/18		13		26		33		7		11		27.3846153846		27.3846153846		6.3846153846		1/28/18														1/28/18

		2/4/18		12		13		2		12		4		31		11.0769230769		10.4615384615		2.4615384615		9.0769230769		3.8461538462		25.8461538462		2/4/18														13		12.25		2.5		10		4		28.75		2/4/18																		2/4/18		12		23		30		7		11.0769230769		27.2307692308		27.3846153846		6.4615384615		2/4/18														2/4/18

		2/11/18		12		12		2		9		4		27		11.5384615385		10.5384615385		2.3846153846		9.1538461538		3.7692307692		25.8461538462		2/11/18														13		12		2.5		9.75		4.25		28.5		2/11/18																		2/11/18		12		24		27		5		11.5384615385		27.1538461538		27.3076923077		6.6153846154		2/11/18														2/11/18

		2/18/18		11		15		3		10		4		32		11.5384615385		11		2.3846153846		9.3076923077		3.8461538462		26.5384615385		2/18/18														12		13		2.75		10		4.25		30		2/18/18																		2/18/18		11		26		33		5		11.5384615385		27.0769230769		27.6153846154		6.5384615385		2/18/18														2/18/18

		2/25/18		14		15		3		7		5		30		11.4615384615		11.3846153846		2.3846153846		9.0769230769		3.9230769231		26.7692307692		2/25/18														12.25		13.75		2.5		9.5		4.25		30		2/25/18																		2/25/18		14		30		36		6		11.4615384615		27.1538461538		28.0769230769		6.3846153846		2/25/18														2/25/18

		3/4/18		8		10		2		9		4		25		11.3846153846		11.5384615385		2.3076923077		9.1538461538		4		27		3/4/18														11.25		13		2.5		8.75		4.25		28.5		3/4/18		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined						3/4/18		8		30		31		7		11.3846153846		27.5384615385		28.3846153846		6.3076923077		3/4/18														3/4/18

		3/11/18		12		13		3		8		4		28		11.5384615385		11.8461538462		2.4615384615		9.1538461538		4.0769230769		27.5384615385		3/11/18														11.25		13.25		2.75		8.5		4.25		28.75		3/11/18		165%		18%		120%		79%		0%		34%						3/11/18		12		25		31		7		11.5384615385		27.5384615385		29.1538461538		6.4615384615		3/11/18														3/11/18

		3/18/18		9		14		3		8		6		31		11.6923076923		12.3846153846		2.5384615385		9.0769230769		4.3076923077		28.3076923077		3/18/18														10.75		13		2.75		8		4.75		28.5		3/18/18		105%		21%		57%		68%		19%		34%						3/18/18		9		30		31		6		11.6923076923		27.8461538462		30.0769230769		6.4615384615		3/18/18														3/18/18

		3/25/18		10		13		3		8		3		27		11.6923076923		12.5384615385		2.6153846154		9.0769230769		4.2307692308		28.4615384615		3/25/18														9.75		12.5		2.75		8.25		4.25		27.75		3/25/18		105%		19%		38%		65%		13%		31%						3/25/18		10		28		26		8		11.6923076923		28.0769230769		30.4615384615		6.6923076923		3/25/18														3/25/18

		4/1/18		10		13		2		8		4		27		11.6153846154		12.8461538462		2.6153846154		9		4.2307692308		28.6923076923		4/1/18														10.25		13.25		2.75		8		4.25		28.25		4/1/18		105%		26%		57%		52%		13%		33%						4/1/18		10		31		32		7		11.6153846154		28		30.6153846154		6.6923076923		4/1/18														4/1/18

		4/8/18		16		12		3		9		4		28		11.8461538462		12.7692307692		2.6153846154		8.9230769231		4.1538461538		28.4615384615		4/8/18														11.25		13		2.75		8.25		4.25		28.25		4/8/18		165%		30%		22%		50%		13%		31%						4/8/18		16		26		30		6		11.8461538462		27.4615384615		30.4615384615		6.6153846154		4/8/18														4/8/18

		4/15/18		13		13		3		9		4		29		11.9230769231		12.7692307692		2.6923076923		8.8461538462		4.2307692308		28.5384615385		4/15/18														12.25		12.75		2.75		8.5		3.75		27.75		4/15/18		206%		34%		38%		62%		0%		35%						4/15/18		13		28		25		5		11.9230769231		27.3076923077		30.2307692308		6.3076923077		4/15/18														4/15/18

		4/22/18		12		13		3		10		5		31		11.6923076923		12.9230769231		2.7692307692		8.9230769231		4.3076923077		28.9230769231		4/22/18														12.75		12.75		2.75		9		4.25		28.75		4/22/18		200%		34%		10%		89%		13%		40%						4/22/18		12		28		23		7		11.6923076923		27.3076923077		29.8461538462		6.3846153846		4/22/18														4/22/18

		4/29/18		12		12		2		10		4		28		11.6153846154		12.9230769231		2.6153846154		9		4.2307692308		28.7692307692		4/29/18														13.25		12.5		2.75		9.5		4.25		29		4/29/18		212%		35%		10%		100%		13%		43%						4/29/18		12		32		39		6		11.6153846154		27.7692307692		30.3076923077		6.3076923077		4/29/18														4/29/18

		5/6/18		15		12		3		9		5		29		11.8461538462		12.8461538462		2.6923076923		8.7692307692		4.3076923077		28.6153846154		5/6/18		figs scrubs		cherokee scrubs		jaanuu scrubs		greys anatomy scrubs		koi scrubs		combined		13		12.5		2.75		9.5		4.5		29.25		5/6/18		148%		35%		22%		100%		13%		44%						5/6/18		15		33		39		6		11.8461538462		28.5384615385		31		6.2307692308		5/6/18		figs scrubs		scrubs and beyond		uniform advantage		amazon scrubs						5/6/18		Figs Scrubs		Jaanuu Scrubs

		5/13/18		13		10		3		10		3		26		11.9230769231		12.6923076923		2.7692307692		8.8461538462		4.2307692308		28.5384615385		5/13/18		158%		24%		44%		77%		6%		35%		13		11.75		2.75		9.75		4.25		28.5		5/13/18		148%		18%		22%		95%		6%		34%						5/13/18		13		26		33		6		11.9230769231		28.6923076923		31.4615384615		6.3076923077		5/13/18		158%		17%		29%		26%						5/13/18		158%		44%

		5/20/18		11		12		3		11		3		29		11.9230769231		12.4615384615		2.7692307692		8.9230769231		4.1538461538		28.3076923077		5/20/18		146%		27%		38%		81%		6%		37%		12.75		11.5		2.75		10		3.75		28		5/20/18		143%		24%		57%		111%		-6%		42%						5/20/18		11		27		27		6		11.9230769231		28.7692307692		31		6.3846153846		5/20/18		146%		18%		31%		28%						5/20/18		146%		38%

		5/27/18		12		10		3		8		4		25		11.7692307692		12.0769230769		2.7692307692		9		4.0769230769		27.9230769231		5/27/18		151%		23%		33%		89%		8%		36%		12.75		11		3		9.5		3.75		27.25		5/27/18		143%		10%		50%		111%		0%		35%						5/27/18		12		26		28		6		11.7692307692		28.4615384615		30.3846153846		6.3846153846		5/27/18		151%		18%		32%		22%						5/27/18		151%		33%

		6/3/18		12		13		3		9		4		29		12.0769230769		12.3076923077		2.8461538462		9		4.0769230769		28.2307692308		6/3/18		149%		25%		42%		92%		8%		39%		12		11.25		3		9.5		3.5		27.25		6/3/18		153%		18%		71%		138%		-7%		43%						6/3/18		12		28		25		6		12.0769230769		28.3076923077		29.9230769231		6.3076923077		6/3/18		149%		18%		32%		24%						6/3/18		149%		42%

		6/10/18		13		11		4		9		3		27		12.1538461538		12.1538461538		2.9230769231		9.0769230769		4		28.1538461538		6/10/18		155%		24%		41%		90%		4%		38%		12		11.5		3.25		9.25		3.5		27.5		6/10/18		153%		18%		86%		131%		-7%		43%						6/10/18		13		23		22		7		12.1538461538		28.1538461538		29.2307692308		6.3076923077		6/10/18		155%		17%		31%		22%						6/10/18		155%		41%

		6/17/18		12		13		3		10		4		30		12.3846153846		12.0769230769		2.9230769231		9.2307692308		3.8461538462		28.0769230769		6/17/18		164%		21%		46%		97%		0%		37%		12.25		11.75		3.25		9		3.75		27.75		6/17/18		158%		4%		86%		125%		0%		34%						6/17/18		12		25		30		6		12.3846153846		27.7692307692		29.1538461538		6.3076923077		6/17/18		164%		16%		33%		19%						6/17/18		164%		46%

		6/24/18		10		13		3		10		6		32		12.3846153846		12.0769230769		2.9230769231		9.3846153846		4.0769230769		28.4615384615		6/24/18		148%		21%		46%		107%		4%		39%		11.75		12.5		3.25		9.5		4.25		29.5		6/24/18		104%		14%		86%		124%		0%		39%						6/24/18		10		27		27		6		12.3846153846		27.6923076923		29.2307692308		6.1538461538		6/24/18		148%		16%		35%		11%						6/24/18		148%		46%

		7/1/18		13		10		2		8		4		24		12.6153846154		11.8461538462		2.9230769231		9.3846153846		4.0769230769		28.2307692308		7/1/18		152%		16%		41%		114%		4%		37%		12		11.75		3		9.25		4.25		28.25		7/1/18		118%		0%		50%		118%		0%		27%						7/1/18		13		23		24		5		12.6153846154		27.0769230769		28.6153846154		6		7/1/18		152%		14%		31%		5%						7/1/18		152%		41%

		7/8/18		13		12		2		10		4		28		12.3846153846		11.8461538462		2.8461538462		9.4615384615		4.0769230769		28.2307692308		7/8/18		133%		16%		37%		120%		2%		37%		12		12		2.5		9.5		4.5		28.5		7/8/18		100%		4%		11%		138%		6%		30%						7/8/18		13		27		28		6		12.3846153846		27.1538461538		28.4615384615		6		7/8/18		133%		14%		28%		1%						7/8/18		133%		37%

		7/15/18		13		11		3		8		3		25		12.3846153846		11.6923076923		2.8461538462		9.3846153846		4		27.9230769231		7/15/18		130%		11%		42%		114%		2%		34%		12.25		11.5		2.5		9		4.25		27.25		7/15/18		96%		2%		25%		112%		6%		27%						7/15/18		13		31		29		8		12.3846153846		27.3846153846		28.7692307692		6.2307692308		7/15/18		130%		14%		26%		7%						7/15/18		130%		42%

		7/22/18		13		17		3		14		6		40		12.4615384615		12		2.8461538462		9.6923076923		4.0769230769		28.6153846154		7/22/18		125%		12%		54%		117%		4%		37%		13		12.5		2.5		10		4.25		29.25		7/22/18		117%		6%		25%		122%		13%		33%						7/22/18		13		30		28		9		12.4615384615		27.5384615385		29.1538461538		6.3846153846		7/22/18		125%		12%		28%		8%						7/22/18		125%		54%

		7/29/18		16		15		4		10		5		34		12.7692307692		12.2307692308		3		9.6923076923		4.1538461538		29.0769230769		7/29/18		121%		10%		50%		114%		0%		33%		13.75		13.75		3		10.5		4.5		31.75		7/29/18		104%		12%		33%		100%		0%		31%						7/29/18		16		32		34		7		12.7692307692		27.5384615385		28.7692307692		6.4615384615		7/29/18		121%		8%		28%		5%						7/29/18		121%		50%

		8/5/18		24		16		3		12		4		35		13.4615384615		12.5384615385		3		9.9230769231		4.0769230769		29.5384615385		8/5/18		127%		9%		44%		119%		-2%		32%		16.5		14.75		3.25		11		4.5		33.5		8/5/18		128%		9%		44%		100%		0%		30%						8/5/18		24		33		35		10		13.4615384615		27.5384615385		28.4615384615		6.7692307692		8/5/18		127%		6%		25%		6%						8/5/18		127%		44%

		8/12/18		15		18		4		9		5		36		13.6153846154		13.1538461538		3.0769230769		9.8461538462		4.2307692308		30.3076923077		8/12/18		113%		12%		48%		110%		2%		34%		17		16.5		3.5		11.25		5		36.25		8/12/18		100%		18%		40%		88%		5%		33%						8/12/18		15		33		38		8		13.6153846154		28.0769230769		28.8461538462		6.9230769231		8/12/18		113%		6%		23%		5%						8/12/18		113%		48%

		8/19/18		13		15		3		10		4		32		13.7692307692		13.3846153846		3.0769230769		9.7692307692		4.3076923077		30.5384615385		8/19/18		108%		9%		48%		102%		2%		31%		17		16		3.5		10.25		4.5		34.25		8/19/18		94%		12%		40%		71%		-10%		23%						8/19/18		13		32		35		9		13.7692307692		28.4615384615		29.4615384615		7.1538461538		8/19/18		108%		4%		20%		6%						8/19/18		108%		48%

		8/26/18		10		14		4		9		4		31		13.6153846154		13.6923076923		3.1538461538		9.8461538462		4.3076923077		31		8/26/18		99%		13%		52%		100%		2%		33%		15.5		15.75		3.5		10		4.25		33.5		8/26/18		77%		19%		56%		74%		6%		33%						8/26/18		10		30		36		6		13.6153846154		28.7692307692		30.0769230769		7.1538461538		8/26/18		99%		5%		20%		6%						8/26/18		99%		52%

		9/2/18		14		10		3		10		6		29		13.7692307692		13.4615384615		3.1538461538		9.9230769231		4.4615384615		31		9/2/18		92%		9%		37%		95%		4%		29%		13		14.25		3.5		9.5		4.75		32		9/2/18		49%		19%		40%		65%		12%		31%						9/2/18		14		30		30		8		13.7692307692		28.9230769231		30.4615384615		7.3076923077		9/2/18		92%		5%		19%		7%						9/2/18		92%		37%

		9/9/18		14		15		2		9		5		31		13.8461538462		13.7692307692		3		9.9230769231		4.6153846154		31.3076923077		9/9/18		88%		11%		26%		95%		5%		29%		12.75		13.5		3		9.5		4.75		30.75		9/9/18		59%		15%		9%		81%		6%		27%						9/9/18		14		31		29		7		13.8461538462		29.5384615385		31		7.3076923077		9/9/18		88%		5%		19%		6%						9/9/18		88%		26%

		9/16/18		16		14		3		8		5		30		14.1538461538		13.8461538462		3		9.7692307692		4.6923076923		31.3076923077		9/16/18		80%		13%		26%		87%		5%		29%		13.5		13.25		3		9		5		30.25		9/16/18		54%		18%		9%		71%		11%		27%						9/16/18		16		29		27		6		14.1538461538		29.8461538462		30.7692307692		7.3076923077		9/16/18		80%		6%		16%		6%						9/16/18		80%		26%

		9/23/18		13		13		3		10		4		30		14.3846153846		13.8461538462		3		9.7692307692		4.5384615385		31.1538461538		9/23/18		78%		14%		22%		81%		0%		27%		14.25		13		2.75		9.25		5		30		9/23/18		46%		18%		-8%		61%		-5%		20%						9/23/18		13		29		29		9		14.3846153846		30		30.9230769231		7.5384615385		9/23/18		78%		6%		13%		9%						9/23/18		78%		22%

		9/30/18		18		13		3		10		5		31		14.7692307692		14.0769230769		3.0769230769		9.9230769231		4.6153846154		31.6923076923		9/30/18		76%		16%		21%		70%		2%		26%		15.25		13.75		2.75		9.25		4.75		30.5		9/30/18		61%		22%		0%		37%		-5%		18%						9/30/18		18		28		41		8		14.7692307692		30.3846153846		32.2307692308		7.7692307692		9/30/18		76%		6%		15%		11%						9/30/18		76%		21%

		10/7/18		12		12		3		7		4		26		14.6923076923		14.0769230769		3.1538461538		9.6923076923		4.6153846154		31.5384615385		10/7/18		72%		17%		21%		52%		3%		24%		14.75		13		3		8.75		4.5		29.25		10/7/18		51%		27%		0%		6%		0%		13%						10/7/18		12		26		33		8		14.6923076923		30.3076923077		32.6153846154		7.9230769231		10/7/18		72%		5%		15%		11%						10/7/18		72%		21%

		10/14/18		15		10		2		5		3		20		14.8461538462		14		3.0769230769		9.4615384615		4.6153846154		31.1538461538		10/14/18		71%		20%		14%		41%		2%		22%		14.5		12		2.75		8		4		26.75		10/14/18		61%		26%		-8%		-11%		-6%		4%						10/14/18		15		26		29		6		14.8461538462		29.9230769231		32.6153846154		7.7692307692		10/14/18		71%		3%		14%		5%						10/14/18		71%		14%

		10/21/18		11		10		2		7		4		23		14.6923076923		13.4615384615		3		8.9230769231		4.4615384615		29.8461538462		10/21/18		62%		17%		11%		30%		0%		17%		14		11.25		2.5		7.25		4		25		10/21/18		51%		18%		-9%		-22%		14%		0%						10/21/18		11		24		27		7		14.6923076923		29.4615384615		32.5384615385		7.6153846154		10/21/18		62%		2%		13%		3%						10/21/18		62%		11%

		10/28/18		14		11		4		6		3		24		14.5384615385		13.1538461538		3		8.6153846154		4.3076923077		29.0769230769		10/28/18		59%		17%		15%		23%		6%		17%		13		10.75		2.75		6.25		3.5		23.25		10/28/18		41%		16%		10%		-31%		17%		-2%						10/28/18		14		19		26		7		14.5384615385		28.4615384615		31.9230769231		7.6153846154		10/28/18		59%		2%		12%		5%						10/28/18		59%		15%

		11/4/18		12		11		3		4		3		21		13.6153846154		12.7692307692		3		8		4.2307692308		28		11/4/18		46%		19%		22%		12%		6%		15%		13		10.5		2.75		5.5		3.25		22		11/4/18		33%		14%		57%		-31%		8%		0%						11/4/18		12		22		27		6		13.6153846154		27.6153846154		31.3076923077		7.3076923077		11/4/18		46%		1%		10%		3%						11/4/18		46%		22%

		11/11/18		13		10		3		3		2		18		13.4615384615		12.1538461538		2.9230769231		7.5384615385		4		26.6153846154		11/11/18		51%		16%		15%		4%		-2%		9%		12.5		10.5		3		5		3		21.5		11/11/18		35%		5%		50%		-35%		-8%		-7%						11/11/18		13		24		25		5		13.4615384615		26.9230769231		30.3076923077		7.0769230769		11/11/18		51%		0%		8%		6%						11/11/18		51%		15%

		11/18/18		20		10		3		5		3		21		14		11.7692307692		2.9230769231		7.1538461538		3.9230769231		25.7692307692		11/18/18		53%		16%		12%		-3%		0%		7%		14.75		10.5		3.25		4.5		2.75		21		11/18/18		64%		5%		44%		-42%		-15%		-10%						11/18/18		20		31		30		6		14		26.8461538462		29.9230769231		6.8461538462		11/18/18		53%		1%		8%		3%						11/18/18		53%		12%

		11/25/18		16		13		2		3		4		22		14.4615384615		11.6923076923		2.7692307692		6.6923076923		3.9230769231		25.0769230769		11/25/18		48%		15%		3%		-14%		-2%		2%		15.25		11		2.75		3.75		3		20.5		11/25/18		42%		13%		10%		-55%		-20%		-15%						11/25/18		16		25		34		7		14.4615384615		26.4615384615		29.7692307692		6.9230769231		11/25/18		48%		-1%		7%		5%						11/25/18		48%		3%

		12/2/18		12		11		2		4		3		20		14.3076923077		11.7692307692		2.6923076923		6.2307692308		3.6923076923		24.3846153846		12/2/18		46%		19%		3%		-22%		-4%		0%		15.25		11		2.5		3.75		3		20.25		12/2/18		49%		16%		-17%		-56%		-20%		-18%						12/2/18		12		20		28		7		14.3076923077		25.6923076923		29.6153846154		6.8461538462		12/2/18		46%		-3%		6%		0%						12/2/18		46%		3%

		12/9/18		14		11		2		3		3		19		14.3076923077		11.4615384615		2.6923076923		5.7692307692		3.5384615385		23.4615384615		12/9/18		44%		19%		9%		-30%		-4%		-2%		15.5		11.25		2.25		3.75		3.25		20.5		12/9/18		38%		25%		-10%		-56%		0%		-12%						12/9/18		14		20		25		5		14.3076923077		24.8461538462		29.3076923077		6.6923076923		12/9/18		44%		-6%		6%		0%						12/9/18		44%		9%

		12/16/18		14		8		2		4		3		17		14.1538461538		11		2.6153846154		5.4615384615		3.3846153846		22.4615384615		12/16/18		47%		18%		6%		-35%		-4%		-6%		14		10.75		2		3.5		3.25		19.5		12/16/18		37%		26%		-11%		-60%		0%		-14%						12/16/18		14		20		23		6		14.1538461538		24.1538461538		29		6.6923076923		12/16/18		47%		-8%		8%		0%						12/16/18		47%		6%

		12/23/18		10		7		2		4		2		15		13.9230769231		10.5384615385		2.5384615385		5		3.2307692308		21.3076923077		12/23/18		46%		11%		6%		-41%		-5%		-10%		12.5		9.25		2		3.75		2.75		17.75		12/23/18		39%		6%		0%		-55%		-15%		-20%						12/23/18		10		23		22		5		13.9230769231		23.6923076923		28.4615384615		6.3846153846		12/23/18		46%		-10%		9%		-1%						12/23/18		46%		6%

		12/30/18		11		12		3		5		3		23		13.3846153846		10.4615384615		2.5384615385		4.6153846154		3.0769230769		20.6923076923		12/30/18		37%		13%		10%		-46%		-9%		-12%		12.25		9.5		2.25		4		2.75		18.5		12/30/18		29%		6%		29%		-53%		-21%		-19%						12/30/18		11		30		31		6		13.3846153846		23.8461538462		27.6923076923		6.2307692308		12/30/18		37%		-10%		6%		-4%						12/30/18		37%		10%

		1/6/19		14		15		5		4		4		28		13.5384615385		10.6923076923		2.6923076923		4.3846153846		3.0769230769		20.8461538462		1/6/19		34%		12%		21%		-48%		-13%		-12%		12.25		10.5		3		4.25		3		20.75		1/6/19		20%		5%		33%		-53%		-25%		-18%						1/6/19		14		29		44		7		13.5384615385		24.0769230769		28.5384615385		6.1538461538		1/6/19		34%		-11%		8%		-2%						1/6/19		34%		21%

		1/13/19		12		15		3		6		4		28		13.3076923077		11.0769230769		2.7692307692		4.4615384615		3.1538461538		21.4615384615		1/13/19		28%		12%		24%		-48%		-9%		-11%		11.75		12.25		3.25		4.75		3.25		23.5		1/13/19		2%		7%		44%		-49%		-19%		-13%						1/13/19		12		32		36		8		13.3076923077		24.5384615385		29.0769230769		6.3076923077		1/13/19		28%		-10%		10%		-2%						1/13/19		28%		24%

		1/20/19		13		11		3		7		3		24		13.4615384615		11.1538461538		2.8461538462		4.4615384615		3.0769230769		21.5384615385		1/20/19		27%		11%		28%		-48%		-13%		-12%		12.5		13.25		3.5		5.5		3.5		25.75		1/20/19		-2%		15%		56%		-42%		-13%		-6%						1/20/19		13		29		36		6		13.4615384615		24.9230769231		29.7692307692		6.2307692308		1/20/19		27%		-9%		12%		-2%						1/20/19		27%		28%

		1/27/19		11		14		3		5		4		26		13.2307692308		11.3846153846		2.7692307692		4.3846153846		3.1538461538		21.6923076923		1/27/19		20%		12%		16%		-50%		-16%		-13%		12.5		13.75		3.5		5.5		3.75		26.5		1/27/19		-6%		12%		27%		-42%		-12%		-8%						1/27/19		11		30		35		7		13.2307692308		25.7692307692		30.4615384615		6.2307692308		1/27/19		20%		-6%		11%		-2%						1/27/19		20%		16%

		2/3/19		12		14		3		5		4		26		13.2307692308		11.6153846154		2.7692307692		4.4615384615		3.2307692308		22.0769230769		2/3/19		19%		11%		13%		-51%		-16%		-15%		12		13.5		3		5.75		3.75		26		2/3/19		-8%		10%		20%		-43%		-6%		-10%						2/3/19		12		28		38		7		13.2307692308		26.2307692308		31.3076923077		6.3076923077		2/3/19		19%		-4%		14%		-2%						2/3/19		19%		13%

		2/10/19		16		13		3		4		4		24		13.4615384615		11.8461538462		2.7692307692		4.5384615385		3.3846153846		22.5384615385		2/10/19		17%		12%		16%		-50%		-10%		-13%		13		13		3		5.25		3.75		25		2/10/19		0%		8%		20%		-46%		-12%		-12%						2/10/19		16		27		37		4		13.4615384615		26.4615384615		32.2307692308		6.2307692308		2/10/19		17%		-3%		18%		-6%						2/10/19		17%		16%

		2/17/19		14		11		2		6		3		22		13		11.9230769231		2.6923076923		4.6153846154		3.3846153846		22.6153846154		2/17/19		13%		8%		13%		-50%		-12%		-15%		13.25		13		2.75		5		3.75		24.5		2/17/19		10%		0%		0%		-50%		-12%		-18%						2/17/19		14		29		41		8		13		26.3076923077		33.0769230769		6.3846153846		2/17/19		13%		-3%		20%		-2%						2/17/19		13%		13%

		2/24/19		12		15		3		8		4		30		12.6923076923		12.0769230769		2.7692307692		5		3.3846153846		23.2307692308		2/24/19		11%		6%		16%		-45%		-14%		-13%		13.5		13.25		2.75		5.75		3.75		25.5		2/24/19		10%		-4%		10%		-39%		-12%		-15%						2/24/19		12		30		40		6		12.6923076923		26.6923076923		33.5384615385		6.3076923077		2/24/19		11%		-2%		19%		-1%						2/24/19		11%		16%

		3/3/19		12		14		2		10		4		30		12.6923076923		12.3076923077		2.7692307692		5.4615384615		3.4615384615		24		3/3/19		11%		7%		20%		-40%		-13%		-11%		13.5		13.25		2.5		7		3.75		26.5		3/3/19		20%		2%		0%		-20%		-12%		-7%						3/3/19		12		23		41		6		12.6923076923		26.9230769231		34.5384615385		6.2307692308		3/3/19		11%		-2%		22%		-1%						3/3/19		11%		20%

		3/10/19		8		13		3		9		2		27		12.2307692308		12.4615384615		2.8461538462		5.9230769231		3.3846153846		24.6153846154		3/10/19		6%		5%		16%		-35%		-17%		-11%		11.5		13.25		2.5		8.25		3.25		27.25		3/10/19		2%		0%		-9%		-3%		-24%		-5%						3/10/19		8		27		34		6		12.2307692308		27.4615384615		35.2307692308		6.3076923077		3/10/19		6%		-0%		21%		-2%						3/10/19		6%		16%

		3/17/19		11		10		4		11		4		29		12		12.6153846154		3		6.4615384615		3.4615384615		25.5384615385		3/17/19		3%		2%		18%		-29%		-20%		-10%		10.75		13		3		9.5		3.5		29		3/17/19		0%		0%		9%		19%		-26%		2%						3/17/19		11		28		44		6		12		28.0769230769		36.8461538462		6.3076923077		3/17/19		3%		1%		23%		-2%						3/17/19		3%		18%

		3/24/19		13		13		2		8		3		26		12.2307692308		13.0769230769		3		6.7692307692		3.5384615385		26.3846153846		3/24/19		5%		4%		15%		-25%		-16%		-7%		11		12.5		2.75		9.5		3.25		28		3/24/19		13%		0%		0%		15%		-24%		1%						3/24/19		13		25		34		7		12.2307692308		28.2307692308		37.7692307692		6.4615384615		3/24/19		5%		1%		24%		-3%						3/24/19		5%		15%

		3/31/19		11		13		4		8		5		30		12.2307692308		13.1538461538		3.0769230769		7		3.6923076923		26.9230769231		3/31/19		5%		2%		18%		-22%		-13%		-6%		10.75		12.25		3.25		9		3.5		28		3/31/19		5%		-8%		18%		13%		-18%		-1%						3/31/19		11		30		35		5		12.2307692308		28.2307692308		38.0769230769		6.3846153846		3/31/19		5%		1%		24%		-5%						3/31/19		5%		18%

		4/7/19		11		12		2		6		3		23		12		12.9230769231		2.8461538462		7.1538461538		3.6153846154		26.5384615385		4/7/19		1%		1%		9%		-20%		-13%		-7%		11.5		12		3		8.25		3.75		27		4/7/19		2%		-8%		9%		0%		-12%		-4%						4/7/19		11		23		32		6		12		27.7692307692		37.1538461538		6.3076923077		4/7/19		1%		1%		22%		-5%						4/7/19		1%		9%

		4/14/19		12		10		4		7		2		23		12		12.5384615385		2.9230769231		7.2307692308		3.4615384615		26.1538461538		4/14/19		1%		-2%		9%		-18%		-18%		-8%		11.75		12		3		7.25		3.25		25.5		4/14/19		-4%		-6%		9%		-15%		-13%		-8%						4/14/19		12		22		28		4		12		27		36.5384615385		6		4/14/19		1%		-1%		21%		-5%						4/14/19		1%		9%

		4/21/19		11		13		2		9		4		28		11.8461538462		12.6923076923		2.8461538462		7.3846153846		3.5384615385		26.4615384615		4/21/19		1%		-2%		3%		-17%		-18%		-9%		11.25		12		3		7.5		3.5		26		4/21/19		-12%		-6%		9%		-17%		-18%		-10%						4/21/19		11		23		29		5		11.8461538462		26.5384615385		36		5.9230769231		4/21/19		1%		-3%		21%		-7%						4/21/19		1%		3%

		4/28/19		13		11		2		8		3		24		12		12.4615384615		2.7692307692		7.6153846154		3.4615384615		26.3076923077		4/28/19		3%		-4%		6%		-15%		-18%		-9%		11.75		11.5		2.5		7.5		3		24.5		4/28/19		-11%		-8%		-9%		-21%		-29%		-16%						4/28/19		13		31		39		6		12		26.6153846154		36.3076923077		5.8461538462		4/28/19		3%		-4%		20%		-7%						4/28/19		3%		6%

		5/5/19		20		14		3		9		4		30		12.6153846154		12.4615384615		2.7692307692		7.9230769231		3.4615384615		26.6153846154		5/5/19		6%		-3%		3%		-10%		-20%		-7%		14		12		2.75		8.25		3.25		26.25		5/5/19		8%		-4%		0%		-13%		-28%		-10%						5/5/19		20		31		51		6		12.6153846154		26.8461538462		37.3076923077		5.7692307692		5/5/19		6%		-6%		20%		-7%						5/5/19		6%		3%

		5/12/19		16		11		3		7		3		24		12.6153846154		12.3076923077		2.7692307692		8.1538461538		3.3846153846		26.6153846154		5/12/19		6%		-3%		0%		-8%		-20%		-7%		15		12.25		2.5		8.25		3.5		26.5		5/12/19		15%		4%		-9%		-15%		-18%		-7%						5/12/19		16		28		37		6		12.6153846154		26.9230769231		37.3076923077		5.9230769231		5/12/19		6%		-6%		19%		-6%						5/12/19		6%		0%

		5/19/19		15		10		3		7		4		24		12.6923076923		12.2307692308		2.8461538462		8.2307692308		3.4615384615		26.7692307692		5/19/19		6%		-2%		3%		-8%		-17%		-5%		16		11.5		2.75		7.75		3.5		25.5		5/19/19		25%		0%		0%		-23%		-7%		-9%						5/19/19		15		27		33		7		12.6923076923		26.7692307692		36.6923076923		5.8461538462		5/19/19		6%		-7%		18%		-8%						5/19/19		6%		3%

		5/26/19		14		14		4		6		5		29		12.8461538462		12.1538461538		2.9230769231		8.0769230769		3.5384615385		26.6923076923		5/26/19		9%		1%		6%		-10%		-13%		-4%		16.25		12.25		3.25		7.25		4		26.75		5/26/19		27%		11%		8%		-24%		7%		-2%						5/26/19		14		24		31		6		12.8461538462		26.3076923077		36		5.8461538462		5/26/19		9%		-8%		18%		-8%						5/26/19		9%		6%

		6/2/19		17		16		2		6		4		28		13.2307692308		12.3076923077		2.9230769231		7.7692307692		3.5384615385		26.5384615385		6/2/19		10%		0%		3%		-14%		-13%		-6%		15.5		12.75		3		6.5		4		26.25		6/2/19		29%		13%		0%		-32%		14%		-4%						6/2/19		17		27		29		8		13.2307692308		26.6153846154		35.0769230769		6		6/2/19		10%		-6%		17%		-5%						6/2/19		10%		3%

		6/9/19		13		10		2		8		3		23		13.6153846154		12.0769230769		2.8461538462		7.6923076923		3.6153846154		26.2307692308		6/9/19		12%		-1%		-3%		-15%		-10%		-7%		14.75		12.5		2.75		6.75		4		26		6/9/19		23%		9%		-15%		-27%		14%		-5%						6/9/19		13		26		31		6		13.6153846154		26.5384615385		34.8461538462		6		6/9/19		12%		-6%		19%		-5%						6/9/19		12%		-3%

		6/16/19		17		10		4		7		3		24		14.0769230769		12.0769230769		2.8461538462		7.3846153846		3.5384615385		25.8461538462		6/16/19		14%		0%		-3%		-20%		-8%		-8%		15.25		12.5		3		6.75		3.75		26		6/16/19		24%		6%		-8%		-25%		0%		-6%						6/16/19		17		28		28		8		14.0769230769		26.5384615385		33.6153846154		6.1538461538		6/16/19		14%		-4%		15%		-2%						6/16/19		14%		-3%

		6/23/19		14		12		3		8		3		26		14.1538461538		12		2.9230769231		7.3846153846		3.5384615385		25.8461538462		6/23/19		14%		-1%		0%		-21%		-13%		-9%		15.25		12		2.75		7.25		3.25		25.25		6/23/19		30%		-4%		-15%		-24%		-24%		-14%						6/23/19		14		28		36		6		14.1538461538		26.7692307692		33.7692307692		6.0769230769		6/23/19		14%		-3%		16%		-1%						6/23/19		14%		0%

		6/30/19		18		10		4		7		2		23		14.6923076923		11.7692307692		2.9230769231		7.3076923077		3.3076923077		25.3076923077		6/30/19		16%		-1%		0%		-22%		-19%		-10%		15.5		10.5		3.25		7.5		2.75		24		6/30/19		29%		-11%		8%		-19%		-35%		-15%						6/30/19		18		25		31		6		14.6923076923		26.3846153846		33.4615384615		6.1538461538		6/30/19		16%		-3%		17%		3%						6/30/19		16%		0%

		7/7/19		19		15		3		8		3		29		15.3076923077		12		3		7.4615384615		3.3076923077		25.7692307692		7/7/19		24%		1%		5%		-21%		-19%		-9%		17		11.75		3.5		7.5		2.75		25.5		7/7/19		42%		-2%		40%		-21%		-39%		-11%						7/7/19		19		25		32		6		15.3076923077		26.5384615385		33.4615384615		6.1538461538		7/7/19		24%		-2%		18%		3%						7/7/19		24%		5%

		7/14/19		18		13		2		7		3		25		15.7692307692		12.2307692308		2.8461538462		7.4615384615		3.3846153846		25.9230769231		7/14/19		27%		5%		0%		-20%		-15%		-7%		17.25		12.5		3		7.5		2.75		25.75		7/14/19		41%		9%		20%		-17%		-35%		-6%						7/14/19		18		28		34		8		15.7692307692		27		33.9230769231		6.4615384615		7/14/19		27%		-1%		18%		4%						7/14/19		27%		0%

		7/21/19		22		15		3		11		3		32		16.6153846154		12.3846153846		2.9230769231		7.6153846154		3.3076923077		26.2307692308		7/21/19		33%		3%		3%		-21%		-19%		-8%		19.25		13.25		3		8.25		2.75		27.25		7/21/19		48%		6%		20%		-18%		-35%		-7%						7/21/19		22		35		35		6		16.6153846154		27.9230769231		34.3846153846		6.5384615385		7/21/19		33%		1%		18%		2%						7/21/19		33%		3%

		7/28/19		23		15		2		11		3		31		17.3846153846		12.6923076923		2.9230769231		7.8461538462		3.3076923077		26.7692307692		7/28/19		36%		4%		-3%		-19%		-20%		-8%		20.5		14.5		2.5		9.25		3		29.25		7/28/19		49%		5%		-17%		-12%		-33%		-8%						7/28/19		23		32		43		6		17.3846153846		28		34.6923076923		6.5384615385		7/28/19		36%		2%		21%		1%						7/28/19		36%		-3%

		8/4/19		24		16		3		11		5		35		17.6923076923		12.8461538462		2.9230769231		8		3.3846153846		27.1538461538		8/4/19		31%		2%		-3%		-19%		-17%		-8%		21.75		14.75		2.5		10		3.5		30.75		8/4/19		32%		0%		-23%		-9%		-22%		-8%						8/4/19		24		33		43		7		17.6923076923		28.1538461538		34.0769230769		6.6153846154		8/4/19		31%		2%		20%		-2%						8/4/19		31%		-3%

		8/11/19		19		16		3		11		4		34		17.9230769231		13.2307692308		2.9230769231		8.3076923077		3.4615384615		27.9230769231		8/11/19		32%		1%		-5%		-16%		-18%		-8%		22		15.5		2.75		11		3.75		33		8/11/19		29%		-6%		-21%		-2%		-25%		-9%						8/11/19		19		35		43		8		17.9230769231		28.6923076923		34.5384615385		6.7692307692		8/11/19		32%		2%		20%		-2%						8/11/19		32%		-5%

		8/18/19		19		17		3		10		4		34		18.2307692308		13.7692307692		2.9230769231		8.5384615385		3.4615384615		28.6923076923		8/18/19		32%		3%		-5%		-13%		-20%		-6%		21.25		16		2.75		10.75		4		33.5		8/18/19		25%		0%		-21%		5%		-11%		-2%						8/18/19		19		36		40		9		18.2307692308		29.3846153846		35.0769230769		6.9230769231		8/18/19		32%		3%		19%		-3%						8/18/19		32%		-5%

		8/25/19		19		13		4		11		4		32		18.6153846154		13.6923076923		2.9230769231		8.9230769231		3.3846153846		28.9230769231		8/25/19		37%		0%		-7%		-9%		-21%		-7%		20.25		15.5		3.25		10.75		4.25		33.75		8/25/19		31%		-2%		-7%		8%		0%		1%						8/25/19		19		33		40		7		18.6153846154		30.0769230769		35.7692307692		7		8/25/19		37%		5%		19%		-2%						8/25/19		37%		-7%

		9/1/19		17		11		2		11		3		27		18.6153846154		13.3076923077		2.9230769231		9.3076923077		3.3076923077		28.8461538462		9/1/19		35%		-1%		-7%		-6%		-26%		-7%		18.5		14.25		3		10.75		3.75		31.75		9/1/19		42%		0%		-14%		13%		-21%		-1%						9/1/19		17		30		36		8		18.6153846154		30.3076923077		36.3076923077		7		9/1/19		35%		5%		19%		-4%						9/1/19		35%		-7%

		9/8/19		19		13		2		7		3		25		19.0769230769		13.5384615385		2.9230769231		9.2307692308		3.3076923077		29		9/8/19		38%		-2%		-3%		-7%		-28%		-7%		18.5		13.5		2.75		9.75		3.5		29.5		9/8/19		45%		0%		-8%		3%		-26%		-4%						9/8/19		19		31		34		7		19.0769230769		30.6923076923		36.5384615385		7.0769230769		9/8/19		38%		4%		18%		-3%						9/8/19		38%		-3%

		9/15/19		18		13		2		8		2		25		19.1538461538		13.7692307692		2.7692307692		9.3076923077		3.2307692308		29.0769230769		9/15/19		35%		-1%		-8%		-5%		-31%		-7%		18.25		12.5		2.5		9.25		3		27.25		9/15/19		35%		-6%		-17%		3%		-40%		-10%						9/15/19		18		28		35		6		19.1538461538		30.6923076923		37.0769230769		6.9230769231		9/15/19		35%		3%		21%		-5%						9/15/19		35%		-8%

		9/22/19		18		11		3		10		4		28		19.4615384615		13.6923076923		2.7692307692		9.4615384615		3.3076923077		29.2307692308		9/22/19		35%		-1%		-8%		-3%		-27%		-6%		18		12		2.25		9		3		26.25		9/22/19		26%		-8%		-18%		-3%		-40%		-13%						9/22/19		18		27		33		6		19.4615384615		30.6153846154		36.8461538462		6.9230769231		9/22/19		35%		2%		19%		-8%						9/22/19		35%		-8%

		9/29/19		20		13		4		5		3		25		19.6153846154		13.9230769231		2.7692307692		9.3076923077		3.3846153846		29.3846153846		9/29/19		33%		-1%		-10%		-6%		-27%		-7%		18.75		12.5		2.75		7.5		3		25.75		9/29/19		23%		-9%		0%		-19%		-37%		-16%						9/29/19		20		33		44		6		19.6153846154		31.2307692308		37.8461538462		6.9230769231		9/29/19		33%		3%		17%		-11%						9/29/19		33%		-10%

		10/6/19		23		13		1		3		3		20		19.9230769231		13.7692307692		2.6153846154		8.9230769231		3.3846153846		28.6923076923		10/6/19		36%		-2%		-17%		-8%		-27%		-9%		19.75		12.5		2.5		6.5		3		24.5		10/6/19		34%		-4%		-17%		-26%		-33%		-16%						10/6/19		23		29		38		8		19.9230769231		31.5384615385		38.3076923077		7.0769230769		10/6/19		36%		4%		17%		-11%						10/6/19		36%		-17%

		10/13/19		17		10		2		4		3		19		19.8461538462		13.5384615385		2.6153846154		8.6923076923		3.3846153846		28.2307692308		10/13/19		34%		-3%		-15%		-8%		-27%		-9%		19.5		11.75		2.5		5.5		3.25		23		10/13/19		34%		-2%		-9%		-31%		-19%		-14%						10/13/19		17		28		34		8		19.8461538462		31.5384615385		38.3076923077		7.0769230769		10/13/19		34%		5%		17%		-9%						10/13/19		34%		-15%

		10/20/19		19		13		2		3		3		21		19.6153846154		13.3846153846		2.5384615385		8.0769230769		3.3846153846		27.3846153846		10/20/19		34%		-1%		-15%		-9%		-24%		-8%		19.75		12.25		2.25		3.75		3		21.25		10/20/19		41%		9%		-10%		-48%		-25%		-15%						10/20/19		19		24		32		7		19.6153846154		30.6923076923		38.0769230769		7.1538461538		10/20/19		34%		4%		17%		-6%						10/20/19		34%		-15%

		10/27/19		15		10		3		2		2		17		19		13		2.6153846154		7.3846153846		3.3076923077		26.3076923077		10/27/19		31%		-1%		-13%		-14%		-23%		-10%		18.5		11.5		2		3		2.75		19.25		10/27/19		42%		7%		-27%		-52%		-21%		-17%						10/27/19		15		24		29		7		19		30.0769230769		37		7.2307692308		10/27/19		31%		6%		16%		-5%						10/27/19		31%		-13%

		11/3/19		23		9		2		5		2		18		18.9230769231		12.4615384615		2.5384615385		6.9230769231		3.0769230769		25		11/3/19		39%		-2%		-15%		-13%		-27%		-11%		18.5		10.5		2.25		3.5		2.5		18.75		11/3/19		42%		0%		-18%		-36%		-23%		-15%						11/3/19		23		26		35		7		18.9230769231		29.5384615385		36.3846153846		7.2307692308		11/3/19		39%		7%		16%		-1%						11/3/19		39%		-15%

		11/10/19		17		9		2		2		2		15		18.7692307692		11.9230769231		2.4615384615		6.2307692308		2.9230769231		23.5384615385		11/10/19		39%		-2%		-16%		-17%		-27%		-12%		18.5		10.25		2.25		3		2.25		17.75		11/10/19		48%		-2%		-25%		-40%		-25%		-17%						11/10/19		17		23		28		6		18.7692307692		28.6153846154		35.2307692308		7.0769230769		11/10/19		39%		6%		16%		0%						11/10/19		39%		-16%

		11/17/19		19		11		4		3		2		20		18.7692307692		11.4615384615		2.5384615385		5.6923076923		2.7692307692		22.4615384615		11/17/19		34%		-3%		-13%		-20%		-29%		-13%		18.5		9.75		2.75		3		2		17.5		11/17/19		25%		-7%		-15%		-33%		-27%		-17%						11/17/19		19		24		33		7		18.7692307692		27.6923076923		34.6923076923		6.9230769231		11/17/19		34%		3%		16%		1%						11/17/19		34%		-13%

		11/24/19		31		8		3		2		3		16		19.6923076923		11.0769230769		2.4615384615		5		2.6923076923		21.2307692308		11/24/19		36%		-5%		-11%		-25%		-31%		-15%		22.5		9.25		2.75		3		2.25		17.25		11/24/19		48%		-16%		0%		-20%		-25%		-16%						11/24/19		31		26		38		5		19.6923076923		27.1538461538		34.5384615385		6.7692307692		11/24/19		36%		3%		16%		-2%						11/24/19		36%		-11%

		12/1/19		23		11		5		2		3		21		20.1538461538		11.0769230769		2.6923076923		4.3076923077		2.6923076923		20.7692307692		12/1/19		41%		-6%		0%		-31%		-27%		-15%		22.5		9.75		3.5		2.25		2.5		18		12/1/19		48%		-11%		40%		-40%		-17%		-11%						12/1/19		23		30		34		7		20.1538461538		27.1538461538		34.3846153846		6.6923076923		12/1/19		41%		6%		16%		-2%						12/1/19		41%		0%

		12/8/19		20		11		2		3		2		18		20.2307692308		10.9230769231		2.6923076923		4		2.6153846154		20.2307692308		12/8/19		41%		-5%		0%		-31%		-26%		-14%		23.25		10.25		3.5		2.5		2.5		18.75		12/8/19		50%		-9%		56%		-33%		-23%		-9%						12/8/19		20		24		26		6		20.2307692308		26.6153846154		33.7692307692		6.6153846154		12/8/19		41%		7%		15%		-1%						12/8/19		41%		0%

		12/15/19		22		10		2		2		2		16		20.5384615385		10.6923076923		2.6923076923		3.5384615385		2.6153846154		19.5384615385		12/15/19		45%		-3%		3%		-35%		-23%		-13%		24		10		3		2.25		2.5		17.75		12/15/19		71%		-7%		50%		-36%		-23%		-9%						12/15/19		22		21		20		6		20.5384615385		26.0769230769		32.6153846154		6.6153846154		12/15/19		45%		8%		12%		-1%						12/15/19		45%		3%

		12/22/19		18		8		4		3		2		17		20.5384615385		10.4615384615		2.7692307692		3		2.4615384615		18.6923076923		12/22/19		48%		-1%		9%		-40%		-24%		-12%		20.75		10		3.25		2.5		2.25		18		12/22/19		66%		8%		63%		-33%		-18%		1%						12/22/19		18		22		26		3		20.5384615385		25.6923076923		32.0769230769		6.3846153846		12/22/19		48%		8%		13%		0%						12/22/19		48%		9%

		12/29/19		19		12		2		3		4		21		20.4615384615		10.3846153846		2.6153846154		2.8461538462		2.5384615385		18.3846153846		12/29/19		53%		-1%		3%		-38%		-18%		-11%		19.75		10.25		2.5		2.75		2.5		18		12/29/19		61%		8%		11%		-31%		-9%		-3%						12/29/19		19		34		38		6		20.4615384615		25.7692307692		31.6153846154		6.3846153846		12/29/19		53%		8%		14%		2%						12/29/19		53%		3%

		1/5/20		18		14		3		5		3		25		20.0769230769		10.4615384615		2.7692307692		3		2.5384615385		18.7692307692		1/5/20		48%		-2%		3%		-32%		-18%		-10%		19.25		11		2.75		3.25		2.75		19.75		1/5/20		57%		5%		-8%		-24%		-8%		-5%						1/5/20		18		33		42		5		20.0769230769		26.0769230769		31.9230769231		6.1538461538		1/5/20		48%		8%		12%		0%						1/5/20		48%		3%

		1/12/20		20		11		2		5		3		21		20.3076923077		10.5384615385		2.7692307692		3.0769230769		2.5384615385		18.9230769231		1/12/20		53%		-5%		0%		-31%		-20%		-12%		18.75		11.25		2.75		4		3		21		1/12/20		60%		-8%		-15%		-16%		-8%		-11%						1/12/20		20		25		41		8		20.3076923077		25.8461538462		32.4615384615		6.1538461538		1/12/20		53%		5%		12%		-2%						1/12/20		53%		0%

		1/19/20		21		12		2		4		4		22		20.4615384615		10.4615384615		2.7692307692		3.1538461538		2.6153846154		19		1/19/20		52%		-6%		-3%		-29%		-15%		-12%		19.5		12.25		2.25		4.25		3.5		22.25		1/19/20		56%		-8%		-36%		-23%		0%		-14%						1/19/20		21		29		40		6		20.4615384615		26.2307692308		33.0769230769		6.0769230769		1/19/20		52%		5%		11%		-2%						1/19/20		52%		-3%

		1/26/20		19		11		3		3		4		21		20.7692307692		10.5384615385		2.7692307692		3.2307692308		2.7692307692		19.3076923077		1/26/20		57%		-7%		0%		-26%		-12%		-11%		19.5		12		2.5		4.25		3.5		22.25		1/26/20		56%		-13%		-29%		-23%		-7%		-16%						1/26/20		19		27		31		7		20.7692307692		26.4615384615		33.2307692308		6.0769230769		1/26/20		57%		3%		9%		-2%						1/26/20		57%		0%

		2/2/20		21		15		3		5		3		26		20.6153846154		11		2.8461538462		3.2307692308		2.8461538462		19.9230769231		2/2/20		56%		-5%		3%		-28%		-12%		-10%		20.25		12.25		2.5		4.25		3.5		22.5		2/2/20		69%		-9%		-17%		-26%		-7%		-13%						2/2/20		21		24		39		8		20.6153846154		26.3076923077		33.5384615385		6.1538461538		2/2/20		56%		0%		7%		-2%						2/2/20		56%		3%

		2/9/20		19		14		4		4		4		26		20.7692307692		11.3846153846		3		3.3846153846		3		20.7692307692		2/9/20		54%		-4%		8%		-25%		-11%		-8%		20		13		3		4		3.75		23.75		2/9/20		54%		0%		0%		-24%		0%		-5%						2/9/20		19		31		38		6		20.7692307692		26.9230769231		34.3076923077		6.1538461538		2/9/20		54%		2%		6%		-1%						2/9/20		54%		8%

		2/16/20		21		13		3		4		3		23		20.9230769231		11.5384615385		2.9230769231		3.4615384615		3.0769230769		21		2/16/20		61%		-3%		9%		-25%		-9%		-7%		20		13.25		3.25		4		3.5		24		2/16/20		51%		2%		18%		-20%		-7%		-2%						2/16/20		21		26		39		6		20.9230769231		27.0769230769		34.7692307692		6.0769230769		2/16/20		61%		3%		5%		-5%						2/16/20		61%		9%

		2/23/20		18		12		4		2		3		21		19.9230769231		11.8461538462		3		3.4615384615		3.0769230769		21.3846153846		2/23/20		57%		-2%		8%		-31%		-9%		-8%		19.75		13.5		3.5		3.75		3.25		24		2/23/20		46%		2%		27%		-35%		-13%		-6%						2/23/20		18		27		39		7		19.9230769231		27.1538461538		34.8461538462		6.2307692308		2/23/20		57%		2%		4%		-1%						2/23/20		57%		8%

		3/1/20		18		13		2		4		3		22		19.5384615385		12		2.7692307692		3.6153846154		3.0769230769		21.4615384615		3/1/20		54%		-3%		0%		-34%		-11%		-11%		19		13		3.25		3.5		3.25		23		3/1/20		41%		-2%		30%		-50%		-13%		-13%						3/1/20		18		27		40		6		19.5384615385		26.9230769231		35.3076923077		6.1538461538		3/1/20		54%		0%		2%		-1%						3/1/20		54%		0%

		3/8/20		19		12		3		3		3		21		19.4615384615		12.0769230769		2.8461538462		3.6153846154		3.1538461538		21.6923076923		3/8/20		59%		-3%		0%		-39%		-7%		-12%		19		12.5		3		3.25		3		21.75		3/8/20		65%		-6%		20%		-61%		-8%		-20%						3/8/20		19		26		38		6		19.4615384615		27.0769230769		36.2307692308		6.1538461538		3/8/20		59%		-1%		3%		-2%						3/8/20		59%		0%

		3/15/20		22		9		2		4		2		17		19.4615384615		12		2.8461538462		3.7692307692		3.1538461538		21.7692307692		3/15/20		62%		-5%		-5%		-42%		-9%		-15%		19.25		11.5		2.75		3.25		2.75		20.25		3/15/20		79%		-12%		-8%		-66%		-21%		-30%						3/15/20		22		27		37		7		19.4615384615		27.5384615385		37.5384615385		6.2307692308		3/15/20		62%		-2%		2%		-1%						3/15/20		62%		-5%

		3/22/20		26		15		5		4		5		29		20.0769230769		12.5384615385		2.9230769231		3.8461538462		3.3846153846		22.6923076923		3/22/20		64%		-4%		-3%		-43%		-4%		-14%		21.25		12.25		3		3.75		3.25		22.25		3/22/20		93%		-2%		9%		-61%		0%		-21%						3/22/20		26		41		46		9		20.0769230769		29		39.0769230769		6.6923076923		3/22/20		64%		3%		3%		4%						3/22/20		64%		-3%

		3/29/20		29		13		4		6		4		27		20.8461538462		12.6153846154		3.0769230769		4.0769230769		3.3846153846		23.1538461538		3/29/20		70%		-4%		0%		-42%		-8%		-14%		24		12.25		3.5		4.25		3.5		23.5		3/29/20		123%		0%		8%		-53%		0%		-16%						3/29/20		29		34		43		11		20.8461538462		29		39.4615384615		7.0769230769		3/29/20		70%		3%		4%		11%						3/29/20		70%		0%

		4/5/20		30		15		3		3		3		24		21.7692307692		12.6923076923		3.0769230769		3.9230769231		3.3846153846		23.0769230769		4/5/20		81%		-2%		8%		-45%		-6%		-13%		26.75		13		3.5		4.25		3.5		24.25		4/5/20		133%		8%		17%		-48%		-7%		-10%						4/5/20		30		36		39		12		21.7692307692		29.2307692308		39.2307692308		7.6153846154		4/5/20		81%		5%		6%		21%						4/5/20		81%		8%

		4/12/20		35		21		7		7		5		40		22.9230769231		13.4615384615		3.4615384615		4.0769230769		3.5384615385		24.5384615385		4/12/20		91%		7%		18%		-44%		2%		-6%		30		16		4.75		5		4.25		30		4/12/20		155%		33%		58%		-31%		31%		18%						4/12/20		35		39		53		10		22.9230769231		30.3076923077		40.1538461538		7.7692307692		4/12/20		91%		12%		10%		29%						4/12/20		91%		18%

		4/19/20		35		15		4		8		5		32		24		13.6923076923		3.6153846154		4.3846153846		3.6153846154		25.3076923077		4/19/20		103%		8%		27%		-41%		2%		-4%		32.25		16		4.5		6		4.25		30.75		4/19/20		187%		33%		50%		-20%		21%		18%						4/19/20		35		38		53		10		24		31		41.1538461538		8.0769230769		4/19/20		103%		17%		14%		36%						4/19/20		103%		27%

		4/26/20		31		18		5		8		4		35		24.9230769231		14.2307692308		3.7692307692		4.7692307692		3.6153846154		26.3846153846		4/26/20		108%		14%		36%		-37%		4%		0%		32.75		17.25		4.75		6.5		4.25		32.75		4/26/20		179%		50%		90%		-13%		42%		34%						4/26/20		31		41		50		9		24.9230769231		32.0769230769		42.6153846154		8.2307692308		4/26/20		108%		21%		17%		41%						4/26/20		108%		36%

		5/3/20		44		16		5		11		4		36		26.6923076923		14.3076923077		3.9230769231		5.2307692308		3.6923076923		27.1538461538		5/3/20		112%		15%		42%		-34%		7%		2%		36.25		17.5		5.25		8.5		4.5		35.75		5/3/20		159%		46%		91%		3%		38%		36%						5/3/20		44		54		61		11		26.6923076923		34.3846153846		44.3076923077		8.4615384615		5/3/20		112%		28%		19%		47%						5/3/20		112%		42%

		5/10/20		34		15		4		8		5		32		27.8461538462		14.3846153846		3.9230769231		5.5384615385		3.7692307692		27.6153846154		5/10/20		121%		17%		42%		-32%		11%		4%		36		16		4.5		8.75		4.5		33.75		5/10/20		140%		31%		80%		6%		29%		27%						5/10/20		34		48		52		9		27.8461538462		35.6923076923		45.3846153846		8.6923076923		5/10/20		121%		33%		22%		47%						5/10/20		121%		42%

		5/17/20		34		17		3		10		4		34		28.8461538462		14.6923076923		3.9230769231		6		3.8461538462		28.4615384615		5/17/20		127%		20%		38%		-27%		11%		6%		35.75		16.5		4.25		9.25		4.25		34.25		5/17/20		123%		43%		55%		19%		21%		34%						5/17/20		34		40		50		7		28.8461538462		36.7692307692		46.2307692308		8.7692307692		5/17/20		127%		37%		26%		50%						5/17/20		127%		38%

		5/24/20		31		13		4		9		4		30		29.8461538462		14.7692307692		3.9230769231		6.5384615385		3.9230769231		29.1538461538		5/24/20		132%		22%		34%		-19%		11%		9%		35.75		15.25		4		9.5		4.25		33		5/24/20		120%		24%		23%		31%		6%		23%						5/24/20		31		35		44		7		29.8461538462		37.3846153846		46.6153846154		8.7692307692		5/24/20		132%		42%		29%		50%						5/24/20		132%		34%

		5/31/20		30		14		4		7		3		28		30.7692307692		14.8461538462		4.0769230769		6.7692307692		3.9230769231		29.6153846154		5/31/20		133%		21%		39%		-13%		11%		12%		32.25		14.75		3.75		8.5		4		31		5/31/20		108%		16%		25%		31%		0%		18%						5/31/20		30		33		39		8		30.7692307692		37.8461538462		46.5384615385		8.9230769231		5/31/20		133%		42%		33%		49%						5/31/20		133%		39%

		6/7/20		31		14		3		8		3		28		31.6923076923		15		4.0769230769		7.1538461538		3.9230769231		30.1538461538		6/7/20		133%		24%		43%		-7%		9%		15%		31.5		14.5		3.5		8.5		3.5		30		6/7/20		114%		16%		27%		26%		-13%		15%						6/7/20		31		36		40		8		31.6923076923		38.6153846154		46.6923076923		9.0769230769		6/7/20		133%		46%		34%		51%						6/7/20		133%		43%

		6/14/20		29		14		3		7		6		30		32.2307692308		15.3846153846		4.1538461538		7.3846153846		4.2307692308		31.1538461538		6/14/20		129%		27%		46%		0%		20%		21%		30.25		13.75		3.5		7.75		4		29		6/14/20		98%		10%		17%		15%		7%		12%						6/14/20		29		35		38		7		32.2307692308		39.2307692308		46.7692307692		9.0769230769		6/14/20		129%		48%		39%		48%						6/14/20		129%		46%

		6/21/20		32		16		4		7		3		30		32.6923076923		15.4615384615		4.0769230769		7.6153846154		4.0769230769		31.2307692308		6/21/20		131%		29%		39%		3%		15%		21%		30.5		14.5		3.5		7.25		3.75		29		6/21/20		100%		21%		27%		0%		15%		15%						6/21/20		32		33		35		8		32.6923076923		38.6153846154		45.9230769231		9		6/21/20		131%		44%		36%		48%						6/21/20		131%		39%

		6/28/20		39		14		5		6		3		28		33.4615384615		15.5384615385		4.1538461538		7.6153846154		4		31.3076923077		6/28/20		128%		32%		42%		4%		21%		24%		32.75		14.5		3.75		7		3.75		29		6/28/20		111%		38%		15%		-7%		36%		21%						6/28/20		39		28		36		7		33.4615384615		38.1538461538		45.3846153846		8.6923076923		6/28/20		128%		45%		36%		41%						6/28/20		128%		42%

		7/5/20		39		16		5		7		4		32		34.1538461538		15.6153846154		4.3076923077		7.9230769231		4.0769230769		31.9230769231		7/5/20		123%		30%		44%		6%		23%		24%		34.75		15		4.25		6.75		4		30		7/5/20		104%		28%		21%		-10%		45%		18%						7/5/20		39		34		38		8		34.1538461538		38		45.3076923077		8.3846153846		7/5/20		123%		43%		35%		36%						7/5/20		123%		44%

		7/12/20		35		18		4		10		5		37		34.1538461538		15.3846153846		4.0769230769		8.1538461538		4.0769230769		31.6923076923		7/12/20		117%		26%		43%		9%		20%		22%		36.25		16		4.5		7.5		3.75		31.75		7/12/20		110%		28%		50%		0%		36%		23%						7/12/20		35		38		35		11		34.1538461538		37.9230769231		43.9230769231		8.4615384615		7/12/20		117%		40%		29%		31%						7/12/20		117%		43%

		7/19/20		41		16		4		9		5		34		34.6153846154		15.4615384615		4.0769230769		8.2307692308		4.0769230769		31.8461538462		7/19/20		108%		25%		39%		8%		23%		21%		38.5		16		4.5		8		4.25		32.75		7/19/20		100%		21%		50%		-3%		55%		20%						7/19/20		41		31		37		9		34.6153846154		37.3846153846		42.6923076923		8.3846153846		7/19/20		108%		34%		24%		28%						7/19/20		108%		39%

		7/26/20		41		18		3		10		5		36		35.3846153846		15.4615384615		3.9230769231		8.3846153846		4.1538461538		31.9230769231		7/26/20		104%		22%		34%		7%		26%		19%		39		17		4		9		4.75		34.75		7/26/20		90%		17%		60%		-3%		58%		19%						7/26/20		41		33		42		10		35.3846153846		36.7692307692		42.0769230769		8.4615384615		7/26/20		104%		31%		21%		29%						7/26/20		104%		34%

		8/2/20		38		19		5		12		4		40		34.9230769231		15.6923076923		3.9230769231		8.4615384615		4.1538461538		32.2307692308		8/2/20		97%		22%		34%		6%		23%		19%		38.75		17.75		4		10.25		4.75		36.75		8/2/20		78%		20%		60%		2%		36%		20%						8/2/20		38		32		44		10		34.9230769231		35.0769230769		40.7692307692		8.3846153846		8/2/20		97%		25%		20%		27%						8/2/20		97%		34%

		8/9/20		35		19		3		10		3		35		35		16		3.8461538462		8.6153846154		4		32.4615384615		8/9/20		95%		21%		32%		4%		16%		16%		38.75		18		3.75		10.25		4.25		36.25		8/9/20		76%		16%		36%		-7%		13%		10%						8/9/20		35		34		42		9		35		34		40		8.3846153846		8/9/20		95%		18%		16%		24%						8/9/20		95%		32%

		8/16/20		45		18		4		10		5		37		35.8461538462		16.0769230769		3.9230769231		8.6153846154		4.0769230769		32.6923076923		8/16/20		97%		17%		34%		1%		18%		14%		39.75		18.5		3.75		10.5		4.25		37		8/16/20		87%		16%		36%		-2%		6%		10%						8/16/20		45		34		40		11		35.8461538462		33.5384615385		39.2307692308		8.6923076923		8/16/20		97%		14%		12%		26%						8/16/20		97%		34%

		8/23/20		38		18		3		11		5		37		36.3846153846		16.4615384615		3.8461538462		8.7692307692		4.1538461538		33.2307692308		8/23/20		95%		20%		32%		-2%		23%		15%		39		18.5		3.75		10.75		4.25		37.25		8/23/20		93%		19%		15%		0%		0%		10%						8/23/20		38		31		39		8		36.3846153846		33.2307692308		38.8461538462		8.7692307692		8/23/20		95%		10%		9%		25%						8/23/20		95%		32%

		8/30/20		34		15		3		7		5		30		36.6923076923		16.5384615385		3.7692307692		8.7692307692		4.3076923077		33.3846153846		8/30/20		97%		24%		29%		-6%		30%		16%		38		17.5		3.25		9.5		4.5		34.75		8/30/20		105%		23%		8%		-12%		20%		9%						8/30/20		34		33		41		10		36.6923076923		33.2307692308		39		8.9230769231		8/30/20		97%		10%		7%		27%						8/30/20		97%		29%

		9/6/20		31		16		2		8		5		31		36.6923076923		16.6923076923		3.6923076923		8.7692307692		4.4615384615		33.6153846154		9/6/20		92%		23%		26%		-5%		35%		16%		37		16.75		3		9		5		33.75		9/6/20		100%		24%		9%		-8%		43%		14%						9/6/20		31		29		40		8		36.6923076923		32.6923076923		39		8.9230769231		9/6/20		92%		7%		7%		26%						9/6/20		92%		26%

		9/13/20		39		14		3		10		3		30		37.4615384615		16.6923076923		3.6923076923		9		4.2307692308		33.6153846154		9/13/20		96%		21%		33%		-3%		31%		16%		35.5		15.75		2.75		9		4.5		32		9/13/20		95%		26%		10%		-3%		50%		17%						9/13/20		39		35		34		9		37.4615384615		32.6923076923		38.6923076923		9.0769230769		9/13/20		96%		7%		4%		31%						9/13/20		96%		33%

		9/20/20		33		13		3		9		3		28		37.5384615385		16.4615384615		3.6153846154		9.1538461538		4.2307692308		33.4615384615		9/20/20		93%		20%		31%		-3%		28%		14%		34.25		14.5		2.75		8.5		4		29.75		9/20/20		90%		21%		22%		-6%		33%		13%						9/20/20		33		32		36		7		37.5384615385		32.6153846154		38.7692307692		9		9/20/20		93%		7%		5%		30%						9/20/20		93%		31%

		9/27/20		31		13		3		10		4		30		36.9230769231		16.3846153846		3.4615384615		9.4615384615		4.3076923077		33.6153846154		9/27/20		88%		18%		25%		2%		27%		14%		33.5		14		2.75		9.25		3.75		29.75		9/27/20		79%		12%		0%		23%		25%		16%						9/27/20		31		28		50		8		36.9230769231		32.6153846154		39.8461538462		9.0769230769		9/27/20		88%		4%		5%		31%						9/27/20		88%		25%

		10/4/20		34		16		3		9		5		33		36.5384615385		16.3846153846		3.3076923077		9.6153846154		4.3846153846		33.6923076923		10/4/20		83%		19%		26%		8%		30%		17%		34.25		14		3		9.5		3.75		30.25		10/4/20		73%		12%		20%		46%		25%		23%						10/4/20		34		35		45		10		36.5384615385		32.6923076923		40.3846153846		9.2307692308		10/4/20		83%		4%		5%		30%						10/4/20		83%		26%

		10/11/20		97		16		8		12		5		41		41.3076923077		16.2307692308		3.6153846154		9.7692307692		4.3846153846		34		10/11/20		108%		20%		38%		12%		30%		20%		48.75		14.5		4.25		10		4.25		33		10/11/20		150%		23%		70%		82%		31%		43%						10/11/20		97		31		40		9		41.3076923077		32.1538461538		40.7692307692		9.0769230769		10/11/20		108%		2%		6%		28%						10/11/20		108%		38%

		10/18/20		43		14		4		9		4		31		41.4615384615		16.0769230769		3.6153846154		9.7692307692		4.3076923077		33.7692307692		10/18/20		111%		20%		42%		21%		27%		23%		51.25		14.75		4.5		10		4.5		33.75		10/18/20		159%		20%		100%		167%		50%		59%						10/18/20		43		32		38		9		41.4615384615		32.2307692308		40.8461538462		9.0769230769		10/18/20		111%		5%		7%		27%						10/18/20		111%		42%

		10/25/20		32		15		4		7		3		29		40.7692307692		15.8461538462		3.6923076923		9.5384615385		4.1538461538		33.2307692308		10/25/20		115%		22%		41%		29%		26%		26%		51.5		15.25		4.75		9.25		4.25		33.5		10/25/20		178%		33%		138%		208%		55%		74%						10/25/20		32		28		36		6		40.7692307692		31.8461538462		40.3846153846		8.7692307692		10/25/20		115%		6%		9%		21%						10/25/20		115%		41%

		11/1/20		26		11		4		7		3		25		39.8461538462		15.2307692308		3.6153846154		9.1538461538		4.0769230769		32.0769230769		11/1/20		111%		22%		42%		32%		33%		28%		49.5		14		5		8.75		3.75		31.5		11/1/20		168%		33%		122%		150%		50%		68%						11/1/20		26		21		26		6		39.8461538462		31		39		8.4615384615		11/1/20		111%		5%		7%		17%						11/1/20		111%		42%

		11/8/20		30		12		4		7		3		26		39.4615384615		14.6923076923		3.6923076923		8.9230769231		4.0769230769		31.3846153846		11/8/20		110%		23%		50%		43%		39%		33%		32.75		13		4		7.5		3.25		27.75		11/8/20		77%		27%		78%		150%		44%		56%						11/8/20		30		27		30		10		39.4615384615		30.4615384615		38.0769230769		8.5384615385		11/8/20		110%		6%		8%		21%						11/8/20		110%		50%

		11/15/20		35		12		5		10		3		30		38.6923076923		14.2307692308		3.7692307692		8.9230769231		3.9230769231		30.8461538462		11/15/20		106%		24%		48%		57%		42%		37%		30.75		12.5		4.25		7.75		3		27.5		11/15/20		66%		28%		55%		158%		50%		57%						11/15/20		35		31		32		9		38.6923076923		30.2307692308		37.4615384615		8.3846153846		11/15/20		106%		9%		8%		21%						11/15/20		106%		48%

		11/22/20		43		12		5		8		4		29		39.0769230769		13.7692307692		3.9230769231		8.6923076923		3.8461538462		30.2307692308		11/22/20		98%		24%		59%		74%		43%		42%		33.5		11.75		4.5		8		3.25		27.5		11/22/20		49%		27%		64%		167%		44%		59%						11/22/20		43		32		34		7		39.0769230769		30.3076923077		37.0769230769		8.3076923077		11/22/20		98%		12%		7%		23%						11/22/20		98%		59%

		11/29/20		39		13		5		11		4		33		39.4615384615		13.6153846154		4.0769230769		9		3.7692307692		30.4615384615		11/29/20		96%		23%		51%		109%		40%		47%		36.75		12.25		4.75		9		3.5		29.5		11/29/20		63%		26%		36%		300%		40%		64%						11/29/20		39		36		41		7		39.4615384615		30.5384615385		37.0769230769		8.0769230769		11/29/20		96%		12%		8%		21%						11/29/20		96%		51%

		12/6/20		33		10		3		11		3		27		39.6153846154		13.1538461538		4.1538461538		9.2307692308		3.6153846154		30.1538461538		12/6/20		96%		20%		54%		131%		38%		49%		37.5		11.75		4.5		10		3.5		29.75		12/6/20		61%		15%		29%		300%		40%		59%						12/6/20		33		35		33		8		39.6153846154		31		36.5384615385		8.0769230769		12/6/20		96%		16%		8%		22%						12/6/20		96%		54%

		12/13/20		30		11		2		10		3		26		38.9230769231		12.9230769231		4.0769230769		9.2307692308		3.6153846154		29.8461538462		12/13/20		90%		21%		51%		161%		38%		53%		36.25		11.5		3.75		10		3.5		28.75		12/13/20		51%		15%		25%		344%		40%		62%						12/13/20		30		24		26		7		38.9230769231		30.1538461538		35.9230769231		7.9230769231		12/13/20		90%		16%		10%		20%						12/13/20		90%		51%

		12/20/20		26		7		1		6		3		17		38.3846153846		12.4615384615		3.9230769231		9		3.6153846154		29		12/20/20		87%		19%		42%		200%		47%		55%		32		10.25		2.75		9.5		3.25		25.75		12/20/20		54%		2%		-15%		280%		44%		43%						12/20/20		26		21		20		5		38.3846153846		29.3076923077		34.6923076923		7.7692307692		12/20/20		87%		14%		8%		22%						12/20/20		87%		42%

		12/27/20		25		12		2		8		4		26		37.9230769231		12.3846153846		3.8461538462		8.8461538462		3.6153846154		28.6923076923		12/27/20		85%		19%		47%		211%		42%		56%		28.5		10		2		8.75		3.25		24		12/27/20		44%		-2%		-20%		218%		30%		33%						12/27/20		25		29		31		6		37.9230769231		29.3846153846		33.2307692308		7.6153846154		12/27/20		85%		14%		5%		19%						12/27/20		85%		47%

		1/3/21		32		15		4		11		4		34		37.7692307692		12.3076923077		3.9230769231		9		3.5384615385		28.7692307692		1/3/21		88%		18%		42%		200%		39%		53%		28.25		11.25		2.25		8.75		3.5		25.75		1/3/21		47%		2%		-18%		169%		27%		30%						1/3/21		32		37		40		9		37.7692307692		29.5384615385		32.8461538462		7.5384615385		1/3/21		88%		13%		3%		23%						1/3/21		88%		42%

		1/10/21		32		15		5		9		4		33		32.7692307692		12.2307692308		3.6923076923		8.7692307692		3.4615384615		28.1538461538		1/10/21		61%		16%		33%		185%		36%		49%		28.75		12.25		3		8.5		3.75		27.5		1/10/21		53%		9%		9%		113%		25%		31%						1/10/21		32		39		44		7		32.7692307692		30.1538461538		33.1538461538		7.3846153846		1/10/21		61%		17%		2%		20%						1/10/21		61%		33%

		1/17/21		31		18		4		8		5		35		31.8461538462		12.5384615385		3.6923076923		8.6923076923		3.5384615385		28.4615384615		1/17/21		56%		20%		33%		176%		35%		50%		30		15		3.75		9		4.25		32		1/17/21		54%		22%		67%		112%		21%		44%						1/17/21		31		38		36		9		31.8461538462		30.6153846154		33		7.3846153846		1/17/21		56%		17%		-0%		22%						1/17/21		56%		33%

		1/24/21		32		16		4		8		4		32		31.8461538462		12.6153846154		3.6923076923		8.7692307692		3.6153846154		28.6923076923		1/24/21		53%		20%		33%		171%		31%		49%		31.75		16		4.25		9		4.25		33.5		1/24/21		63%		33%		70%		112%		21%		51%						1/24/21		32		30		45		9		31.8461538462		30.7692307692		33.6923076923		7.6153846154		1/24/21		53%		16%		1%		25%						1/24/21		53%		33%

		1/31/21		36		16		4		9		3		32		32.6153846154		13		3.6923076923		8.9230769231		3.6153846154		29.2307692308		1/31/21		58%		18%		30%		176%		27%		47%		32.75		16.25		4.25		8.5		4		33		1/31/21		62%		33%		70%		100%		14%		47%						1/31/21		36		31		38		7		32.6153846154		31.5384615385		34.6153846154		7.6923076923		1/31/21		58%		20%		3%		25%						1/31/21		58%		30%

		2/7/21		31		14		5		8		4		31		32.6923076923		13.1538461538		3.7692307692		9		3.6923076923		29.6153846154		2/7/21		57%		16%		26%		166%		23%		43%		32.5		16		4.25		8.25		4		32.5		2/7/21		63%		23%		42%		106%		7%		37%						2/7/21		31		27		41		7		32.6923076923		31.5384615385		35.4615384615		7.4615384615		2/7/21		57%		17%		3%		21%						2/7/21		57%		26%

		2/14/21		27		15		3		7		3		28		32.0769230769		13.3846153846		3.6153846154		8.7692307692		3.6923076923		29.4615384615		2/14/21		53%		16%		24%		153%		20%		40%		31.5		15.25		4		8		3.5		30.75		2/14/21		58%		15%		23%		100%		0%		28%						2/14/21		27		27		40		7		32.0769230769		31.2307692308		36.0769230769		7.3076923077		2/14/21		53%		15%		4%		20%						2/14/21		53%		24%

		2/21/21		33		15		4		8		4		31		31.3076923077		13.6153846154		3.5384615385		8.7692307692		3.6923076923		29.6153846154		2/21/21		57%		15%		18%		153%		20%		38%		31.75		15		4		8		3.5		30.5		2/21/21		61%		11%		14%		113%		8%		27%						2/21/21		33		29		39		9		31.3076923077		31		36.4615384615		7.4615384615		2/21/21		57%		14%		5%		20%						2/21/21		57%		18%

		2/28/21		36		16		6		9		4		35		31.0769230769		13.8461538462		3.6153846154		8.6153846154		3.6923076923		29.7692307692		2/28/21		59%		15%		31%		138%		20%		39%		31.75		15		4.5		8		3.75		31.25		2/28/21		67%		15%		38%		129%		15%		36%						2/28/21		36		32		42		8		31.0769230769		30.6923076923		36.5384615385		7.5384615385		2/28/21		59%		14%		3%		23%						2/28/21		59%		31%

		3/7/21		35		15		5		8		5		33		31.2307692308		14.2307692308		3.7692307692		8.3846153846		3.8461538462		30.2307692308		3/7/21		60%		18%		32%		132%		22%		39%		32.75		15.25		4.5		8		4		31.75		3/7/21		72%		22%		50%		146%		33%		46%						3/7/21		35		31		39		9		31.2307692308		30.3846153846		37		7.6153846154		3/7/21		60%		12%		2%		24%						3/7/21		60%		32%

		3/14/21		43		16		6		8		3		33		32.2307692308		14.6153846154		4.0769230769		8.2307692308		3.8461538462		30.7692307692		3/14/21		66%		22%		43%		118%		22%		41%		36.75		15.5		5.25		8.25		4		33		3/14/21		91%		35%		91%		154%		45%		63%						3/14/21		43		32		57		9		32.2307692308		31		39.3846153846		7.7692307692		3/14/21		66%		13%		5%		25%						3/14/21		66%		43%

		3/21/21		44		17		6		8		5		36		33.6153846154		15.3846153846		4.4615384615		8.3846153846		4		32.2307692308		3/21/21		67%		23%		53%		118%		18%		42%		39.5		16		5.75		8.25		4.25		34.25		3/21/21		86%		31%		92%		120%		31%		54%						3/21/21		44		30		52		9		33.6153846154		31.6923076923		41.8461538462		8.0769230769		3/21/21		67%		9%		7%		21%						3/21/21		67%		53%

		3/28/21		36		14		6		5		4		29		34.4615384615		15.5384615385		4.7692307692		8.1538461538		4		32.4615384615		3/28/21		65%		23%		55%		100%		18%		40%		39.5		15.5		5.75		7.25		4.25		32.75		3/28/21		65%		27%		64%		71%		21%		39%						3/28/21		36		31		44		7		34.4615384615		31.8461538462		42.8461538462		8.1538461538		3/28/21		65%		10%		9%		15%						3/28/21		65%		55%

		4/4/21		35		13		6		7		4		30		34.6923076923		15.3846153846		4.9230769231		7.8461538462		4		32.1538461538		4/4/21		59%		21%		60%		100%		18%		39%		39.5		15		6		7		4		32		4/4/21		48%		15%		71%		65%		14%		32%						4/4/21		35		29		36		7		34.6923076923		31.2307692308		42.5384615385		8		4/4/21		59%		7%		8%		5%						4/4/21		59%		60%

		4/11/21		38		17		6		9		3		35		35.1538461538		15.5384615385		5		7.8461538462		3.9230769231		32.3076923077		4/11/21		53%		15%		44%		92%		11%		32%		38.25		15.25		6		7.25		4		32.5		4/11/21		28%		-5%		26%		45%		-6%		8%						4/11/21		38		30		32		8		35.1538461538		30.5384615385		41.6153846154		8.0769230769		4/11/21		53%		1%		4%		4%						4/11/21		53%		44%

		4/18/21		37		14		6		8		3		31		35.6153846154		15.2307692308		5.1538461538		7.8461538462		3.7692307692		32		4/18/21		48%		11%		43%		79%		4%		26%		36.5		14.5		6		7.25		3.5		31.25		4/18/21		13%		-9%		33%		21%		-18%		2%						4/18/21		37		24		38		9		35.6153846154		29.4615384615		41.7692307692		8.0769230769		4/18/21		48%		-5%		1%		0%						4/18/21		48%		43%

		4/25/21		33		12		7		6		4		29		35.6923076923		14.9230769231		5.3846153846		7.6923076923		3.7692307692		31.7692307692		4/25/21		43%		5%		43%		61%		4%		20%		35.75		14		6.25		7.5		3.5		31.25		4/25/21		9%		-19%		32%		15%		-18%		-5%						4/25/21		33		24		38		7		35.6923076923		29		41.2307692308		7.9230769231		4/25/21		43%		-10%		-3%		-4%						4/25/21		43%		43%

		5/2/21		54		14		8		7		4		33		37.0769230769		14.7692307692		5.6923076923		7.5384615385		3.8461538462		31.8461538462		5/2/21		39%		3%		45%		44%		4%		17%		40.5		14.25		6.75		7.5		3.5		32		5/2/21		12%		-19%		29%		-12%		-22%		-10%						5/2/21		54		35		45		6		37.0769230769		29.3076923077		41.7692307692		7.8461538462		5/2/21		39%		-15%		-6%		-7%						5/2/21		39%		45%

		5/9/21		53		14		7		6		4		31		38.7692307692		14.7692307692		5.8461538462		7.3846153846		3.8461538462		31.8461538462		5/9/21		39%		3%		49%		33%		2%		15%		44.25		13.5		7		6.75		3.75		31		5/9/21		23%		-16%		56%		-23%		-17%		-8%						5/9/21		53		33		40		7		38.7692307692		29.7692307692		41.6923076923		7.8461538462		5/9/21		39%		-17%		-8%		-10%						5/9/21		39%		49%

		5/16/21		39		15		5		6		4		30		39.6923076923		14.7692307692		6		7.3076923077		3.9230769231		32		5/16/21		38%		1%		53%		22%		2%		12%		44.75		13.75		6.75		6.25		4		30.75		5/16/21		25%		-17%		59%		-32%		-6%		-10%						5/16/21		39		27		37		8		39.6923076923		29.7692307692		41.4615384615		7.9230769231		5/16/21		38%		-19%		-10%		-10%						5/16/21		38%		53%

		5/23/21		54		16		7		6		4		33		41.3076923077		14.8461538462		6.2307692308		7.1538461538		3.9230769231		32.1538461538		5/23/21		38%		1%		59%		9%		0%		10%		50		14.75		6.75		6.25		4		31.75		5/23/21		40%		-3%		69%		-34%		-6%		-4%						5/23/21		54		24		33		6		41.3076923077		29.3846153846		41		7.6923076923		5/23/21		38%		-21%		-12%		-12%						5/23/21		38%		59%

		5/30/21		38		14		5		5		3		27		41.4615384615		14.6923076923		6.1538461538		6.8461538462		3.8461538462		31.5384615385		5/30/21		35%		-1%		51%		1%		-2%		6%		46		14.75		6		5.75		3.75		30.25		5/30/21		43%		0%		60%		-32%		-6%		-2%						5/30/21		38		24		28		5		41.4615384615		28.7692307692		39.9230769231		7.4615384615		5/30/21		35%		-24%		-14%		-16%						5/30/21		35%		51%

		6/6/21		40		14		5		5		2		26		41.8461538462		14.6153846154		6.1538461538		6.6153846154		3.6153846154		31		6/6/21		32%		-3%		51%		-8%		-8%		3%		42.75		14.75		5.5		5.5		3.25		29		6/6/21		36%		2%		57%		-35%		-7%		-3%						6/6/21		40		28		27		9		41.8461538462		28.5384615385		39		7.4615384615		6/6/21		32%		-26%		-16%		-18%						6/6/21		32%		51%

		6/13/21		37		12		5		7		4		28		41.3846153846		14.3076923077		6.0769230769		6.5384615385		3.6923076923		30.6153846154		6/13/21		28%		-7%		46%		-11%		-13%		-2%		42.25		14		5.5		5.75		3.25		28.5		6/13/21		40%		2%		57%		-26%		-19%		-2%						6/13/21		37		26		31		7		41.3846153846		28.0769230769		37		7.3076923077		6/13/21		28%		-28%		-21%		-19%						6/13/21		28%		46%

		6/20/21		47		16		5		7		4		32		41.6153846154		14.2307692308		6		6.4615384615		3.6153846154		30.3076923077		6/20/21		27%		-8%		47%		-15%		-11%		-3%		40.5		14		5		6		3.25		28.25		6/20/21		33%		-3%		43%		-17%		-13%		-3%						6/20/21		47		27		33		7		41.6153846154		27.8461538462		35.5384615385		7.1538461538		6/20/21		27%		-28%		-23%		-21%						6/20/21		27%		47%

		6/27/21		52		15		6		5		3		29		42.8461538462		14.3076923077		6		6.4615384615		3.5384615385		30.3076923077		6/27/21		28%		-8%		44%		-15%		-12%		-3%		44		14.25		5.25		6		3.25		28.75		6/27/21		34%		-2%		40%		-14%		-13%		-1%						6/27/21		52		25		29		8		42.8461538462		27.3846153846		34.3846153846		7.2307692308		6/27/21		28%		-28%		-24%		-17%						6/27/21		28%		44%

		7/4/21		38		13		6		5		3		27		43.0769230769		14.3076923077		6		6.3076923077		3.4615384615		30.0769230769		7/4/21		26%		-8%		39%		-20%		-15%		-6%		43.5		14		5.5		6		3.5		29		7/4/21		25%		-7%		29%		-11%		-13%		-3%						7/4/21		38		27		30		8		43.0769230769		27.2307692308		33.9230769231		7.3076923077		7/4/21		26%		-28%		-25%		-13%						7/4/21		26%		39%

		7/11/21		44		16		7		6		4		33		43.5384615385		14.2307692308		6.0769230769		6.0769230769		3.5384615385		29.9230769231		7/11/21		27%		-8%		49%		-25%		-13%		-6%		45.25		15		6		5.75		3.5		30.25		7/11/21		25%		-6%		33%		-23%		-7%		-5%						7/11/21		44		26		34		8		43.5384615385		26.9230769231		34.0769230769		7.3076923077		7/11/21		27%		-29%		-22%		-14%						7/11/21		27%		49%

		7/18/21		41		14		5		6		4		29		43.8461538462		14.2307692308		6		5.9230769231		3.6153846154		29.7692307692		7/18/21		27%		-8%		47%		-28%		-11%		-7%		43.75		14.5		6		5.5		3.5		29.5		7/18/21		14%		-9%		33%		-31%		-18%		-10%						7/18/21		41		31		30		7		43.8461538462		27.4615384615		33.4615384615		7.1538461538		7/18/21		27%		-27%		-22%		-15%						7/18/21		27%		47%

		7/25/21		35		13		5		7		5		30		44		14.3076923077		5.8461538462		6		3.6923076923		29.8461538462		7/25/21		24%		-7%		49%		-28%		-11%		-7%		39.5		14		5.75		6		4		29.75		7/25/21		1%		-18%		44%		-33%		-16%		-14%						7/25/21		35		29		35		8		44		27.8461538462		33.2307692308		7.2307692308		7/25/21		24%		-24%		-21%		-15%						7/25/21		24%		49%

		8/1/21		43		14		9		6		5		34		43.1538461538		14.3076923077		5.9230769231		5.9230769231		3.7692307692		29.9230769231		8/1/21		24%		-9%		51%		-30%		-9%		-7%		40.75		14.25		6.5		6.25		4.5		31.5		8/1/21		5%		-20%		63%		-39%		-5%		-14%						8/1/21		43		32		37		8		43.1538461538		27.6153846154		32.6153846154		7.3846153846		8/1/21		24%		-21%		-20%		-12%						8/1/21		24%		51%

		8/8/21		43		16		7		6		4		33		42.3846153846		14.4615384615		5.9230769231		5.9230769231		3.7692307692		30.0769230769		8/8/21		21%		-10%		54%		-31%		-6%		-7%		40.5		14.25		6.5		6.25		4.5		31.5		8/8/21		5%		-21%		73%		-39%		6%		-13%						8/8/21		43		30		32		8		42.3846153846		27.3846153846		32		7.4615384615		8/8/21		21%		-19%		-20%		-11%						8/8/21		21%		54%

		8/15/21		57		16		7		8		4		35		43.7692307692		14.5384615385		6.0769230769		6.0769230769		3.7692307692		30.4615384615		8/15/21		22%		-10%		55%		-29%		-8%		-7%		44.5		14.75		7		6.75		4.5		33		8/15/21		12%		-20%		87%		-36%		6%		-11%						8/15/21		57		32		33		8		43.7692307692		27.7692307692		31.6923076923		7.4615384615		8/15/21		22%		-17%		-19%		-14%						8/15/21		22%		55%

		8/22/21		57		13		10		8		3		34		44		14.3076923077		6.3076923077		6.2307692308		3.6923076923		30.5384615385		8/22/21		21%		-13%		64%		-29%		-11%		-8%		50		14.75		8.25		7		4		34		8/22/21		28%		-20%		120%		-35%		-6%		-9%						8/22/21		57		35		36		9		44		28.6153846154		31.9230769231		7.6923076923		8/22/21		21%		-14%		-18%		-12%						8/22/21		21%		64%

		8/29/21		45		16		12		9		3		40		44.5384615385		14.4615384615		6.8461538462		6.5384615385		3.6923076923		31.5384615385		8/29/21		21%		-13%		82%		-25%		-14%		-6%		50.5		15.25		9		7.75		3.5		35.5		8/29/21		33%		-13%		177%		-18%		-22%		2%						8/29/21		45		30		35		8		44.5384615385		29.0769230769		32.4615384615		7.9230769231		8/29/21		21%		-13%		-17%		-11%						8/29/21		21%		82%

		9/5/21		59		12		11		7		4		34		46		14.3076923077		7.3076923077		6.6923076923		3.8461538462		32.1538461538		9/5/21		25%		-14%		98%		-24%		-14%		-4%		54.5		14.25		10		8		3.5		35.75		9/5/21		47%		-15%		233%		-11%		-30%		6%						9/5/21		59		31		35		6		46		29.3076923077		33.0769230769		7.6923076923		9/5/21		25%		-10%		-15%		-14%						9/5/21		25%		98%

		9/12/21		50		15		8		6		3		32		47		14.5384615385		7.5384615385		6.6153846154		3.7692307692		32.4615384615		9/12/21		25%		-13%		104%		-26%		-11%		-3%		52.75		14		10.25		7.5		3.25		35		9/12/21		49%		-11%		273%		-17%		-28%		9%						9/12/21		50		28		38		11		47		29.4615384615		33.6153846154		8		9/12/21		25%		-10%		-13%		-12%						9/12/21		25%		104%

		9/19/21		73		12		8		8		3		31		49		14.2307692308		7.7692307692		6.6923076923		3.6923076923		32.3846153846		9/19/21		31%		-14%		115%		-27%		-13%		-3%		56.75		13.75		9.75		7.5		3.25		34.25		9/19/21		66%		-5%		255%		-12%		-19%		15%						9/19/21		73		31		35		8		49		29.7692307692		33.7692307692		8.0769230769		9/19/21		31%		-9%		-13%		-10%						9/19/21		31%		115%

		9/26/21		56		14		8		6		3		31		49.3076923077		14.1538461538		7.9230769231		6.7692307692		3.6923076923		32.5384615385		9/26/21		34%		-14%		129%		-28%		-14%		-3%		59.5		13.25		8.75		6.75		3.25		32		9/26/21		78%		-5%		218%		-27%		-13%		8%						9/26/21		56		31		35		8		49.3076923077		30.2307692308		34.2307692308		8.0769230769		9/26/21		34%		-7%		-14%		-11%						9/26/21		34%		129%

		10/3/21		56		12		8		6		2		28		50.6923076923		14.0769230769		8.0769230769		6.8461538462		3.6153846154		32.6153846154		10/3/21		39%		-14%		144%		-29%		-18%		-3%		58.75		13.25		8		6.5		2.75		30.5		10/3/21		72%		-5%		167%		-32%		-27%		1%						10/3/21		56		30		38		8		50.6923076923		30.4615384615		34.8461538462		8.0769230769		10/3/21		39%		-7%		-14%		-13%						10/3/21		39%		144%

		10/10/21		68		11		9		7		3		30		52.5384615385		13.6923076923		8.2307692308		6.9230769231		3.5384615385		32.3846153846		10/10/21		27%		-16%		128%		-29%		-19%		-5%		63.25		12.25		8.25		6.75		2.75		30		10/10/21		30%		-16%		94%		-33%		-35%		-9%						10/10/21		68		29		35		8		52.5384615385		30.6923076923		34.9230769231		8.0769230769		10/10/21		27%		-5%		-14%		-11%						10/10/21		27%		128%

		10/17/21		55		14		7		7		2		30		53.6153846154		13.6923076923		8.3846153846		7		3.3846153846		32.4615384615		10/17/21		29%		-15%		132%		-28%		-21%		-4%		58.75		12.75		8		6.5		2.5		29.75		10/17/21		15%		-14%		78%		-35%		-44%		-12%						10/17/21		55		26		27		8		53.6153846154		30.3076923077		34.6923076923		8.1538461538		10/17/21		29%		-6%		-15%		-10%						10/17/21		29%		132%

		10/24/21		55		11		9		8		2		30		55.1538461538		13.5384615385		8.6923076923		7.0769230769		3.1538461538		32.4615384615		10/24/21		35%		-15%		135%		-26%		-24%		-2%		58.5		12		8.25		7		2.25		29.5		10/24/21		14%		-21%		74%		-24%		-47%		-12%						10/24/21		55		28		30		8		55.1538461538		30.2307692308		34.3076923077		8.1538461538		10/24/21		35%		-5%		-15%		-7%						10/24/21		35%		135%

		10/31/21		54		12		6		7		3		28		56		13.3846153846		8.4615384615		7.1538461538		3		32		10/31/21		41%		-12%		134%		-22%		-26%		-0%		58		12		7.75		7.25		2.5		29.5		10/31/21		17%		-14%		55%		-17%		-33%		-6%						10/31/21		54		24		27		8		56		29.6153846154		33.5384615385		8.1538461538		10/31/21		41%		-4%		-14%		-4%						10/31/21		41%		134%

		11/7/21		52		14		6		6		2		28		56.6923076923		13.2307692308		8.3846153846		7.1538461538		2.8461538462		31.6153846154		11/7/21		44%		-10%		127%		-20%		-30%		1%		54		12.75		7		7		2.25		29		11/7/21		65%		-2%		75%		-7%		-31%		5%						11/7/21		52		25		28		6		56.6923076923		29.2307692308		33.2307692308		8		11/7/21		44%		-4%		-13%		-6%						11/7/21		44%		127%

		11/14/21		53		13		7		6		3		29		56.3846153846		13		8.3846153846		7		2.7692307692		31.1538461538		11/14/21		46%		-9%		122%		-22%		-29%		1%		53.5		12.5		7		6.75		2.5		28.75		11/14/21		74%		0%		65%		-13%		-17%		5%						11/14/21		53		26		31		8		56.3846153846		28.7692307692		33.0769230769		8		11/14/21		46%		-5%		-12%		-5%						11/14/21		46%		122%

		11/21/21		100		10		13		5		3		31		59.6923076923		12.7692307692		8.6153846154		6.7692307692		2.7692307692		30.9230769231		11/21/21		53%		-7%		120%		-22%		-28%		2%		64.75		12.25		8		6		2.75		29		11/21/21		93%		4%		78%		-25%		-15%		5%						11/21/21		100		26		31		5		59.6923076923		28.0769230769		32.6923076923		7.6923076923		11/21/21		53%		-7%		-12%		-7%						11/21/21		53%		120%

		11/28/21		71		14		14		5		3		36		61.6923076923		12.6153846154		8.7692307692		6.4615384615		2.7692307692		30.6153846154		11/28/21		56%		-7%		115%		-28%		-27%		1%		69		12.75		10		5.5		2.75		31		11/28/21		88%		4%		111%		-39%		-21%		5%						11/28/21		71		24		31		7		61.6923076923		27.6153846154		32.3846153846		7.6153846154		11/28/21		56%		-10%		-13%		-6%						11/28/21		56%		115%

		12/5/21		56		10		8		3		3		24		61.4615384615		12.4615384615		8.5384615385		6.1538461538		2.6923076923		29.8461538462		12/5/21		55%		-5%		106%		-33%		-26%		-1%		70		11.75		10.5		4.75		3		30		12/5/21		87%		0%		133%		-53%		-14%		1%						12/5/21		56		27		28		8		61.4615384615		27.3076923077		31.8461538462		7.7692307692		12/5/21		55%		-12%		-13%		-4%						12/5/21		55%		106%
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Figs Scrubs	43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	4397	5	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	44024	44031	44038	44045	44052	44059	44066	44073	44080	44087	44094	44101	44108	44115	44122	44129	44136	44143	44150	44157	44164	44171	44178	44185	44192	44199	44206	44213	44220	44227	44234	44241	44248	44255	44262	44269	44276	44283	44290	44297	44304	44311	44318	44325	44332	44339	44346	44353	44360	44367	44374	44381	44388	44395	44402	44409	44416	44423	44430	44437	44444	44451	44458	44465	44472	44479	44486	44493	44500	44507	44514	44521	44528	44535	44542	44549	44556	44563	44570	44577	44584	44591	44598	44605	0.48295454545454541	0.52601156069364152	0.5199999999999998	0.56976744186046524	0.55813953488372103	0.54285714285714293	0.60946745562130178	0.56969696969696981	0.53939393939393954	0.5911949685534589	9	0.62179487179487158	0.64150943396226423	0.70440251572327051	0.8141025641025641	0.91025641025641035	1.0259740259740258	1.0769230769230771	1.1158536585365857	1.2073170731707319	1.2727272727272729	1.3233532934131738	1.3255813953488373	1.3276836158192094	1.2896174863387979	1.3097826086956523	1.2774869109947642	1.2311557788944723	1.1658536585365851	1.083333333333333	1.0353982300884961	0.97391304347826058	0.95278969957081538	0.96624472573839681	0.95454545454545459	0.97107438016528924	0.92338709677419373	0.95582329317269066	0.92885375494071165	0.88235294117647034	0.83397683397683409	1.081395348837209	1.113725490196078	1.1457489878542511	1.1056910569105689	1.1024590163934422	1.0614754098360657	0.984375	0.95801526717557239	0.95817490494296575	0.89513108614232184	0.86891385767790252	0.85338345864661647	0.88122605363984663	0.61363636363636354	0.5563909774436091	0.53333333333333321	0.58208955223880565	0.57407407407407396	0.53308823529411775	0.5714285714285714	0.59055118110236204	0.60474308300395263	0.65612648221343894	0.67432950191570873	0.65313653136531347	0.59363957597173145	0.53355704697986583	0.48397435897435881	0.43209876543209869	0.38904899135446702	0.39226519337016552	0.37600000000000011	0.384020618556701	0.34749999999999992	0.32038834951456319	0.28400954653937949	0.27294117647058802	0.2804597701149425	0.26126126126126148	0.27477477477477485	0.26666666666666683	0.24347826086956514	0.23568281938326008	0.21098901098901113	0.22103004291845485	0.20930232558139528	0.21383647798742134	0.25366876310272524	0.25462012320328542	0.30532786885245899	0.3354166666666667	0.38736842105263158	0.27188081936685293	0.29313543599257885	0.35283018867924532	0.40540540540540548	0.43664717348927895	0.45725646123260444	0.52755905511811019	0.56335282651072127	0.55145631067961176	0.56521739130434789	0.51903807615230457	0.51318458417849921	0.50712830957230137	0.70422535211267623	0.76811594202898537	0.76570048309178751	0.7028301886792454	0.6752941176470586	0.67146282973621085	Jaanuu Scrubs	43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	44024	44031	44038	44045	44052	44059	44066	44073	44080	44087	44094	44101	44108	44115	44122	44129	44136	44143	44150	44157	44164	44171	44178	44185	44192	44199	44206	44213	44220	44227	44234	44241	44248	44255	44262	44269	44276	44283	44290	44297	44304	44311	44318	44325	44332	44339	44346	44353	44360	44367	44374	44381	44388	44395	44402	44409	44416	44423	44430	44437	44444	44451	44458	44465	44472	44479	44486	44493	44500	44507	44514	44521	44528	44535	44542	44549	44556	44563	44570	44577	44584	44591	44598	44605	2.857142857142847E-2	0	-2.7027027027027084E-2	0	2.7777777777777901E-2	8.3333333333333259E-2	8.5714285714285632E-2	8.3333333333333259E-2	0	0	-5.1282051282051211E-2	-2.5641025641025661E-2	0	8.1081081081081141E-2	0.1842105263157896	0.27027027027027017	0.36111111111111116	0.41666666666666674	0.41666666666666674	0.37837837837837829	0.34210526315789469	0.39473684210526305	0.43243243243243223	0.45945945945945943	0.39473684210526305	0.42105263157894757	0.4358974358974359	0.43243243243243223	0.39473684210526305	0.34210526315789469	0.34210526315789469	0.31578947368421062	0.34210526315789469	0.31578947368421062	0.28947368421052633	0.26315789473684226	0.33333333333333348	0.30555555555555558	0.25	0.26470588235294112	0.38235294117647056	0.42424242424242431	0.41176470588235303	0.42424242424242431	0.5	0.48484848484848486	0.59374999999999978	0.51428571428571401	0.54285714285714293	0.51428571428571401	0.41666666666666674	0.47058823529411775	0.41666666666666674	0.33333333333333348	0.33333333333333348	0.33333333333333348	0.29729729729729737	0.25641025641025639	0.23684210526315796	0.17948717948717952	0.30555555555555558	0.32432432432432434	0.43243243243243223	0.52631578947368429	0.54999999999999982	0.60000000000000009	0.44444444444444442	0.42553191489361719	0.4285714285714286	0.45098039215686292	0.49019607843137258	0.52941176470588247	0.58823529411764719	0.50943396226415105	0.50943396226415105	0.4629629629629628	0.47169811320754729	0.44444444444444442	0.39285714285714302	0.49056603773584917	0.47169811320754729	0.49019607843137258	0.50980392156862764	0.54	0.5490196078431373	0.6399999999999999	0.81632653061224492	0.97916666666666652	1.0416666666666665	1.1489361702127661	1.2888888888888888	1.441860465116279	1.2765957446808507	1.3191489361702127	1.3541666666666665	1.3404255319148937	1.2708333333333335	1.2244897959183674	1.1960784313725492	1.1509433962264155	1.0555555555555554	1.0754716981132075	1.0980392156862746	1.08	1.0196078431372553	1.125	1.1458333333333335	1.0833333333333335	1.1458333333333335	1.1224489795918369	1.1702127659574466	









GT Covid

		Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories								Category: All categories

		Week				figs scrubs: (United States)				Week				cherokee scrubs: (United States)				Week				jaanuu scrubs: (United States)				Week				greys anatomy scrubs: (United States)				Week				koi scrubs: (United States)				Week				uniform advantage scrubs: (United States)				Week				"scrubs and beyond": (United States)				Week				amazon scrubs: (United States)				Week				dickies scrubs: (United States)

		2/26/17				6				2/26/17				55				2/26/17				7				2/26/17				41				2/26/17				62				2/26/17				26				2/26/17				54				2/26/17				47				2/26/17				56

		3/5/17				3				3/5/17				42				3/5/17				16				3/5/17				31				3/5/17				48				3/5/17				24				3/5/17				45				3/5/17				50				3/5/17				83

		3/12/17				6				3/12/17				64				3/12/17				10				3/12/17				32				3/12/17				46				3/12/17				29				3/12/17				44				3/12/17				43				3/12/17				60

		3/19/17				6				3/19/17				50				3/19/17				22				3/19/17				39				3/19/17				51				3/19/17				28				3/19/17				43				3/19/17				36				3/19/17				61

		3/26/17				4				3/26/17				48				3/26/17				16				3/26/17				49				3/26/17				59				3/26/17				41				3/26/17				46				3/26/17				46				3/26/17				74

		4/2/17				5				4/2/17				47				4/2/17				10				4/2/17				36				4/2/17				55				4/2/17				27				4/2/17				43				4/2/17				34				4/2/17				69

		4/9/17				4				4/9/17				53				4/9/17				18				4/9/17				36				4/9/17				52				4/9/17				23				4/9/17				44				4/9/17				38				4/9/17				60

		4/16/17				6				4/16/17				39				4/16/17				15				4/16/17				30				4/16/17				47				4/16/17				28				4/16/17				41				4/16/17				44				4/16/17				50

		4/23/17				5				4/23/17				51				4/23/17				28				4/23/17				35				4/23/17				46				4/23/17				43				4/23/17				44				4/23/17				46				4/23/17				69

		4/30/17				4				4/30/17				44				4/30/17				12				4/30/17				35				4/30/17				61				4/30/17				23				4/30/17				44				4/30/17				55				4/30/17				68

		5/7/17				7				5/7/17				52				5/7/17				14				5/7/17				34				5/7/17				54				5/7/17				40				5/7/17				48				5/7/17				42				5/7/17				71

		5/14/17				5				5/14/17				51				5/14/17				13				5/14/17				35				5/14/17				57				5/14/17				35				5/14/17				44				5/14/17				37				5/14/17				73

		5/21/17				4				5/21/17				37				5/21/17				14				5/21/17				34				5/21/17				49				5/21/17				38				5/21/17				40				5/21/17				41				5/21/17				49

		5/28/17				4				5/28/17				49				5/28/17				13				5/28/17				29				5/28/17				35				5/28/17				21				5/28/17				47				5/28/17				59				5/28/17				66

		6/4/17				5				6/4/17				45				6/4/17				8				6/4/17				25				6/4/17				57				6/4/17				25				6/4/17				43				6/4/17				29				6/4/17				63

		6/11/17				5				6/11/17				57				6/11/17				14				6/11/17				40				6/11/17				53				6/11/17				45				6/11/17				41				6/11/17				51				6/11/17				71

		6/18/17				5				6/18/17				62				6/18/17				13				6/18/17				31				6/18/17				57				6/18/17				29				6/18/17				42				6/18/17				53				6/18/17				63

		6/25/17				8				6/25/17				51				6/25/17				15				6/25/17				39				6/25/17				74				6/25/17				41				6/25/17				44				6/25/17				64				6/25/17				90

		7/2/17				4				7/2/17				58				7/2/17				15				7/2/17				24				7/2/17				56				7/2/17				21				7/2/17				40				7/2/17				51				7/2/17				64

		7/9/17				7				7/9/17				58				7/9/17				18				7/9/17				32				7/9/17				47				7/9/17				38				7/9/17				43				7/9/17				61				7/9/17				75

		7/16/17				6				7/16/17				59				7/16/17				10				7/16/17				36				7/16/17				46				7/16/17				30				7/16/17				47				7/16/17				33				7/16/17				54

		7/23/17				7				7/23/17				55				7/23/17				15				7/23/17				44				7/23/17				60				7/23/17				35				7/23/17				57				7/23/17				62				7/23/17				54

		7/30/17				7				7/30/17				70				7/30/17				25				7/30/17				41				7/30/17				100				7/30/17				44				7/30/17				64				7/30/17				75				7/30/17				70

		8/6/17				9				8/6/17				81				8/6/17				22				8/6/17				35				8/6/17				52				8/6/17				63				8/6/17				61				8/6/17				64				8/6/17				79

		8/13/17				11				8/13/17				66				8/13/17				15				8/13/17				52				8/13/17				50				8/13/17				32				8/13/17				57				8/13/17				73				8/13/17				91

		8/20/17				8				8/20/17				64				8/20/17				11				8/20/17				49				8/20/17				70				8/20/17				48				8/20/17				59				8/20/17				60				8/20/17				84

		8/27/17				6				8/27/17				50				8/27/17				19				8/27/17				37				8/27/17				40				8/27/17				26				8/27/17				47				8/27/17				64				8/27/17				65

		9/3/17				9				9/3/17				56				9/3/17				28				9/3/17				40				9/3/17				72				9/3/17				32				9/3/17				49				9/3/17				45				9/3/17				68

		9/10/17				8				9/10/17				62				9/10/17				21				9/10/17				42				9/10/17				67				9/10/17				37				9/10/17				50				9/10/17				53				9/10/17				96

		9/17/17				11				9/17/17				57				9/17/17				17				9/17/17				48				9/17/17				74				9/17/17				32				9/17/17				48				9/17/17				51				9/17/17				59

		9/24/17				11				9/24/17				47				9/24/17				24				9/24/17				55				9/24/17				74				9/24/17				46				9/24/17				45				9/24/17				65				9/24/17				70

		10/1/17				8				10/1/17				60				10/1/17				27				10/1/17				68				10/1/17				55				10/1/17				32				10/1/17				53				10/1/17				58				10/1/17				70

		10/8/17				9				10/8/17				46				10/8/17				30				10/8/17				81				10/8/17				36				10/8/17				45				10/8/17				48				10/8/17				72				10/8/17				71

		10/15/17				8				10/15/17				40				10/15/17				13				10/15/17				63				10/15/17				58				10/15/17				37				10/15/17				50				10/15/17				50				10/15/17				39

		10/22/17				12				10/22/17				46				10/22/17				13				10/22/17				62				10/22/17				40				10/22/17				41				10/22/17				49				10/22/17				64				10/22/17				58

		10/29/17				8				10/29/17				52				10/29/17				12				10/29/17				60				10/29/17				26				10/29/17				23				10/29/17				46				10/29/17				58				10/29/17				60

		11/5/17				10				11/5/17				45				11/5/17				5				11/5/17				54				11/5/17				38				11/5/17				52				11/5/17				45				11/5/17				50				11/5/17				62

		11/12/17				7				11/12/17				54				11/12/17				22				11/12/17				59				11/12/17				62				11/12/17				27				11/12/17				45				11/12/17				29				11/12/17				46

		11/19/17				12				11/19/17				43				11/19/17				18				11/19/17				63				11/19/17				45				11/19/17				22				11/19/17				48				11/19/17				48				11/19/17				66

		11/26/17				16				11/26/17				51				11/26/17				25				11/26/17				74				11/26/17				51				11/26/17				44				11/26/17				52				11/26/17				66				11/26/17				74

		12/3/17				9				12/3/17				40				12/3/17				20				12/3/17				61				12/3/17				39				12/3/17				24				12/3/17				46				12/3/17				65				12/3/17				52

		12/10/17				11				12/10/17				47				12/10/17				10				12/10/17				66				12/10/17				44				12/10/17				45				12/10/17				44				12/10/17				43				12/10/17				40

		12/17/17				7				12/17/17				35				12/17/17				18				12/17/17				66				12/17/17				34				12/17/17				26				12/17/17				47				12/17/17				52				12/17/17				49

		12/24/17				11				12/24/17				51				12/24/17				16				12/24/17				61				12/24/17				48				12/24/17				31				12/24/17				45				12/24/17				46				12/24/17				56

		12/31/17				10				12/31/17				46				12/31/17				16				12/31/17				66				12/31/17				60				12/31/17				49				12/31/17				58				12/31/17				60				12/31/17				48

		1/7/18				14				1/7/18				65				1/7/18				23				1/7/18				76				1/7/18				66				1/7/18				31				1/7/18				59				1/7/18				54				1/7/18				72

		1/14/18				12				1/14/18				63				1/14/18				11				1/14/18				73				1/14/18				48				1/14/18				36				1/14/18				56				1/14/18				77				1/14/18				62

		1/21/18				14				1/21/18				59				1/21/18				14				1/21/18				75				1/21/18				51				1/21/18				44				1/21/18				51				1/21/18				47				1/21/18				86

		1/28/18				13				1/28/18				61				1/28/18				29				1/28/18				71				1/28/18				74				1/28/18				62				1/28/18				46				1/28/18				56				1/28/18				73

		2/4/18				13				2/4/18				63				2/4/18				18				2/4/18				93				2/4/18				66				2/4/18				28				2/4/18				42				2/4/18				56				2/4/18				84

		2/11/18				12				2/11/18				59				2/11/18				15				2/11/18				71				2/11/18				57				2/11/18				42				2/11/18				44				2/11/18				44				2/11/18				68

		2/18/18				11				2/18/18				71				2/18/18				20				2/18/18				73				2/18/18				57				2/18/18				48				2/18/18				48				2/18/18				43				2/18/18				48

		2/25/18				14				2/25/18				72				2/25/18				19				2/25/18				54				2/25/18				65				2/25/18				60				2/25/18				55				2/25/18				53				2/25/18				67

		3/4/18				9				3/4/18				54				3/4/18				15				3/4/18				67				3/4/18				58				3/4/18				46				3/4/18				54				3/4/18				55				3/4/18				64

		3/11/18				12				3/11/18				63				3/11/18				18				3/11/18				62				3/11/18				57				3/11/18				42				3/11/18				46				3/11/18				55				3/11/18				46

		3/18/18				9				3/18/18				69				3/18/18				19				3/18/18				59				3/18/18				80				3/18/18				46				3/18/18				53				3/18/18				48				3/18/18				45

		3/25/18				10				3/25/18				62				3/25/18				22				3/25/18				58				3/25/18				42				3/25/18				23				3/25/18				52				3/25/18				66				3/25/18				73

		4/1/18				11				4/1/18				61				4/1/18				18				4/1/18				62				4/1/18				59				4/1/18				32				4/1/18				56				4/1/18				60				4/1/18				74

		4/8/18				16				4/8/18				63				4/8/18				21				4/8/18				66				4/8/18				59				4/8/18				53				4/8/18				47				4/8/18				45				4/8/18				52

		4/15/18				13				4/15/18				62				4/15/18				21				4/15/18				64				4/15/18				53				4/15/18				27				4/15/18				50				4/15/18				44				4/15/18				79

		4/22/18				12				4/22/18				60				4/22/18				18				4/22/18				76				4/22/18				59				4/22/18				40				4/22/18				52				4/22/18				55				4/22/18				59

		4/29/18				12				4/29/18				61				4/29/18				14				4/29/18				75				4/29/18				55				4/29/18				38				4/29/18				58				4/29/18				48				4/29/18				56

		5/6/18				14				5/6/18				55				5/6/18				19				5/6/18				65				5/6/18				72				5/6/18				41				5/6/18				60				5/6/18				50				5/6/18				44

		5/13/18				13				5/13/18				51				5/13/18				19				5/13/18				72				5/13/18				43				5/13/18				37				5/13/18				47				5/13/18				52				5/13/18				52

		5/20/18				11				5/20/18				58				5/20/18				23				5/20/18				82				5/20/18				45				5/20/18				42				5/20/18				47				5/20/18				52				5/20/18				39

		5/27/18				11				5/27/18				50				5/27/18				18				5/27/18				58				5/27/18				58				5/27/18				66				5/27/18				47				5/27/18				53				5/27/18				51

		6/3/18				12				6/3/18				60				6/3/18				18				6/3/18				74				6/3/18				53				6/3/18				58				6/3/18				50				6/3/18				46				6/3/18				57

		6/10/18				13				6/10/18				53				6/10/18				26				6/10/18				65				6/10/18				45				6/10/18				25				6/10/18				41				6/10/18				64				6/10/18				56

		6/17/18				12				6/17/18				66				6/17/18				22				6/17/18				72				6/17/18				50				6/17/18				54				6/17/18				46				6/17/18				45				6/17/18				57

		6/24/18				10				6/24/18				63				6/24/18				20				6/24/18				80				6/24/18				79				6/24/18				38				6/24/18				49				6/24/18				53				6/24/18				78

		7/1/18				13				7/1/18				51				7/1/18				14				7/1/18				57				7/1/18				47				7/1/18				31				7/1/18				42				7/1/18				38				7/1/18				40

		7/8/18				12				7/8/18				62				7/8/18				16				7/8/18				67				7/8/18				50				7/8/18				42				7/8/18				48				7/8/18				48				7/8/18				75

		7/15/18				13				7/15/18				52				7/15/18				24				7/15/18				65				7/15/18				37				7/15/18				26				7/15/18				57				7/15/18				67				7/15/18				82

		7/22/18				12				7/22/18				81				7/22/18				18				7/22/18				100				7/22/18				78				7/22/18				38				7/22/18				56				7/22/18				78				7/22/18				61

		7/29/18				16				7/29/18				76				7/29/18				26				7/29/18				81				7/29/18				73				7/29/18				47				7/29/18				59				7/29/18				67				7/29/18				96

		8/5/18				24				8/5/18				76				8/5/18				24				8/5/18				88				8/5/18				60				8/5/18				47				8/5/18				62				8/5/18				83				8/5/18				60

		8/12/18				16				8/12/18				88				8/12/18				29				8/12/18				67				8/12/18				67				8/12/18				35				8/12/18				61				8/12/18				65				8/12/18				69

		8/19/18				13				8/19/18				70				8/19/18				21				8/19/18				77				8/19/18				59				8/19/18				61				8/19/18				60				8/19/18				76				8/19/18				72

		8/26/18				10				8/26/18				68				8/26/18				25				8/26/18				69				8/26/18				51				8/26/18				39				8/26/18				54				8/26/18				50				8/26/18				70

		9/2/18				14				9/2/18				50				9/2/18				21				9/2/18				81				9/2/18				78				9/2/18				37				9/2/18				53				9/2/18				68				9/2/18				73

		9/9/18				14				9/9/18				75				9/9/18				17				9/9/18				69				9/9/18				72				9/9/18				34				9/9/18				57				9/9/18				59				9/9/18				70

		9/16/18				17				9/16/18				67				9/16/18				22				9/16/18				58				9/16/18				68				9/16/18				34				9/16/18				54				9/16/18				50				9/16/18				55

		9/23/18				13				9/23/18				64				9/23/18				22				9/23/18				81				9/23/18				60				9/23/18				31				9/23/18				51				9/23/18				70				9/23/18				66

		9/30/18				18				9/30/18				63				9/30/18				21				9/30/18				80				9/30/18				62				9/30/18				51				9/30/18				52				9/30/18				66				9/30/18				64

		10/7/18				12				10/7/18				57				10/7/18				21				10/7/18				55				10/7/18				55				10/7/18				34				10/7/18				47				10/7/18				65				10/7/18				58

		10/14/18				15				10/14/18				48				10/14/18				12				10/14/18				39				10/14/18				41				10/14/18				46				10/14/18				48				10/14/18				50				10/14/18				57

		10/21/18				11				10/21/18				51				10/21/18				17				10/21/18				54				10/21/18				50				10/21/18				52				10/21/18				44				10/21/18				60				10/21/18				64

		10/28/18				14				10/28/18				50				10/28/18				29				10/28/18				43				10/28/18				43				10/28/18				23				10/28/18				34				10/28/18				59				10/28/18				50

		11/4/18				12				11/4/18				52				11/4/18				18				11/4/18				23				11/4/18				41				11/4/18				56				11/4/18				40				11/4/18				47				11/4/18				56

		11/11/18				12				11/11/18				48				11/11/18				21				11/11/18				23				11/11/18				26				11/11/18				29				11/11/18				44				11/11/18				40				11/11/18				55

		11/18/18				19				11/18/18				47				11/18/18				24				11/18/18				37				11/18/18				43				11/18/18				49				11/18/18				56				11/18/18				50				11/18/18				65

		11/25/18				16				11/25/18				60				11/25/18				19				11/25/18				19				11/25/18				58				11/25/18				40				11/25/18				47				11/25/18				56				11/25/18				55

		12/2/18				12				12/2/18				52				12/2/18				14				12/2/18				26				12/2/18				46				12/2/18				40				12/2/18				36				12/2/18				60				12/2/18				59

		12/9/18				14				12/9/18				52				12/9/18				16				12/9/18				25				12/9/18				38				12/9/18				42				12/9/18				36				12/9/18				45				12/9/18				51

		12/16/18				13				12/16/18				40				12/16/18				17				12/16/18				27				12/16/18				33				12/16/18				14				12/16/18				35				12/16/18				51				12/16/18				32

		12/23/18				10				12/23/18				36				12/23/18				17				12/23/18				26				12/23/18				23				12/23/18				15				12/23/18				40				12/23/18				38				12/23/18				41

		12/30/18				11				12/30/18				58				12/30/18				19				12/30/18				33				12/30/18				45				12/30/18				43				12/30/18				55				12/30/18				51				12/30/18				49

		1/6/19				14				1/6/19				72				1/6/19				33				1/6/19				30				1/6/19				49				1/6/19				58				1/6/19				54				1/6/19				59				1/6/19				66

		1/13/19				13				1/13/19				75				1/13/19				26				1/13/19				45				1/13/19				59				1/13/19				50				1/13/19				56				1/13/19				72				1/13/19				77

		1/20/19				14				1/20/19				55				1/20/19				22				1/20/19				51				1/20/19				35				1/20/19				41				1/20/19				53				1/20/19				49				1/20/19				71

		1/27/19				12				1/27/19				69				1/27/19				18				1/27/19				36				1/27/19				53				1/27/19				54				1/27/19				56				1/27/19				60				1/27/19				60

		2/3/19				12				2/3/19				67				2/3/19				22				2/3/19				36				2/3/19				63				2/3/19				58				2/3/19				52				2/3/19				58				2/3/19				64

		2/10/19				15				2/10/19				60				2/10/19				20				2/10/19				30				2/10/19				54				2/10/19				53				2/10/19				47				2/10/19				36				2/10/19				46

		2/17/19				13				2/17/19				55				2/17/19				14				2/17/19				44				2/17/19				45				2/17/19				71				2/17/19				53				2/17/19				65				2/17/19				68

		2/24/19				13				2/24/19				73				2/24/19				24				2/24/19				64				2/24/19				50				2/24/19				57				2/24/19				55				2/24/19				54				2/24/19				31

		3/3/19				12				3/3/19				72				3/3/19				17				3/3/19				76				3/3/19				65				3/3/19				56				3/3/19				41				3/3/19				48				3/3/19				60

		3/10/19				8				3/10/19				62				3/10/19				21				3/10/19				63				3/10/19				33				3/10/19				39				3/10/19				48				3/10/19				52				3/10/19				56

		3/17/19				10				3/17/19				52				3/17/19				29				3/17/19				83				3/17/19				50				3/17/19				49				3/17/19				51				3/17/19				50				3/17/19				57

		3/24/19				13				3/24/19				63				3/24/19				13				3/24/19				62				3/24/19				44				3/24/19				55				3/24/19				45				3/24/19				56				3/24/19				48

		3/31/19				11				3/31/19				64				3/31/19				26				3/31/19				57				3/31/19				60				3/31/19				33				3/31/19				54				3/31/19				41				3/31/19				59

		4/7/19				10				4/7/19				58				4/7/19				18				4/7/19				43				4/7/19				42				4/7/19				42				4/7/19				41				4/7/19				47				4/7/19				46

		4/14/19				12				4/14/19				47				4/14/19				23				4/14/19				53				4/14/19				29				4/14/19				43				4/14/19				39				4/14/19				35				4/14/19				60

		4/21/19				12				4/21/19				61				4/21/19				16				4/21/19				71				4/21/19				53				4/21/19				45				4/21/19				40				4/21/19				45				4/21/19				56

		4/28/19				13				4/28/19				51				4/28/19				15				4/28/19				57				4/28/19				42				4/28/19				46				4/28/19				55				4/28/19				49				4/28/19				65

		5/5/19				20				5/5/19				64				5/5/19				23				5/5/19				67				5/5/19				48				5/5/19				68				5/5/19				55				5/5/19				51				5/5/19				46

		5/12/19				16				5/12/19				54				5/12/19				18				5/12/19				53				5/12/19				43				5/12/19				32				5/12/19				53				5/12/19				48				5/12/19				45

		5/19/19				15				5/19/19				48				5/19/19				20				5/19/19				52				5/19/19				46				5/19/19				41				5/19/19				49				5/19/19				56				5/19/19				50

		5/26/19				14				5/26/19				68				5/26/19				27				5/26/19				49				5/26/19				65				5/26/19				39				5/26/19				43				5/26/19				49				5/26/19				64

		6/2/19				18				6/2/19				78				6/2/19				15				6/2/19				43				6/2/19				55				6/2/19				45				6/2/19				49				6/2/19				66				6/2/19				47

		6/9/19				14				6/9/19				49				6/9/19				17				6/9/19				66				6/9/19				47				6/9/19				40				6/9/19				48				6/9/19				46				6/9/19				62

		6/16/19				17				6/16/19				47				6/16/19				28				6/16/19				56				6/16/19				45				6/16/19				38				6/16/19				51				6/16/19				69				6/16/19				56

		6/23/19				14				6/23/19				59				6/23/19				25				6/23/19				56				6/23/19				44				6/23/19				46				6/23/19				52				6/23/19				51				6/23/19				66

		6/30/19				18				6/30/19				51				6/30/19				31				6/30/19				45				6/30/19				30				6/30/19				45				6/30/19				45				6/30/19				50				6/30/19				56

		7/7/19				19				7/7/19				75				7/7/19				22				7/7/19				62				7/7/19				43				7/7/19				49				7/7/19				46				7/7/19				50				7/7/19				78

		7/14/19				18				7/14/19				61				7/14/19				19				7/14/19				58				7/14/19				52				7/14/19				46				7/14/19				49				7/14/19				72				7/14/19				59

		7/21/19				22				7/21/19				74				7/21/19				26				7/21/19				82				7/21/19				42				7/21/19				65				7/21/19				65				7/21/19				49				7/21/19				48

		7/28/19				23				7/28/19				76				7/28/19				15				7/28/19				82				7/28/19				32				7/28/19				61				7/28/19				57				7/28/19				57				7/28/19				44

		8/4/19				25				8/4/19				76				8/4/19				22				8/4/19				84				8/4/19				67				8/4/19				65				8/4/19				58				8/4/19				59				8/4/19				55

		8/11/19				20				8/11/19				80				8/11/19				20				8/11/19				86				8/11/19				53				8/11/19				58				8/11/19				63				8/11/19				68				8/11/19				38

		8/18/19				19				8/18/19				82				8/18/19				22				8/18/19				68				8/18/19				55				8/18/19				45				8/18/19				66				8/18/19				74				8/18/19				66

		8/25/19				19				8/25/19				62				8/25/19				26				8/25/19				81				8/25/19				58				8/25/19				56				8/25/19				60				8/25/19				63				8/25/19				89

		9/1/19				16				9/1/19				57				9/1/19				17				9/1/19				82				9/1/19				44				9/1/19				54				9/1/19				55				9/1/19				65				9/1/19				71

		9/8/19				19				9/8/19				63				9/8/19				11				9/8/19				54				9/8/19				39				9/8/19				49				9/8/19				56				9/8/19				61				9/8/19				50

		9/15/19				19				9/15/19				64				9/15/19				12				9/15/19				61				9/15/19				33				9/15/19				61				9/15/19				50				9/15/19				53				9/15/19				61

		9/22/19				18				9/22/19				56				9/22/19				20				9/22/19				77				9/22/19				64				9/22/19				42				9/22/19				49				9/22/19				46				9/22/19				58

		9/29/19				20				9/29/19				62				9/29/19				31				9/29/19				40				9/29/19				40				9/29/19				57				9/29/19				60				9/29/19				62				9/29/19				54

		10/6/19				22				10/6/19				64				10/6/19				11				10/6/19				18				10/6/19				38				10/6/19				52				10/6/19				54				10/6/19				62				10/6/19				50

		10/13/19				16				10/13/19				50				10/13/19				16				10/13/19				23				10/13/19				43				10/13/19				54				10/13/19				50				10/13/19				67				10/13/19				43

		10/20/19				19				10/20/19				67				10/20/19				16				10/20/19				23				10/20/19				41				10/20/19				53				10/20/19				43				10/20/19				61				10/20/19				55

		10/27/19				16				10/27/19				50				10/27/19				22				10/27/19				15				10/27/19				29				10/27/19				38				10/27/19				42				10/27/19				57				10/27/19				40

		11/3/19				23				11/3/19				48				11/3/19				17				11/3/19				34				11/3/19				30				11/3/19				45				11/3/19				46				11/3/19				58				11/3/19				31

		11/10/19				17				11/10/19				45				11/10/19				14				11/10/19				14				11/10/19				33				11/10/19				36				11/10/19				42				11/10/19				53				11/10/19				37

		11/17/19				19				11/17/19				53				11/17/19				28				11/17/19				26				11/17/19				37				11/17/19				38				11/17/19				44				11/17/19				57				11/17/19				60

		11/24/19				30				11/24/19				40				11/24/19				22				11/24/19				15				11/24/19				35				11/24/19				47				11/24/19				47				11/24/19				48				11/24/19				27

		12/1/19				24				12/1/19				54				12/1/19				33				12/1/19				13				12/1/19				43				12/1/19				46				12/1/19				54				12/1/19				54				12/1/19				49

		12/8/19				20				12/8/19				52				12/8/19				17				12/8/19				24				12/8/19				27				12/8/19				42				12/8/19				41				12/8/19				49				12/8/19				50

		12/15/19				21				12/15/19				45				12/15/19				16				12/15/19				12				12/15/19				34				12/15/19				40				12/15/19				39				12/15/19				49				12/15/19				33

		12/22/19				19				12/22/19				38				12/22/19				27				12/22/19				23				12/22/19				38				12/22/19				19				12/22/19				41				12/22/19				28				12/22/19				23

		12/29/19				19				12/29/19				57				12/29/19				14				12/29/19				21				12/29/19				47				12/29/19				60				12/29/19				62				12/29/19				46				12/29/19				34

		1/5/20		19		17				1/5/20		51.25		65				1/5/20		19.25		20				1/5/20		23.25		37				1/5/20		40.25		42				1/5/20		39.25		38				1/5/20		50.5		60				1/5/20		42.25		46				1/5/20		34.75		49

		1/12/20		18.75		20				1/12/20		53.5		54				1/12/20		19.25		16				1/12/20		29		35				1/12/20		41.75		40				1/12/20		45.75		66				1/12/20		52		45				1/12/20		44.75		59				1/12/20		39.75		53

		1/19/20		19.25		21				1/19/20		59.25		61				1/19/20		15.75		13				1/19/20		31		31				1/19/20		46.5		57				1/19/20		50.25		37				1/19/20		54.75		52				1/19/20		50		49				1/19/20		44.25		41

		1/26/20		19.25		19				1/26/20		57.75		51				1/26/20		17.5		21				1/26/20		31.5		23				1/26/20		45.75		44				1/26/20		44.5		37				1/26/20		51.5		49				1/26/20		52.25		55				1/26/20		48.75		52

		2/2/20		20		20				2/2/20		59		70				2/2/20		19		26				2/2/20		31.5		37				2/2/20		44.75		38				2/2/20		44.75		39				2/2/20		47.25		43				2/2/20		56.5		63				2/2/20		50.75		57

		2/9/20		19.5		18				2/9/20		62.75		69				2/9/20		22.5		30				2/9/20		28.75		24				2/9/20		48		53				2/9/20		38.5		41				2/9/20		50		56				2/9/20		53.75		48				2/9/20		52		58

		2/16/20		19.25		20				2/16/20		63.25		63				2/16/20		24.75		22				2/16/20		27.75		27				2/16/20		44.25		42				2/16/20		41.25		48				2/16/20		48.75		47				2/16/20		53.5		48				2/16/20		54.75		52

		2/23/20		19		18				2/23/20		64		54				2/23/20		26.25		27				2/23/20		26.25		17				2/23/20		41.25		32				2/23/20		47.75		63				2/23/20		49		50				2/23/20		54.5		59				2/23/20		54.75		52

		3/1/20		18.25		17				3/1/20		62.25		63				3/1/20		23.75		16				3/1/20		23.5		26				3/1/20		40.5		35				3/1/20		48.25		41				3/1/20		50.25		48				3/1/20		52.25		54				3/1/20		51.5		44

		3/8/20		18.25		18				3/8/20		60		60				3/8/20		22.25		24				3/8/20		23		22				3/8/20		35.5		33				3/8/20		48.5		42				3/8/20		47.75		46				3/8/20		53.75		54				3/8/20		50.25		53

		3/15/20		18.75		22				3/15/20		56		47				3/15/20		20.25		14				3/15/20		23		27				3/15/20		32.5		30				3/15/20		48		46				3/15/20		48.25		49				3/15/20		56		57				3/15/20		46.25		36

		3/22/20		20.75		26				3/22/20		60.75		73				3/22/20		22.75		37				3/22/20		25.5		27				3/22/20		39.75		61				3/22/20		49.5		69				3/22/20		54.5		75				3/22/20		60.25		76				3/22/20		45.25		48

		3/29/20		23.75		29				3/29/20		61.5		66				3/29/20		26.25		30				3/29/20		31		48				3/29/20		44.5		54				3/29/20		57.75		74				3/29/20		58		62				3/29/20		69.75		92				3/29/20		52.5		73

		4/5/20		26.75		30				4/5/20		65		74				4/5/20		27		27				4/5/20		32		26				4/5/20		46.75		42				4/5/20		63.25		64				4/5/20		63		66				4/5/20		81.25		100				4/5/20		56.5		69

		4/12/20		29.75		34				4/12/20		78.25		100				4/12/20		36		50				4/12/20		36.5		45				4/12/20		56.25		68				4/12/20		75		93				4/12/20		69		73				4/12/20		87.5		82				4/12/20		68.25		83

		4/19/20		32.25		36				4/19/20		78.25		73				4/19/20		34.25		30				4/19/20		44		57				4/19/20		58.25		69				4/19/20		78.5		83				4/19/20		68		71				4/19/20		88.5		80				4/19/20		76.75		82

		4/26/20		32.75		31				4/26/20		83.5		87				4/26/20		35.25		34				4/26/20		47.5		62				4/26/20		58.25		54				4/26/20		75.25		61				4/26/20		71.25		75				4/26/20		83		70				4/26/20		75		66

		5/3/20		36.5		45				5/3/20		85		80				5/3/20		36.75		33				5/3/20		61.25		81				5/3/20		60.75		52				5/3/20		82		91				5/3/20		79.75		100				5/3/20		80		88				5/3/20		76.5		75

		5/10/20		36.5		34				5/10/20		78.5		74				5/10/20		31		27				5/10/20		66.25		65				5/10/20		60		65				5/10/20		83.75		100				5/10/20		83.5		88				5/10/20		77.75		73				5/10/20		74.5		75

		5/17/20		36.25		35				5/17/20		81.25		84				5/17/20		29.5		24				5/17/20		69.25		69				5/17/20		56		53				5/17/20		80		68				5/17/20		83.75		72				5/17/20		73.25		62				5/17/20		74		80

		5/24/20		36.25		31				5/24/20		75.25		63				5/24/20		28		28				5/24/20		69.25		62				5/24/20		55.75		53				5/24/20		85		81				5/24/20		81		64				5/24/20		70.75		60				5/24/20		69.25		47

		5/31/20		32.25		29				5/31/20		72.75		70				5/31/20		26.75		28				5/31/20		61.5		50				5/31/20		53		41				5/31/20		73		43				5/31/20		70.75		59				5/31/20		65.25		66				5/31/20		67.75		69

		6/7/20		31.5		31				6/7/20		72		71				6/7/20		26.5		26				6/7/20		60.25		60				6/7/20		47.75		44				6/7/20		64.25		65				6/7/20		65		65				6/7/20		62.75		63				6/7/20		69.5		82

		6/14/20		30.25		30				6/14/20		68		68				6/14/20		26.75		25				6/14/20		56.25		53				6/14/20		53.25		75				6/14/20		58.25		44				6/14/20		62.5		62				6/14/20		62		59				6/14/20		67.25		71

		6/21/20		30.5		32				6/21/20		71		75				6/21/20		26.75		28				6/21/20		55.25		58				6/21/20		50.75		43				6/21/20		55		68				6/21/20		61.25		59				6/21/20		62.25		61				6/21/20		70.5		60

		6/28/20		33.25		40				6/28/20		70.75		69				6/28/20		28.25		34				6/28/20		54.5		47				6/28/20		51.75		45				6/28/20		55.75		46				6/28/20		59.5		52				6/28/20		59.5		55				6/28/20		65.25		48

		7/5/20		35		38				7/5/20		73.25		81				7/5/20		31.5		39				7/5/20		53.75		57				7/5/20		56.25		62				7/5/20		54.75		61				7/5/20		58.75		62				7/5/20		61		69				7/5/20		65		81

		7/12/20				35				7/12/20				83				7/12/20				30				7/12/20				76				7/12/20				74				7/12/20				40				7/12/20				70				7/12/20				90				7/12/20				92

		7/19/20				41				7/19/20				80				7/19/20				29				7/19/20				72				7/19/20				71				7/19/20				68				7/19/20				58				7/19/20				75				7/19/20				91

		7/26/20				40				7/26/20				91				7/26/20				26				7/26/20				78				7/26/20				77				7/26/20				89				7/26/20				61				7/26/20				83				7/26/20				65

		8/2/20				37				8/2/20				93				8/2/20				37				8/2/20				89				8/2/20				55				8/2/20				71				8/2/20				58				8/2/20				88				8/2/20				100

		8/9/20				33				8/9/20				94				8/9/20				23				8/9/20				75				8/9/20				46				8/9/20				63				8/9/20				63				8/9/20				72				8/9/20				72

		8/16/20				45				8/16/20				89				8/16/20				27				8/16/20				72				8/16/20				65				8/16/20				67				8/16/20				62				8/16/20				91				8/16/20				95

		8/23/20				37				8/23/20				86				8/23/20				22				8/23/20				84				8/23/20				62				8/23/20				68				8/23/20				58				8/23/20				65				8/23/20				64

		8/30/20				34				8/30/20				73				8/30/20				22				8/30/20				57				8/30/20				63				8/30/20				57				8/30/20				62				8/30/20				82				8/30/20				70

		9/6/20				31				9/6/20				79				9/6/20				18				9/6/20				59				9/6/20				59				9/6/20				64				9/6/20				53				9/6/20				68				9/6/20				62

		9/13/20				39				9/13/20				70				9/13/20				23				9/13/20				75				9/13/20				45				9/13/20				77				9/13/20				62				9/13/20				75				9/13/20				75

		9/20/20				34				9/20/20				61				9/20/20				22				9/20/20				66				9/20/20				38				9/20/20				47				9/20/20				58				9/20/20				60				9/20/20				77

		9/27/20				30				9/27/20				62				9/27/20				23				9/27/20				78				9/27/20				63				9/27/20				70				9/27/20				51				9/27/20				72				9/27/20				70

		10/4/20				34				10/4/20				79				10/4/20				24				10/4/20				69				10/4/20				69				10/4/20				66				10/4/20				65				10/4/20				78				10/4/20				68

		10/11/20				96				10/11/20				82				10/11/20				61				10/11/20				93				10/11/20				76				10/11/20				44				10/11/20				56				10/11/20				72				10/11/20				73

		10/18/20				44				10/18/20				70				10/18/20				25				10/18/20				70				10/18/20				47				10/18/20				61				10/18/20				59				10/18/20				73				10/18/20				79

		10/25/20				32				10/25/20				70				10/25/20				30				10/25/20				46				10/25/20				43				10/25/20				44				10/25/20				53				10/25/20				55				10/25/20				65

		11/1/20				27				11/1/20				55				11/1/20				25				11/1/20				53				11/1/20				39				11/1/20				26				11/1/20				38				11/1/20				50				11/1/20				34

		11/8/20				30				11/8/20				54				11/8/20				29				11/8/20				54				11/8/20				44				11/8/20				33				11/8/20				48				11/8/20				81				11/8/20				45

		11/15/20				34				11/15/20				53				11/15/20				30				11/15/20				72				11/15/20				42				11/15/20				44				11/15/20				56				11/15/20				75				11/15/20				62

		11/22/20				43				11/22/20				56				11/22/20				30				11/22/20				66				11/22/20				52				11/22/20				56				11/22/20				58				11/22/20				62				11/22/20				60

		11/29/20				39				11/29/20				61				11/29/20				31				11/29/20				84				11/29/20				51				11/29/20				69				11/29/20				65				11/29/20				55				11/29/20				61

		12/6/20				33				12/6/20				50				12/6/20				21				12/6/20				81				12/6/20				35				12/6/20				53				12/6/20				65				12/6/20				67				12/6/20				60

		12/13/20				30				12/13/20				57				12/13/20				13				12/13/20				69				12/13/20				43				12/13/20				35				12/13/20				44				12/13/20				55				12/13/20				57

		12/20/20				26				12/20/20				37				12/20/20				8				12/20/20				45				12/20/20				37				12/20/20				35				12/20/20				39				12/20/20				44				12/20/20				41

		12/27/20				26				12/27/20				59				12/27/20				14				12/27/20				66				12/27/20				56				12/27/20				35				12/27/20				50				12/27/20				48				12/27/20				56

		1/3/21				31				1/3/21				76				1/3/21				25				1/3/21				85				1/3/21				50				1/3/21				62				1/3/21				69				1/3/21				75				1/3/21				68

		1/10/21				32				1/10/21				75				1/10/21				32				1/10/21				71				1/10/21				61				1/10/21				64				1/10/21				72				1/10/21				53				1/10/21				63

		1/17/21				31				1/17/21				90				1/17/21				30				1/17/21				63				1/17/21				58				1/17/21				61				1/17/21				68				1/17/21				75				1/17/21				57

		1/24/21				32				1/24/21				76				1/24/21				28				1/24/21				64				1/24/21				55				1/24/21				42				1/24/21				55				1/24/21				70				1/24/21				72

		1/31/21				36				1/31/21				81				1/31/21				26				1/31/21				63				1/31/21				43				1/31/21				62				1/31/21				57				1/31/21				62				1/31/21				79

		2/7/21				32				2/7/21				70				2/7/21				37				2/7/21				61				2/7/21				52				2/7/21				56				2/7/21				49				2/7/21				57				2/7/21				85

		2/14/21				26				2/14/21				71				2/14/21				23				2/14/21				57				2/14/21				42				2/14/21				61				2/14/21				50				2/14/21				57				2/14/21				51

		2/21/21				33				2/21/21				74				2/21/21				26				2/21/21				61				2/21/21				58				2/21/21				43				2/21/21				53				2/21/21				67				2/21/21				63

		2/28/21				36				2/28/21				82				2/28/21				42				2/28/21				74				2/28/21				49				2/28/21				80				2/28/21				60				2/28/21				65				2/28/21				78

		3/7/21				35				3/7/21				75				3/7/21				33				3/7/21				59				3/7/21				61				3/7/21				58				3/7/21				56				3/7/21				76				3/7/21				48

		3/14/21				42				3/14/21				77				3/14/21				43				3/14/21				60				3/14/21				42				3/14/21				64				3/14/21				59				3/14/21				71				3/14/21				84

		3/21/21				45				3/21/21				79				3/21/21				42				3/21/21				56				3/21/21				63				3/21/21				76				3/21/21				53				3/21/21				72				3/21/21				60

		3/28/21				36				3/28/21				70				3/28/21				48				3/28/21				38				3/28/21				51				3/28/21				57				3/28/21				56				3/28/21				55				3/28/21				61

		4/4/21				36				4/4/21				64				4/4/21				41				4/4/21				58				4/4/21				50				4/4/21				55				4/4/21				51				4/4/21				56				4/4/21				64

		4/11/21				38				4/11/21				81				4/11/21				43				4/11/21				64				4/11/21				41				4/11/21				62				4/11/21				55				4/11/21				64				4/11/21				64

		4/18/21				37				4/18/21				69				4/18/21				42				4/18/21				62				4/18/21				49				4/18/21				69				4/18/21				43				4/18/21				73				4/18/21				48

		4/25/21				33				4/25/21				59				4/25/21				48				4/25/21				43				4/25/21				54				4/25/21				65				4/25/21				45				4/25/21				60				4/25/21				48

		5/2/21				53				5/2/21				71				5/2/21				56				5/2/21				49				5/2/21				51				5/2/21				58				5/2/21				65				5/2/21				49				5/2/21				50

		5/9/21				53				5/9/21				68				5/9/21				55				5/9/21				44				5/9/21				52				5/9/21				71				5/9/21				59				5/9/21				58				5/9/21				54

		5/16/21				39				5/16/21				73				5/16/21				33				5/16/21				46				5/16/21				46				5/16/21				59				5/16/21				49				5/16/21				61				5/16/21				49

		5/23/21				54				5/23/21				75				5/23/21				51				5/23/21				46				5/23/21				52				5/23/21				49				5/23/21				45				5/23/21				53				5/23/21				58

		5/30/21				37				5/30/21				67				5/30/21				36				5/30/21				33				5/30/21				53				5/30/21				38				5/30/21				43				5/30/21				40				5/30/21				61

		6/6/21				40				6/6/21				67				6/6/21				34				6/6/21				37				6/6/21				31				6/6/21				55				6/6/21				50				6/6/21				73				6/6/21				54

		6/13/21				38				6/13/21				61				6/13/21				37				6/13/21				52				6/13/21				54				6/13/21				49				6/13/21				46				6/13/21				58				6/13/21				65

		6/20/21				48				6/20/21				73				6/20/21				38				6/20/21				50				6/20/21				51				6/20/21				58				6/20/21				48				6/20/21				62				6/20/21				37

		6/27/21				52				6/27/21				74				6/27/21				44				6/27/21				36				6/27/21				41				6/27/21				38				6/27/21				46				6/27/21				65				6/27/21				47

		7/4/21				38				7/4/21				64				7/4/21				43				7/4/21				45				7/4/21				44				7/4/21				48				7/4/21				51				7/4/21				68				7/4/21				44

		7/11/21				43				7/11/21				78				7/11/21				55				7/11/21				52				7/11/21				48				7/11/21				65				7/11/21				46				7/11/21				67				7/11/21				45

		7/18/21				40				7/18/21				72				7/18/21				43				7/18/21				46				7/18/21				50				7/18/21				62				7/18/21				57				7/18/21				58				7/18/21				81

		7/25/21				35				7/25/21				65				7/25/21				40				7/25/21				53				7/25/21				64				7/25/21				56				7/25/21				52				7/25/21				65				7/25/21				54

		8/1/21				43				8/1/21				70				8/1/21				62				8/1/21				51				8/1/21				70				8/1/21				94				8/1/21				58				8/1/21				62				8/1/21				54

		8/8/21				42				8/8/21				76				8/8/21				55				8/8/21				42				8/8/21				53				8/8/21				63				8/8/21				55				8/8/21				59				8/8/21				68

		8/15/21				57				8/15/21				74				8/15/21				52				8/15/21				61				8/15/21				56				8/15/21				59				8/15/21				57				8/15/21				70				8/15/21				60

		8/22/21				57				8/22/21				64				8/22/21				64				8/22/21				53				8/22/21				44				8/22/21				78				8/22/21				66				8/22/21				74				8/22/21				44

		8/29/21				45				8/29/21				76				8/29/21				85				8/29/21				68				8/29/21				38				8/29/21				68				8/29/21				54				8/29/21				59				8/29/21				86

		9/5/21				59				9/5/21				58				9/5/21				82				9/5/21				50				9/5/21				56				9/5/21				50				9/5/21				57				9/5/21				52				9/5/21				39

		9/12/21				51				9/12/21				75				9/12/21				55				9/12/21				43				9/12/21				46				9/12/21				41				9/12/21				51				9/12/21				89				9/12/21				58

		9/19/21				74				9/19/21				62				9/19/21				56				9/19/21				56				9/19/21				40				9/19/21				49				9/19/21				56				9/19/21				67				9/19/21				65

		9/26/21				56				9/26/21				71				9/26/21				58				9/26/21				45				9/26/21				40				9/26/21				55				9/26/21				55				9/26/21				60				9/26/21				74

		10/3/21				56				10/3/21				59				10/3/21				58				10/3/21				44				10/3/21				34				10/3/21				64				10/3/21				55				10/3/21				69				10/3/21				51

		10/10/21				67				10/10/21				53				10/10/21				76				10/10/21				53				10/10/21				39				10/10/21				61				10/10/21				51				10/10/21				66				10/10/21				50

		10/17/21				55				10/17/21				66				10/17/21				55				10/17/21				55				10/17/21				28				10/17/21				47				10/17/21				46				10/17/21				66				10/17/21				50

		10/24/21				54				10/24/21				57				10/24/21				65				10/24/21				56				10/24/21				30				10/24/21				35				10/24/21				51				10/24/21				62				10/24/21				36

		10/31/21				54				10/31/21				57				10/31/21				44				10/31/21				47				10/31/21				39				10/31/21				31				10/31/21				44				10/31/21				69				10/31/21				52

		11/7/21				52				11/7/21				68				11/7/21				46				11/7/21				45				11/7/21				38				11/7/21				37				11/7/21				46				11/7/21				50				11/7/21				47

		11/14/21				54				11/14/21				59				11/14/21				50				11/14/21				46				11/14/21				40				11/14/21				23				11/14/21				47				11/14/21				68				11/14/21				69

		11/21/21				100				11/21/21				54				11/21/21				94				11/21/21				35				11/21/21				35				11/21/21				40				11/21/21				47				11/21/21				46				11/21/21				39

		11/28/21				70				11/28/21				68				11/28/21				100				11/28/21				38				11/28/21				42				11/28/21				44				11/28/21				46				11/28/21				58				11/28/21				62

		12/5/21				56				12/5/21				49				12/5/21				54				12/5/21				23				12/5/21				42				12/5/21				48				12/5/21				50				12/5/21				67				12/5/21				67

		12/12/21				43				12/12/21				48				12/12/21				47				12/12/21				20				12/12/21				35				12/12/21				45				12/12/21				43				12/12/21				48				12/12/21				41

		12/19/21				39				12/19/21				35				12/19/21				39				12/19/21				17				12/19/21				11				12/19/21				25				12/19/21				35				12/19/21				43				12/19/21				44

		12/26/21				44				12/26/21				54				12/26/21				37				12/26/21				14				12/26/21				39				12/26/21				33				12/26/21				47				12/26/21				43				12/26/21				44

		1/2/22				50				1/2/22				55				1/2/22				46				1/2/22				18				1/2/22				46				1/2/22				30				1/2/22				49				1/2/22				73				1/2/22				60

		1/9/22				53				1/9/22				76				1/9/22				56				1/9/22				21				1/9/22				48				1/9/22				51				1/9/22				55				1/9/22				57				1/9/22				54

		1/16/22				60				1/16/22				67				1/16/22				54				1/16/22				18				1/16/22				54				1/16/22				51				1/16/22				63				1/16/22				59				1/16/22				60

		1/23/22				54				1/23/22				73				1/23/22				43				1/23/22				24				1/23/22				59				1/23/22				64				1/23/22				60				1/23/22				86				1/23/22				55

		1/30/22				45				1/30/22				57				1/30/22				62				1/30/22				17				1/30/22				44				1/30/22				46				1/30/22				55				1/30/22				57				1/30/22				47

		2/6/22				42				2/6/22				87				2/6/22				54				2/6/22				24				2/6/22				42				2/6/22				75				2/6/22				60				2/6/22				63				2/6/22				82

		2/13/22				48				2/13/22				62				2/13/22				44				2/13/22				23				2/13/22				52				2/13/22				54				2/13/22				55				2/13/22				55				2/13/22				58



FIGS scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	19	18.75	19.25	19.25	20	19.5	19.25	19	18.25	18.25	18.75	20.75	23.75	26.75	29.75	32.25	32.75	36.5	36.5	36.25	36.25	32.25	31.5	30.25	30.5	33.25	35	





Cherokee scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	51.25	53.5	59.25	57.75	59	62.75	63.25	64	62.25	60	56	60.75	61.5	65	78.25	78.25	83.5	85	78.5	81.25	75.25	72.75	72	68	71	70.75	73.25	





Jaanuu scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	19.25	19.25	15.75	17.5	19	22.5	24.75	26.25	23.75	22.25	20.25	22.75	26.25	27	36	34.25	35.25	36.75	31	29.5	28	26.75	26.5	26.75	26.75	28.25	31.5	





Greys Anatomy scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	23.25	29	31	31.5	31.5	28.75	27.75	26.25	23.5	23	23	25.5	31	32	36.5	44	47.5	61.25	66.25	69.25	69.25	61.5	60.25	56.25	55.25	54.5	53.75	





Koi scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	40.25	41.75	46.5	45.75	44.75	48	44.25	41.25	40.5	35.5	32.5	39.75	44.5	46.75	56.25	58.25	58.25	60.75	60	56	55.75	53	47.75	53.25	50.75	51.75	56.25	





Uniform Advantage scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	39.25	45.75	50.25	44.5	44.75	38.5	41.25	47.75	48.25	48.5	48	49.5	57.75	63.25	75	78.5	75.25	82	83.75	80	85	73	64.25	58.25	55	55.75	54.75	





Scrubs and Beyond



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	50.5	52	54.75	51.5	47.25	50	48.75	49	50.25	47.75	48.25	54.5	58	63	69	68	71.25	79.75	83.5	83.75	81	70.75	65	62.5	61.25	59.5	58.75	





Amazon scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	42.25	44.75	50	52.25	56.5	53.75	53.5	54.5	52.25	53.75	56	60.25	69.75	81.25	87.5	88.5	83	80	77.75	73.25	70.75	65.25	62.75	62	62.25	59.5	61	





Dickies scrubs



43835	43842	43849	43856	43863	43870	43877	43884	43891	43898	43905	43912	43919	43926	43933	43940	43947	43954	43961	43968	43975	43982	43989	43996	44003	44010	44017	34.75	39.75	44.25	48.75	50.75	52	54.75	54.75	51.5	50.25	46.25	45.25	52.5	56.5	68.25	76.75	75	76.5	74.5	74	69.25	67.75	69.5	67.25	70.5	65.25	65	







Instagram

				GS		2/17/22		GS		Change		GS

		Wearfigs		590		688		590		17%		590

		Jaanuu		280		300		280		7%		280

						all social												Instagram

						#wearfigs uses				MoM				YoY				#wearfigs uses

				17-01		78		17-01		-12%		17-01				17-01		75		17-01

				17-02		92		17-02		18%		17-02				17-02		84		17-02

				17-03		33		17-03		-64%		17-03				17-03		30		17-03

				17-04		82		17-04		148%		17-04				17-04		70		17-04

				17-05		112		17-05		37%		17-05				17-05		104		17-05

				17-06		77		17-06		-31%		17-06				17-06		75		17-06

				17-07		116		17-07		51%		17-07				17-07		85		17-07

				17-08		184		17-08		59%		17-08				17-08		157		17-08

				17-09		150		17-09		-18%		17-09				17-09		123		17-09

				17-10		147		17-10		-2%		17-10				17-10		114		17-10

				17-11		148		17-11		1%		17-11				17-11		110		17-11

				17-12		164		17-12		11%		17-12				17-12		152		17-12

				18-01		243		18-01		48%		18-01		212%		18-01		217		18-01		189%

				18-02		188		18-02		-23%		18-02		104%		18-02		176		18-02		110%

				18-03		243		18-03		29%		18-03		636%		18-03		216		18-03		620%

				18-04		252		18-04		4%		18-04		207%		18-04		220		18-04		214%

				18-05		289		18-05		15%		18-05		158%		18-05		254		18-05		144%

				18-06		249		18-06		-14%		18-06		223%		18-06		228		18-06		204%

				18-07		169		18-07		-32%		18-07		46%		18-07		141		18-07		66%

				18-08		154		18-08		-9%		18-08		-16%		18-08		138		18-08		-12%

				18-09		321		18-09		108%		18-09		114%		18-09		284		18-09		131%

				18-10		478		18-10		49%		18-10		225%		18-10		436		18-10		282%

				18-11		641		18-11		34%		18-11		333%		18-11		599		18-11		445%

				18-12		749		18-12		17%		18-12		357%		18-12		718		18-12		372%

				Jan 19		920		Jan 19		23%		Jan 19		279%		Jan 19		883		Jan 19		307%

				Feb 19		644		Feb 19		-30%		Feb 19		243%		Feb 19		600		Feb 19		241%

				Mar 19		1177		Mar 19		83%		Mar 19		384%		Mar 19		1141		Mar 19		428%

				Apr 19		1204		Apr 19		2%		Apr 19		378%		Apr 19		1161		Apr 19		428%

				May 19		1295		May 19		8%		May 19		348%		May 19		1263		May 19		397%

				Jun 19		922		Jun 19		-29%		Jun 19		270%		Jun 19		870		Jun 19		282%

				Jul 19		901		Jul 19		-2%		Jul 19		433%		Jul 19		835		Jul 19		492%

				Aug 19		1059		Aug 19		18%		Aug 19		588%		Aug 19		1016		Aug 19		636%

				Sep 19		1196		Sep 19		13%		Sep 19		273%		Sep 19		1161		Sep 19		309%

				Oct 19		1301		Oct 19		9%		Oct 19		172%		Oct 19		1282		Oct 19		194%

				Nov 19		1181		Nov 19		-9%		Nov 19		84%		Nov 19		1159		Nov 19		93%

				Dec 19		1123		Dec 19		-5%		Dec 19		50%		Dec 19		1106		Dec 19		54%

				Jan 20		1315		Jan 20		17%		Jan 20		43%		Jan 20		1271		Jan 20		44%

				Feb 20		1325		Feb 20		1%		Feb 20		106%		Feb 20		1286		Feb 20		114%

				Mar 20		1658		Mar 20		25%		Mar 20		41%		Mar 20		1616		Mar 20		42%

				Apr 20		1360		Apr 20		-18%		Apr 20		13%		Apr 20		1311		Apr 20		13%

				May 20		1450		May 20		7%		May 20		12%		May 20		1402		May 20		11%

				Jun 20		1805		Jun 20		24%		Jun 20		96%		Jun 20		1756		Jun 20		102%

				Jul 20		2331		Jul 20		29%		Jul 20		159%		Jul 20		2278		Jul 20		173%

				Aug 20		2327		Aug 20		0%		Aug 20		120%		Aug 20		2279		Aug 20		124%

				Sep 20		2237		Sep 20		-4%		Sep 20		87%		Sep 20		2196		Sep 20		89%

				Oct 20		2446		Oct 20		9%		Oct 20		88%		Oct 20		2376		Oct 20		85%

				Nov 20		1737		Nov 20		-29%		Nov 20		47%		Nov 20		1705		Nov 20		47%

				Dec 20		2095		Dec 20		21%		Dec 20		87%		Dec 20		2069		Dec 20		87%

				Jan 21		1942		Jan 21		-7%		Jan 21		48%		Jan 21		1915		Jan 21		51%

				Feb 21		1882		Feb 21		-3%		Feb 21		42%		Feb 21		1856		Feb 21		44%

				Mar 21		2017		Mar 21		7%		Mar 21		22%		Mar 21		1978		Mar 21		22%

				Apr 21		1742		Apr 21		-14%		Apr 21		28%		Apr 21		1690		Apr 21		29%

				May 21		2204		May 21		27%		May 21		52%		May 21		2128		May 21		52%

				Jun 21		1868		Jun 21		-15%		Jun 21		3%		Jun 21		1829		Jun 21		4%

				Jul 21		1390		Jul 21		-26%		Jul 21		-40%		Jul 21		1365		Jul 21		-40%

				Aug 21		1645		Aug 21		18%		Aug 21		-29%		Aug 21		1583		Aug 21		-31%

				Sep 21		1874		Sep 21		14%		Sep 21		-16%		Sep 21		1844		Sep 21		-16%

				Oct 21		1796		Oct 21		-4%		Oct 21		-27%		Oct 21		1744		Oct 21		-27%

				Nov 21		1569		Nov 21		-13%		Nov 21		-10%		Nov 21		1523		Nov 21		-11%

				Dec 21		1418		Dec 21		-10%		Dec 21		-32%		Dec 21		1312		Dec 21		-37%

				Jan 22		1627		Jan 22		15%		Jan 22		-16%		Jan 22		1485		Jan 22		-22%



Jan 19	Feb 19	Mar 19	Apr 19	May 19	Jun 19	Jul 19	Aug 19	Sep 19	Oct 19	Nov 19	Dec 19	Jan 20	Feb 20	Mar 20	Apr 20	May 20	Jun 20	Jul 20	Aug 20	Sep 20	Oct 20	Nov 20	Dec 20	Jan 21	Feb 21	Mar 21	Apr 21	May 21	Jun 21	Jul 21	Aug 21	Sep 21	Oct 21	Nov 21	Dec 21	Jan 22	3.0691244239631335	2.4090909090909092	4.2824074074074074	4.2772727272727273	3.9724409448818898	2.8157894736842106	4.9219858156028371	6.36231884057971	3.0880281690140849	1.9403669724770642	0.93489148580968284	0.54038997214484685	0.4394110985277464	1.1433333333333335	0.41630148992112193	0.12919896640826867	0.11005542359461606	1.018390804597701	1.7281437125748504	1.2431102362204722	0.89147286821705429	0.85335413416536654	0.47109577221742871	0.87070524412296568	0.50668764752163642	0.44323483670295483	0.2240099009900991	0.28909229595728458	0.51783166904422262	4.1571753986332505E-2	-0.40079016681299384	-0.30539710399297937	-0.16029143897996356	-0.265993265993266	-0.10674486803519057	-0.3658772353794103	-0.22454308093994779	







Share Sales



										Heather Hasson				Trina Spear				Tulco				Total

						Date		Price		Shares Sold		Value		Shares Sold		Value		Shares Sold		Value		Shares Sold		Value

				Secondary Sale		10/23/20		$   8.55		[not disclosed]												57.0		$   487.8

				IPO		5/26/21		$   22.00										25.7		$   565.6		25.7		$   565.6				including shoe

				Secondary Sale		9/15/21		$   40.25		2.4		$   97.4		1.5		$   59.1		6.4		$   256.3		10.3		$   412.8				total includes shoe

				Open Market Sale		11/15/21		$   34.29		0.1		$   2.6		0.1		$   3.1						0.2		$   5.6

				Open Market Sale		11/29/21		$   32.79		0.0		$   0.1		0.0		$   0.1						0.0		$   0.2

				Open Market Sale		12/2/21		$   30.60		0.1		$   2.2		0.1		$   2.6						0.2		$   4.8

				Total						2.6		$   102.3		1.6		$   64.9		32.1		$   821.8		93.3		$   1,476.7









Salary

								Salary		Cash Bonus		Options		Strike		RSUs

						2018 Grants

						2020 Start		$   375,000

						2020 September Raise		$   650,000

						2020 Full Year		$   456,154		$   1,000,000		10,236,060		5.1		2,705,220

						2021 IPO Grants						727,097		IPO price		113,637

						2021 Start		$   1,000,000		100-200%



						June 26, 2020 RSU grant

						September 16, 2020 option grant



						In addition, our board of directors approved the accelerated vesting of the outstanding stock options (excluding, for clarity, the IPO award) held by Ms. Hasson, to be effective as of the closing of this offering.

								Hasson										Spear										Tulco		Total

						Hasson		Options		Strike		RSUs		Stock				Options		Strike		RSUs		Stock				Shares		Shares		Price

						February 2018 Options		3,420,000		0.86								7,695,000		0.86

						June 2018 Options		900,000		1.37

						June 2020 RSU						2,705,220										2,705,220

						September 2020 Options		10,236,060		5.1								10,236,060		5.1

						IPO Options and RSUs		727,097		IPO price		113,637						727,097		IPO price		113,637



						October 2020 Sales																								57.046824		8.55		487.7503452

																																76.93 pre-split

						Investment

						May 2018 Financing																						36,675,000		original $20m		0.55

																												55,012,500		additional $30m

																												91,687,500

																														additional $30m

						2017 Purchase (from Miracle)																						8,287,980		$15m		1.80985

																								total				99,975,480

						Viking																								10.984734

						Pennsylvania																								9.943587





Tulco

						Hasson						Spear						Tulco								Total Shares Out

						Class A		Class B		Total		Class A		Class B		Total		Class A		Class B		Total		Price		Class A		Class B		Total

				Pre-IPO Shares		5,328,552		1,373,596		6,702,148		9,158,238		5,336,719		14,494,957		84,255,555		5,850,000		90,105,555		$   22.00		142,951,131		12,560,315		155,511,446

				Shares Sold in IPO														(25,707,953)								4,636,364

				Post-IPO Shares		5,328,552		1,373,596		6,702,148		9,158,238		5,336,719		14,494,957		58,547,602		5,850,000		64,397,602				147,587,495		12,560,315		160,147,810

				Pre-FO Shares														58,067,602		6,300,000						147,730,670		13,264,059		160,994,729

				Shares Sold in FO		2,419,998								961,152										$   40.25





Finance Team

						2017								2018								2019								2020								2021								2022

						Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2

				Annual Revenue		$18								$55								$110								$263								$419



				Chief Financial Officer

				Daniella Turenshine

				Jeff Lawrence

				Kartsen Loose



				Controller

				Kevin Fosty

				David Wong



				(S)VP Finance (& Strategy)

				Daniella Turenshine

				Jason Simon (consultant)



				Directors

				Director of Finance (Spencer Beyrle)

				Director of Tax (Sally Ren)

				Director of Corporate Finance (Grant Brooks)

				Director of Tech. Acctg & Fin. Rptg (Humberto Lupercio)



				Other

				Finance Manager (Josh Belmont)

				Accounting Manager (David Wong)

				Accounting Manager (Riyako Asami)

				Senior Technical Accountant (James Soehardjono)

				Senior Accountant (Jessica C.)

				Staff Accountant (Karen Trinh)

				Financial Analyst (Christian Smith)

				Financial Analyst (Justin Jang)

				Financial Analyst (Amanda McKamey)
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CFO Lawrence Left FIGS Within One Year, And Forfeited 
$6.6 Million In Compensation

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 8-K filed 12/10/2021

We believe Jeff Lawrence is a credible financial executive having served as the former CFO of Domino’s Pizza. 
Based on the -21% decline in FIGS shares upon the announcement of his departure on Dec 20, 2021, the market 
did not expect his quick departure. We estimate he forfeited millions of dollars upon his resignation.

Lawrence’s Separation Timing and Terms

Lawrence’s employment agreement stipulated a December 31, 2020 start date and contained a one year cliff, meaning 
one-quarter of his initial option grant would vest on December 31, 2021. We find it troubling that: (1) Lawrence notified 
the Company of his resignation on December 9, 2021 and that his last day would be December 24, 2021, meaning he 
didn’t stay another week in order to be eligible for one-quarter of his options (511,803 shares), (2) the Company was 
willing to grant accelerated vesting of 275,000 options (worth $7.6 million) in return for him entering into a non-
compete agreement. Furthermore, Lawrence came out of retirement to join FIGS and is supposedly now retiring again.  
(3) Based on the options forfeited by not reaching his one year anniversary, the $6.02 exercise price, and the $33.72 
per share FIGS closing stock price on December 8, 2021 (the day before he notified the Board), Lawrence gave up $6.6 
million to depart from FIGS one week sooner. (511,803 – 275,000 = 236,803 x $27.70 per share)

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000119312521151936/d29047dex1013.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521353268/d359682d8k.htm
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We Are Concerned By The Material Downgrade Of 
Finance Experience At FIGS’ CFO Position

Given her vastly more limited work experience compared with previous CFO Lawrence, we believe the appointment 
of Daniella Turenshine represents a material downgrade in CFO capabilities. 

Spruce Point Assessment of FIGS CFO Qualifications

Public Company 
Finance Experience

Capital Markets 
Experience

Accounting Work 
Experience

MBA / Class

Other

Karsten Loose
May 2018 – Feb 2019

3 years, VP Finance, 
ThredUP

7 years, Goldman 
Sachs (Associate, VP)

None

Stanford
2008

Promoted to VP at 
Goldman

Jeff Lawrence
Dec 2020 – Dec 2021

20 years, CFO, VP Int. 
Fin., Treasurer, Corp. 
Controller, Dominos

IPO, financing, recap, 
M&A at Dominos

5 years, Arthur 
Andersen, CPA

Michigan
Est. 2000 or earlier

Promoted 4 times, held 
numerous finance 
roles 

Daniella Turenshine
Dec 2021 - present

None before FIGS

2 years, Credit Suisse 
(Analyst), Pvt Equity

None

Harvard
2017

--

Source: LinkedIn profiles for Jeff Lawrence, Karsten Loose, Daniella Turenshine, FIGS 8-K filed 12/10/21

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffreydlawrence/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karstenloose/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniella-turenshine-8320907a/details/experience/
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521353268/d359682d8k.htm
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What Happened To Chris Varelas?

Source: FIGS 10-Q filed 12/8/2021, Riverwood Capital website, Spruce Point research

Former investment banker and private equity investor Chris Varelas joined the FIGS Board effective with the IPO in 
May 2021 and was appointed lead independent director and chair of the audit committee. He resigned less than 
three months later, and FIGS buried the news on the last page of its 10-Q filed 8/12/21.

Chris Varelas Resignation Disclosure

We find the qualifying language 
in Varelas’ resignation 

disclosure unconventional and 
concerning. 

No mention of his FIGS 
involvement in his Riverwood 
Capital bio or under his past 
investments? No reference on 
his LinkedIn bio?

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“I just can't see [Trina and Heather] in a boardroom with adults, you know, having conversations, 
having to answer to someone. That's why it's so interesting to me that they have managed to have a 
board with so few outsiders.”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021001366/figs-20210630.htm
https://www.riverwoodcapital.com/team_member/chris-varelas/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-varelas-16644134/


We Believe FIGS Has Little 
Sustainable Competitive Advantage 
And Faces Increasing Competition
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FIGS’ Stated Advantages And Product 
Differentiators Do Not Seem Sustainable

Based on our review of FIGS stated competitive and product advantages, we believe that practically none of them 
are sustainable and most are easily replicated. FIGS has a known brand; however, the retail world is replete with 
examples of brands that fell from grace, experienced diminished value over time, and did not forestall bankruptcy.

FIGS Strategic Advantages FIGS Product Differentiators

Strong brand (1)

Direct to consumer model: easily replicated

Low-cost Asian sourcing; easily replicated

Attractive financial model; but competition 
is increasing, margins are declining, and 
entering new markets may impact further 

Pricing? No, it is positioned as a premium 
offering

Color: Many colors are hospital or 
department mandated; easily replicated

Form and fit: easily replicated

Materials: easily replicated, including the 
use of antimicrobial materials

Design features (eg, pockets, which FIGS 
has emphasized): easily replicated

Feel good story: not if there are credibility 
concerns around management

We note that brand equity is always at risk, and we believe FIGS has already managed to degrade its brand equity in 
its short history with mistakes such as a recent ad campaign.(1) We also note that the FIGS brand is HIGHLY end-

market and gender specific, making it of limited use in penetrating new markets.

?

1) “Popular scrubs company FIGS generates backlash from women in medicine and DOs after insensitive video”, CNN, Oct 15, 2020

https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/15/us/figs-scrubs-video-women-do-trnd/index.html
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Former Employees Also Question FIGS’ Competitive 
Position

Source: Glassdoor, Tegus, Spruce Point research

Former employees corroborate that FIGS has little competitive advantage beyond brand, and that its business 
model and products could be easily replicated.

Commentary on FIGS Competitive Positioning

Nov 16, 2021 – Former 
Associate on Tegus

“I think possibly the loyal clientele will help keep them going, but also a part of me thinks that something 
new will come in the future because how much longer can a brand be exciting for, really? I feel like 
things eventually die out, even clothes, it's scrubs, but someone can come in with a better structure, a 
better style, better technology with the fabric and fit, and maybe even add like a customization on your 
scrubs' detailing, they can add something different that FIGS doesn't have now and that can be more 
successful than FIGS…I mean if you know how to design and you know how to fabric source, I think 
anyone really can do it.”

May 24, 2021 - Former 
Executive on Tegus

“I don't know how much of that's really proprietary…Like it might be now, but they produce their product in 
Vietnam. And at least when I was there, a lot of it was just stuff that those manufacturers would make 
for multiple companies, there's nothing patented for FIGS. I don't know if that's changed.”

Former Executive 
Interviewed by Spruce Point

“I think there's a lot of risk there [on competition]. I don't think there's anything to the product that's 
really hard to replicate. I mean, there's no proprietary technology there. They've just been really 
good about fit and smart design.”

“I do think there's a risk that [Lululemon] they could say, this is an interesting market. We think we 
could talk to this customer, and we can design a really smart product. They could just come out with it 
one day, probably take a lot share. I think that the healthcare professional probably loves Lululemon. 
And then they have all the retail outlets, which FIGS doesn't have, which are a really powerful channel for 
them.”

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm
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We Believe FIGS’ Characterization of The Scrubs 
Market Is Out-of-Date

FIGS generally frames the competitive environment as a battle between itself and a monolithic ‘big scrubs” industry 
of unbranded, commodity products. We think the reality is that both (1) legacy scrubs suppliers have innovated on 
product, and (2) several dozen specialty scrubs providers have emerged.

The FIGS Pitch The Highly-Branded Actual Competitive Landscape

Everyone Else: 
Basic 

monochrome 
cotton scrubs

Popular 
Brands from 

Legacy 
Suppliers

Established 
and 

Emerging 
Specialty 
Brands
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We Believe FIGS’ Differentiation On Silhouette, 
Fit And Color Has Declined Markedly

Source: Brand A: Jaanuu, Brand B: Grey’s Anatomy, Brand C: Koi, Brand D: Cherokee, Brand E: Heartsoul, Brand F: Wonderwink, Brand G: Maeven, Brand H: FIGS

While we acknowledge that FIGS was one of the first premium scrub companies to innovate on design, the market 
has seen a proliferation of brands offering modern styles. FIGS likes to frame their competitors as still offering 
commoditized, shapeless, uncolorful cotton scrubs, but we believe that simply is not the case anymore.

Can You Spot the FIGS Scrubs?

Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D

Brand E Brand F Brand G Brand H

https://www.jaanuu.com/collection/womens-magenta-scrubs?colors%5b%5d=GRN&colors%5b%5d=WIN
https://www.greysanatomyscrubs.com/product-category/women/page/2/?_color=Purple
https://www.koihappiness.com/product-category/new-arrivals/women-new-arrivals/
https://www.cherokeeuniforms.com/cherokee/cherokee-statement.html
https://www.heartsoulscrubs.com/tops
https://www.wonderwinkscrubshop.com/
https://www.maevnuniforms.com/category/2020-new-styles/
https://www.wearfigs.com/collections/all-scrubs-womens?category=Scrub%20Top&color=Deep%20Charcoal%2CNavy
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FIGS Points to the Introduction of “Jogger” Scrub Pants 
As An Example of Its Innovation; Most Scrubs Suppliers 
Now Offer The Style As An Option

Source: Uniform Advantage

1) FIGS Exhibit

FIGS points to its design innovation, such as bringing the ‘jogger’ pant style (which has existed for years in the 
realm of athletic wear), to the scrubs market.(1) We do not believe such design introductions to provide a sustainable 
advantage. Searching for jogger pants on Uniform Advantage yields 113 options in a vast array of colors.

Jogger Pant Options on Uniform Advantage (48 of 113)

https://www.uniformadvantage.com/pages/dpt/women-all-pants.asp?navbar=2&sa_style=64&icid=home%7Ehpb_row1%7Eevergreen%7Ejoggers%7E%7Escrubs%7E%7E
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017021004082/figs-ex99_2.htm
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Does FIGS Really “Own” Color?

Source: Jaanuu, Grey’s Anatomy, Koi, FIGS

FIGS proudly states in its FY 2021 shareholder letter that “We Own Color”. Recognizing that the Company does 
frequent limited edition releases, we find that FIGS’ core color palette is not materially different from others. 
Moreover, we don’t believe that “color” endows any competitor with a sustainable competitive advantage.

Color Palette of Select Scrubs Companies

Jaanuu Grey’s Anatomy Koi FIGS

Source: FIGS, March 2022

https://www.jaanuu.com/?_jag=2
https://www.greysanatomyscrubs.com/product-category/women/shop-by-color/
https://www.koihappiness.com/product-category/women/
https://www.wearfigs.com/collections/all-scrubs-womens?filters=%7B%22product%20type%22%3A%5B%22Scrub%20Top%22%5D%7D
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003127/figs-ex99_2.htm
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Contrary To FIGS’ Pitch, Nurses And Doctors Have 
Numerous Online Shopping Options For Scrubs

Source: allheart.com, Scrubin uniforms, Scrubs and Beyond, Uniform Advantage

FIGS often tells the story that healthcare professionals are forced to shop for scrubs at medical supply stores that 
close at 5pm. However, product from several dozen suppliers is available on a handful of online stores. In addition, 
most of the emerging specialty brands such as Jaanuu, Koi, Medelita and others offer DTC online shopping.

Brands Available from Leading Scrubs Online Stores

Scrubs and Beyond

Allheart.com Uniform AdvantageScrubin

Selling product online is not unique to 
FIGS. There are many DTC brands and 

major online shopping options.

https://www.allheart.com/brands.html
https://www.scrubin.com/
https://www.scrubsandbeyond.com/?gclid=CjwKCAiAsNKQBhAPEiwAB-I5zeuoBJmVXbx0uJW2FXE2-S2DT7_FoY-lOSQn7vDSFOYDo-skTKaxzhoCvV4QAvD_BwE
https://www.uniformadvantage.com/
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The FIGS Pitch On FIONx: Proprietary Materials 
Developed Over Two Years; Not Sourced In Asia

Source: Inc. Magazine, Wall Street Journal,  Fast Company

Part of the FIGS origin story is the development of proprietary materials, supposedly over two years, and developing 
a unique supply chain “controlled” by the Company. FIGS even goes so far as to chide its competitors for 
manufacturing product in Asia.

The FIGS Pitch on Its Materials and Chiding Competitors For Sourcing Product in Asia

Hasson in 2018 Inc. 
Magazine Interview

“We developed our own fabrics, down to the yarns, in L.A. before approaching factories. My 10 
years in fashion helped me develop a network of factory contacts, but it was really important to me to find 
factories that knew how to make technical performance-wear, not scrubs.”

2018 Wall Street Journal 
Article

“Into this marketplace, Figs introduced its direct-to-consumer model with $38-and-up prices, innovative 
styles and a Silvadur-treated antimicrobial, wrinkle-resistant and odor-free fabric that took nearly two 
years to develop.”

2018 Fast Company Article “The scrubs industry is dominated by a few massive companies that, FIGS cofounder and co-CEO 
Trina Spear maintains, produce the lowest-cost product, made in Asia, without much thought to the 
customer experience…”

“The women decided they would build FIGS from the ground up, creating a vertical supply chain that 
gave them control of everything from the yarns to the fabrication.”

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/this-company-is-fast-becoming-the-warby-parker-of-scrubs-1539625191#:%7E:text=State%20College%2C%20Pa.-,Ms.,hospitals%20have%20less%20rigorous%20standards
https://www.fastcompany.com/40589057/female-founders-give-scrubs-a-functional-fashionable-makeover
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Our View: FIGS Is Nothing Special, Sourced in Asia

Source: FIGS website, FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

We do not believe FIGS’ fabric is proprietary. In fact, elements that have any intellectual property associated with 
them, such as SILVADUR, are owned by others and can be licensed by any competitors. We also find that FIGS’ 
predominantly Asian-based supply chain is similar to that of most other apparel companies.

FIGS Website (Left) and IPO Prospectus Disclosures (Right) on Its Fabrics

“We currently source the vast majority of the fabrics used in 
our products from two third-party suppliers in China, and 
we source the other raw materials used in our products… from 
suppliers located predominantly in the Asia Pacific region. We 
also work with a limited number of manufacturing partners that 
produce our products in facilities located in South East Asia, 
China and South America, with the vast majority of our 
products currently being produced by our two largest 
manufacturing suppliers in South East Asia.”

“We do not control our suppliers and manufacturers or 
their business, and they may not comply with our guidelines or 
applicable law.”

“We directly and actively manage every step of our 
product development and production process to ensure that 
our extremely high quality standards are met.”

“… we do not own or license the intellectual property 
rights for the underlying fabric technology, fabrics treatments 
or fabrics. Our ability to obtain intellectual property protection 
for our products is therefore limited.”

Is it really “proprietary” if 
they disclose the secret 
mix on their website?

Other suppliers license 
SILVADUR as well.

Mainly Asian-based 
suppliers and 

production, like 
most other apparel 

companies.

FIGS can’t decide 
how much it 
“controls” 

production.

No ownership of 
fabric intellectual 

property.

https://help.wearfigs.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049492693-What-is-FIONx-
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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Social Awareness And Philanthropy In The Scrubs 
Industry Is Not Unique To FIGS

Source: Careismatic Brands website, 

FIGS’ Threads for Threads program has long been a central theme in its feel-good, societal-impact marketing 
message. However, we find that it is certainly not a point of differentiation between scrubs suppliers anymore. Many 
competitors are also giving back the community.

Careismatic Brands Other Brands

Koi Cares Webpage

Jaanuu Cares Webpage

Care + Wear Giving Back Webpage

Barco Nightingales’ Foundation Webpage

https://www.careismatic.com/social-responsibility/
https://www.koihappiness.com/koicares/
https://www.jaanuu.com/jaanuucares
https://www.careandwear.com/pages/who-we-are
https://www.barcouniforms.com/barcosnightingales/
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Premium DTC Competitor Jaanuu is Gaining 
Resources and Momentum

Source: Businesswire, Google Trends

Founded in 2012 by pediatrician Neela Sethi and her brother, Jaanuu is also a DTC seller of premium scrubs. While 
perhaps lacking the savvy marketing of FIGS in its early years, Jaanuu receives high marks for its scrubs. More 
importantly, the Company has now raised over $100 million, and YoY change in search interest has exceeded that 
of FIGS over the past six months (admittedly off a smaller base). We believe it would be careless for investors to 
underestimate the potential for Jaanuu to take share in the premium segment of the market.

Jaanuu Recent Financing Recent Google Trends Search Momentum: 
“Figs scrubs” versus “Jaanuu scrubs”

Rolling 13-Week Average YoY Change Since 2020

Google Trends data shows clear outperformance for Jaanuu since the Fall of 2021. Moreover, search trends over the 
past three months have remained strong for Jaanuu, while those for FIGS have largely fallen below 10% YoY growth.

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220111005475/en/Eurazeo-Invests-75-Million-in-Jaanuu-a-Premium-High-Growth-Medical-Apparel-Brand
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=figs%20scrubs,jaanuu%20scrubs
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FIGS’ Influencer Marketing Has Risks

Source: BrandMentions.com

“On Instagram, our primary platform, 
we have on average doubled our 
number of followers year over year 
since our launch and have a four-
year follower growth rate of over 
2,400%. Today, we have over half a 
million followers on Instagram, 
which is almost twice the number of 
followers of our nearest competitor.”

We question both the ethics and the long-term prospects of FIGS’ ambassador program, whereby the Company 
gives away free product to hundreds of attractive healthcare professionals who then promote the brand on 
Instagram. While we don’t begrudge healthcare workers their social media freedom, we do believe that healthcare 
professionals hocking products jeopardizes their status as trusted professionals. Moreover, while FIGS emphasizes 
they don’t pay their ambassadors, the combination of free product and emergence of more lucrative influencer side-
hustle opportunities means the ambassadors are far from objective. Finally, we find the “hot sexy nurse” positioning 
as one that may have limited or only transitory appeal.

FIGS Instagram Disclosure in IPO 
Prospectus YoY Change in #wearfigs Tags on Instagram From BrandMentions.com

#wearfigs mentions on Instagram 
have declined YoY every month since 

July 2021
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We Believe FIGS Underemphasizes The Importance 
of Its Paid Digital Marketing Efforts

Source: dot.LA interview, FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, Building a Consumer Brand at The Rise of the Female Entrepreneur 2019, FIGS Q3 2021 Earnings Call Transcript, Similarweb

“Our digital-centric performance marketing efforts are designed to 
drive customers from awareness to consideration to conversion. 
These efforts include retargeting, paid search and product 
listing advertisements, paid social media advertisements, 
search engine optimization, personalized email and mobile 

push notifications through our app.”

“Social networks are important as a source of new customers
and as a means by which to connect with existing customers, and 

such importance may be increasing.”

While we acknowledge FIGS has strong brand awareness, we believe the Company understates its reliance on 
social media. The Company’s S-1 disclosures suggest that FIGS continues to maintain a major digital marketing 
program to drive customer acquisition. We believe management’s hyperbole seems misplaced.

Spear Quotes On Low Reliance on Digital Marketing FIGS Marketing Disclosure in IPO Prospectus

Spear on Q3 
2021 

Earnings 
Call

November 
10, 2021

“Over 60% of our traffic is organic, nonpaid. 
We’re not reliant on the Facebooks and the 
Googles of the world, although they are 
incredible partners.”

Spear on 
dot.LA

June 25, 
2021

“What we've proven is that as we scale, we've 
been able to decrease our customer acquisition 
cost by 61% over the last two years because we 
never were reliant on Facebook and Google 
digital marketing. We actually built the brand 
the right way.”

Spear at 
“Building a 
Consumer 

Brand at The 
Rise of the 

Female 
Entrepreneur 

2019”

“Facebook is an evil you have to learn to 
partner with. I’m at Facebook every month… 
Make the most of it. If you’re ignoring 
Facebook you’re doing it wrong… We created 
the medical influencer… Facebook was really 
cheap for us, but it’s getting more expensive.”

Similarweb Data For Wearfigs.com

https://dot.la/figs-ceo-2653540107.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8S6JLXt0iww
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4468204-figs-inc-figs-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://www.similarweb.com/website/wearfigs.com/#social-media


We Believe The FIGS Brand Has 
Already Been Tarnished
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How Does This Happen At FIGS?

Source: NBC News, WWD

In October 2020, FIGS released a video ad that featured a woman in neon pink scrubs reading a book called 
“Medical Terminology for Dummies” while holding it upside down. As the camera zooms in, it reveals the woman is 
wearing a identification badge that says “DO”, for doctor of osteopathic medicine (available here). The Company 
was slammed on social media for being highly disrespectful to DOs and exhibiting extreme gender bias. Followers 
on Twitter noted that the Company had a history of sexist and misogynistic ads. 

Brenna Hohl, a first-year medical student in Lillington, North Carolina, said "the disrespect for female physicians and DOs 
exhibited in the ad is unforgivable. Not only did it offend female DOs, but it is also extremely disrespectful toward any 
woman working in the healthcare field.”

Marie Thigpen, a neonatologist in North Carolina, said it was "shameful.”

Cara Norvell, a doctor of osteopathic medicine in Dallas, said she hoped the company's founders "will gain access to a book 
called 'Advertising for Dummies.’ She said the ad was extraordinarily "ignorant and disrespectful to DOs.” "I’ll be looking 
elsewhere and making sure everyone is aware what a waste of money purchasing your product would be," she said.

Laura Kehrberg, a physician in Golden Valley, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis, said in an interview that many doctors in 
Facebook groups she is a part of are "incensed" by the ad. "You’ve pissed off far too many female physicians," she 
wrote in a Facebook comment. "Only 'dummies' would forget that easily...and I promise you...this group of women isn't that 
dumb."

The controversy led to the creation of #boycottfigs on Twitter.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/figs-maker-scrubs-apologizes-insensitive-ad-targeting-osteopathic-doctors-n1243228
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/figs-scrubs-sexist-ad-controversy-update-brand-changes-aoa-donation-1234636412/
https://twitter.com/HOHL_inone/status/1316040559308439564?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1316040559308439564%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbcnews.com%2Fnews%2Fus-news%2Ffigs-maker-scrubs-apologizes-insensitive-ad-targeting-osteopathic-doctors-n1243228
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23boycottfigs&src=typed_query&f=top
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We Believe The “Apology” Fell Short

Source: NBC News, FIGS Twitter

Excerpt From FIGS Initial Tweet

FIGS tried to downplay the controversy in two now-deleted tweets before issuing a more lengthy apology. We 
believe the FIGS response was tone deaf and shows a complete lack of accountability and customer perspective.

"A lot of you guys have pointed out an 
insensitive video we had on our site 
— we are incredibly sorry for any hurt 
this has caused you, especially our 
female DOs (who are amazing!). 
FIGS is a female founded company 
whose only mission is to make you 
guys feel awesome. We dropped the 
ball and Kerber [sic] we are so sorry. 
We love you guys and we’ll always 
listen to what you have to say!"

Excerpt From FIGS Formal Apology

Nothing suggests sincerity more 
than excessive exclamation marks!

Obviously a well crafted and 
thoughtful response…

They’ve “asked” the question? 
What about actually answering it?

The “processes” failed, not the 
people in charge; no accountability

Do they really need “advisors from 
the healthcare community”

A healthcare professional at every 
photoshoot? That sounds absurd, 
expensive, and not a great use of 
these “awesome humans’” time?

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/figs-maker-scrubs-apologizes-insensitive-ad-targeting-osteopathic-doctors-n1243228
https://twitter.com/wearfigs/status/1316445362987565057
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FIGS Pays Off The American Osteopathy 
Association, And Spins It As Charity

Source: AOA statement, FIGS 2020 Impact Report

FIGS came under intense pressure from the American Osteopathy Association, and the Twittersphere noted the 
Company’s quick donation of $100,000 to the AOA came only after AOA CEO Dr. Kevin Klauer threatened FIGS 
with a defamation lawsuit.

Excerpt From AOA Statement on FIGS Excerpt From FIGS 2020 Impact Report

We found FIGS’ characterization of their $100,000 donation to 
the AOA particularly amusing. Way to try to turn an internal 

snafu into an ESG talking point.

https://thedo.osteopathic.org/2020/10/aoa-statement-regarding-offensive-figs-ad/
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0139/8942/files/FIGS_Impact_Report_2020.pdf?v=1617313468
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Employee and Analyst Commentary Suggests 
Tangible Brand Damage

Source: Tegus, Glassdoor, Goldman Sachs Research FIGS report dated 6/21/2021

Nov 24, 2021 and 
Aug 10, 2022 – Sales 
Manager on Tegus

“I think like 6,000 people wrote in with complaints…And I lost big customers because they were like 
“we absolutely cannot purchase from people who don't support DOs…”

“Other clients were reaching out and they said we love working with you, but we cannot support a 
company that does not support women DOs or women in medicine in general. So I started losing 
massive, massive customers. And I started to complain, and I was like, listen, like I don't know what we're 
going to do to come back from this, like how do we fix this…Like I feel like this is the dumbest thing that 
I've ever seen. I can't believe they made a mistake like this.”

Jan 21, 2021 - Anonymous 
Employee on Glassdoor

“Now look up the bad press from a disastrous ad campaign. In most companies, the person responsible 
would be fired. At Figs, they got a promotion to SVP.”

Jan 30, 2021 - Customer 
Experience Associate on 

Glassdoor

“The CX team has to deal with all of the negative aspects of the customer experience with FIGS, 
especially any mistakes made by all of the other teams. Example: The DO debacle. CX received so many 
complaints and we deal with all of the backlash.”

We believe investors underestimate the importance of this episode, both because it occurred before the IPO and 
because the Company continued to post strong results. Beyond the insights it provides about FIGS management, 
the controversy seemingly ensured some portion of the FIGS target customer base will never buy its products.

Former Employee Comments Regarding Ad Controversy

Goldman Sachs Research Risk Factor

https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/FIGS-CA-Reviews-E2146707.htm


We Believe FIGS’ Business 
Momentum Is Deteriorating: 
A Curse For Retail “Growth” Stocks
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Despite What Management Says, We Believe FIGS 
Was A Pandemic Beneficiary

Source: dot.la interview, Spruce Point research, Tegus

In a 2021 interview, Spear stated, “We've grown the company every year by 100% year-over-year…It wasn't a 
COVID dynamic, if you will.” However, we beg to differ, as there were clear business drivers that made the 
pandemic a uniquely positive event for FIGS. Former employees seem to agree with us.

Pandemic Business Drivers For FIGS

• Online shopping exploded
• Scrubs are a non-discretionary item; mask sales, in particular, drove increased online traffic
• Healthcare workers, in particular, worked longer hours, making online purchases more convenient
• Healthcare workers were mandated to clean their scrubs more often, increasing wear and required sets
• Many healthcare workers that traditionally wore street clothes converted to scrubs (to avoid home 

contamination)
• Workers outside traditional healthcare fields (such as vets, therapists, and dentists) started wearing 

scrubs (to avoid home contamination)
• Physical store visits declined (main competitor and industry leader Strategic Partners is only ~30% DTC)

Former Employee Perspectives on Pandemic Impact on FIGS

Nov 16, 2021 – Former 
Associate on Tegus

“But once the pandemic hit, automatically, it was like everyone has to wear scrubs. You can't wear your 
own clothes. So the business in a way became more successful because of the pandemic.”

May 24, 2021 - Former 
Executive on Tegus

“Any companies that were able to sell face masks were able to generate a ton of traffic to their site during 
this window of time…I think that was one possible reason for their big bump they got.”

Former Executive 
Interviewed By Spruce Point

“But part of me thinks there's a COVID bump still kind of baked into the numbers, and they probably 
benefited more than anyone really, truly realizes from COVID.””

https://dot.la/figs-ceo-2653540107.html
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Google Trends Data Suggests That All Scrubs 
Makers Benefitted From A Pandemic Bump

Source: Google Trends

FIGS’ competitors are all private companies, making financial comparisons difficult. However, Google Trends data 
suggests that all scrubs companies experienced a strong uptick in consumer interest in the early stages of the 
pandemic. It is not surprising that physical retailers Uniform Advantage and Scrubs and Beyond failed to maintain 
elevated levels of search activity given the rapid migration to on-line shopping during this period.

Google Trends Rolling Four-Week Average H1 2020 Search Activity

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
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Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022
Year-Over-Year
Net Revenue -- -- -- -- 172% 58% 41% 43% 26% 21%

International Revenue -- -- -- -- 1303% 324% 149% 100% 59% 18%
Non-Scrubs Revenue -- -- -- -- 218% 60% 13% 63% 81% 70%

End of Period Active Customers -- -- -- -- 121% 79% 58% 44% 31% 26%
Period Net Revenue Per Active Customer -- -- -- -- 23% -12% -10% -1% -4% -4%
Average Order Value -- -- -- -- 9% 17% 3% 16% 16% 6%
ROAS (Net Revenue / Marketing Spend) -- -- -- -- 84% -10% -13% 12% -11% -10%
Quarter-Over-Quarter
Net Revenue 101% 13% 24% -3% 16% 2% 25% -14% 11%

International Revenue 384% 46% 57% 26% 46% -14% 26% 0% 8%
Non-Scrubs Revenue 98% 72% 14% -18% -1% 22% 65% -10% -6%

End of Period Active Customers 34% 22% 18% 15% 8% 7% 7% 5% 4%
Net Customer Additions 186% -12% -3% 2% -37% -3% 7% -30% -6%
Period Net Revenue Per Active Customer 50% -7% 6% -16% 7% -5% 17% -18% 6%
LTM Net Revenue Per Active Customer 4% 3% 1% 3% 1% 0%
Average Order Value -4% 13% -2% 3% 3% -1% 11% 3% -6%
ROAS (Net Revenue / Marketing Spend) 67% 3% -8% 16% -19% 0% 19% -8% -18%

Red indicates a sequential decline in metric
Green indicates a sequential improvement in metric

Most FIGS Key Business Metrics Have Rolled Over In 
H1 2022. We Believe This Is A Harbinger of Multiple 
Compression For A High-Growth Retail Stock Like FIGS

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/12/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 11/10/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 5/12/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

Not surprisingly, we find that FIGS’ pandemic-driven business momentum is normalizing. We note that most key 
business metrics deteriorated on YoY and/or QoQ bases through much of 2021. We believe it is notable that 
revenue in two highly touted growth areas, international and non-scrubs products, have seen sharp reductions in 
growth rates.

Period-Over-Period Change in FIGS Key Business Metrics

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021001366/figs-20210630.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021004094/figs-20210930.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022009721/figs-20220331.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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We Get Suspicious When Management Teams Say They 
Are Different, Especially With Limited Operating History

Source: FIGS Q3 2021 earnings call, FIGS Q4 2021 earnings call, FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/12/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 11/10/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q 
filed 5/12/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

We question management’s strong statements regarding its profitability given both the Company’s limited operating 
history (only about six quarters of meaningful profitability under historically positive conditions) and the apparent 
quarterly volatility.

FIGS IPO 
Prospectus

“As a successful DTC brand with a highly 
effective merchandising model, we benefit from 
structurally advantaged product margins.”

Lawrence 
on Q3 2021 
Earnings 

Call
November 
10, 2021

“We do have structurally advantaged margins.”

Turenshine 
on Q4 2021 
Earnings 

Call March 
8, 2022

“We remain confident in our ability to deliver a 
2022 full year adjusted EBITDA margin rate in 
line with our long-term target of 20-plus percent, 
which is truly amazing…”

“our free cash flow is truly unique.”

“Our business model coupled with the best-in-
class team have enabled us to deliver a unique 
financial profile.”

FIGS Statements on Margin Model FIGS Reported Adjusted EBITDA Margins

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4468204-figs-inc-figs-q3-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript?source=content_type%3Areact%7Csection%3ATranscripts%7Csection_asset%3ATranscripts%7Cfirst_level_url%3Asymbol%7Cbutton%3ATitle%7Clock_status%3ANo%7Cline%3A6
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4493941-figs-inc-figs-ceo-heather-hasson-on-q4-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript?source=content_type%3Areact%7Csection%3ATranscripts%7Csection_asset%3ATranscripts%7Cfirst_level_url%3Asymbol%7Cbutton%3ATitle%7Clock_status%3ANo%7Cline%3A5
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021001366/figs-20210630.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021004094/figs-20210930.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022009721/figs-20220331.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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We Believe FIGS Has Touted Its Declining CAC Based On 
A Non-Transparent Definition of Marketing Expenses

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21

FIGS Marketing Expense Disclosure FIGS’ Disclosed CAC in May 2021 IPO Prospectus

FIGS has repeatedly touted its declining customer acquisition cost (CAC). FIGS’ stated definitions of Marketing 
expense and its calculation of CAC both account for the major components of Marketing expense: performance 
marketing and brand marketing. However, FIGS clearly excludes some Marketing expense from its CAC calculation.

“Marketing expenses consist primarily of online 
performance marketing costs, such as retargeting, paid 

search and product listing advertisements, paid social media 
advertisements, search engine optimization, personalized 

email and mobile push notifications through our app. 
Marketing expenses also include our spend on brand 

marketing channels, including billboards, podcasts, 
commercials, photo and video shoot development, expenses 
associated with our Ambassador Program and other forms 

of online and offline marketing.”

FIGS CAC Definition

“We define customer acquisition cost, or CAC, as 
performance and brand marketing expense attributable 

to both new customer acquisition and repeat customer 
retention in a period divided by the customers acquired 

during that same period.”

As we see on the following page, the marketing expense included in the FIGS CAC metric does not equal the reported 
line item. We are unable to find a clear definition, but we suspect the FIGS metric may exclude payroll expense. 

Why hasn’t FIGS provided an update of this chart/data, 
even for FY 2021, in either its SEC filings or investor 

presentation. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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Using Our Methodology, We Believe FIGS’ CAC Has 
Increased Dramatically Since Its IPO

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/12/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 11/10/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 5/12/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

While we do not have visibility into the expense items FIGS originally excluded from its Customer Acquisition Cost 
(“CAC”) calculation, recalculating CAC using total reported Marketing expense suggests that CAC rose dramatically 
after its IPO and has further exploded in 2022.

CAC Using All Reported Marketing Expense

After May 2021 IPO, the last time 
FIGS disclosed its CAC.

This suggests that the CAC decline FIGS saw in 2020 was likely transitory and driven by pandemic-fueled customer 
additions. FIGS has not reported its own CAC calculation since year-end 2020, but we suspect it has increased 

dramatically, even using the Company’s calculation. Moreover, we believe that calculating CAC using total reported 
marketing expense provides a more accurate picture for investors, both because it enhances transparency and 

because the practical reality is that all payroll and other expense in the marketing line item are ultimately meant to 
facilitate customer acquisition. Ignoring payroll prevents a normalization across companies with a different mix of 

customer acquisition activities.

?
FIGS failed to disclose 
its hand-crafted CAC 

metric in its 2021 10-K, 
thus moving from a 

lack of transparency to 
limiting disclosure 

altogether.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021001366/figs-20210630.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021004094/figs-20210930.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022009721/figs-20220331.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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FIGS’ Earnings Quality Has Deteriorated In 2022

FIGS’ financial profile appears tenuous as its operating cash flow has turned negative. Moreover, days inventory 
outstanding have risen 58% since year end 2021, and inventory purchase obligations have nearly doubled since Q1 
from $36 million to $67 million. In fact, inventory purchase obligations to LTM sales reached a new reporting high. 

FIGS’ Deteriorating Cash Flow Profile And Growing Inventory Challenges

($ in mm) Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022

Revenue $32 $64 $77 $90 $87 $101 $103 $129 $110 $122 

LTM Revenues $263 $318 $355 $381 $420 $443 $464 

Reported Net Income $4 $14 $19 $12 $11 ($41) $7 $13 $9 $5 

Cash Flow From Operations ($1) $25 ($1) ($1) $16 $17 $20 $14 ($8) ($19)

Margins
Reported Net Income 13% 22% 25% 13% 13% (40%) 7% 10% 8% 4%

Cash Flow From Operations (3%) 39% (2%) (1%) 18% 16% 19% 11% (7%) (15%)

Earnings Quality
CFO > Net Income No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Balance Sheet Metrics
Days Inventory Outstanding(1) NA NA NA 175 237 211 228 205 292 324

Inventory Purchase Obligations $34 $18 $21 $38 $42 $36 $67 

% of LTM Sales 12.9% 5.7% 6.0% 10.1% 10.0% 8.1% 14.5%

1) DIOs = (Ending Quarterly Inventory / Ending Quarterly COGS) * (days in quarter)

Source: FIGS 424B filed 5/28/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/12/21, FIGS 10-Q filed 11/10/21, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 5/12/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021001366/figs-20210630.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017021004094/figs-20210930.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000095017022009721/figs-20220331.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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FIGS DIOs Are Large And Growing 
Faster Than Peers

FIGS’ days inventory outstanding (DIOs) are high on an absolute basis compared with its DTC peers, and also grew 
above industry average over the prior year. 

Recent Quarterly Days Inventory Outstanding Among DTC Peers

Company (Ticker) Recent 
Quarter End

DIO 
Quarter, 1 Year Ago

DIO
Recent Quarter YoY Growth

FIGS, Inc (FIGS) June 211 324 54%
Allbirds (BIRD) June 223 223 0%
lululemon (LULU) May 127 156 23%
Revolve (RVLV) June 107 148 38%
Honesty Co. (HNST) June 157 146 -7%
Warby Parker (WRBY) June 79 102 29%
Purple Innovation (PRPL) June 58 81 40%
Stich Fix (SFIX) April 68 69 1%
Hims & Hers Health (HIMS) June 45 68 51%
Brilliant Earth Group (BRLT) June 33 63 91%
1-800-Flowers.com (FLWS) March 38 62 63%
Chewy (CHWY) July 29 37 28%
Wayfair (W) June 2 4 100%
Average 91 114 39%

Source: Canalyst
Note: DIOs = (Ending Quarterly Inventory / Ending Quarterly COGS) * (days in quarter)
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Significant Inventory Growth Will Make Achieving 
High Margin Expectations Difficult

Spruce Point observes an alarming departure between revenue growth and inventory growth, which is often a 
harbinger of material margin compression in the future. 

Despite Rapid Inventory Growth, With Revenue Growth Decreasing, 
The Street Projects Substantial EBITDA Margin Leverage

Source: FIGS financials Source: Bloomberg 

 -
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Q4-2021 FY2021 Q1-2022 Q2-2022

Revenue Growth YoY Inventory Growth YoY

Quarter EBITDA 
Margin

2022 Q2A 9.9%

2022 Q3E 18.5%

2022 Q4E 25.8%

2023 Q1E 30.9%
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Employment Insights Indicate Stalled Growth

In contrast to the perception that FIGS is a hypergrowth company on the verge of rapid global expansion into every 
country, we find evidence that its global headcount growth is stalling, and just twenty eight domestic job openings 
exist. In addition, FIGS Chief Product Officer recently left in July 2022 according to her LinkedIn profile.(1)

Insights Into FIGS Headcount And Hiring Show Stagnation Only 28 Job Openings, All Domestic

Flat Headcount

YoY Decline

All Domestic

Source: LinkedIn Premium Source: FIGS Career Website as of 8/29/22

1) Karen Pornillos LinkedIn profile

https://www.wearfigs.com/pages/careers
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karen-pornillos-5a2999a/


We See 45% - 60% Downside Risk 
To FIGS Share Price
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FIGS Still Trades At Approximately 
4x 2022E Revenue

Source: Bloomberg, FIGS 10-K filed 3/10/22, FIGS 10-Q filed 8/4/22

The market expects FIGS to continue top-line growth in the mid 20% range while accelerating EBITDA margins. 
As a result, the market ascribes FIGS a rich revenue multiple of approximately 4x. We have shown why we believe 
there is substantial room for multiple compression.

FIGS Valuation Summary

(1) Cover of 10-Q filed 8/4/22, Class A and B

(2) Includes 37.872m options outstanding at $5.24 average exercise price and 3.668m unvested RSUs outstanding

(3) As reported by FIGS, it adds-back stock compensation expense. However, in 2021 FIGS paid actual cash taxes with employee comp programs of $21.6m. Therefore, we 
believe its actual Adj. EBITDA and margin was $81.3 and 19.3%
Estimates from Bloomberg consensus as of 9/6/22

Valuation ($ in mm, except per share figures)

Market Spruce Point Adj

Stock Price $11.04 $11.04

Shares Outstanding (1) 158.8 165.3

Dilutive Shares (2) -- 26.6

Fully Diluted Shares Out. 158.8 190.9

Market Capitalization $1,753 $2,108

Less: Cash ($170) ($170)

Plus: Debt $20 $20

Enterprise Value $1,603 $1,958

Financials and Multiples

($ in mm) 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E

Revenue $110 $259 $420 $514 $650 

YoY Growth 103% 134% 62% 23% 26%

Adj. EBITDA $2 $69 $105(3) $91 $127 

Adj. EBITDA Margin 2% 27% 25% 18% 20%

Multiples (On Spruce   
Point Adj EV)
EV / Revenue 17.8x 7.6x 4.7x 3.8x 3.0x

EV / Adj. EBITDA NM 28.4x 18.6x 21.5x 15.4x

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000095017022003380/figs-20211231.htm#item_7_managements_discussion_and_analys
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1846576/000162828022021082/figs-20220630.htm
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Financial Data Services Materially 
Understate FIGS’ Share Count And Market Cap

Source: Yahoo! Finance

FIGS’ fully diluted market cap is approximately $400 million higher than represented on financial data sites, as each 
exclude 6.5 million class B shares and the massive dilutive effect of FIGS’ 38 million options and 3.7 million 
unvested RSUs.

Yahoo! Finance Bloomberg

Disclosures From FIGS

Source: Bloomberg

Source: FIGS 10-Q

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/FIGS/key-statistics?p=FIGS
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001846576/6f79ad17-bfd6-4695-8f72-c90d17b9324c.pdf
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FIGS Trades At A Material Premium To Even The 
Highest Quality Brands And DTC Leaders

Source: Bloomberg

Even recognizing that FIGS is projected to grow sales 26% in 2022, it still carries a substantial premium to peers 
despite our documented concerns around management and its exaggerated financial reporting. 

$ in millions, except per share figures

Stock Adj 2022E Sales Earnings
Dual-Class Price Ent. Gross Capex OCF EBITDA Growth Growth   EV / Sales EV / EBITDA

Name (Ticker) Stock 9/6/2022 Value Margin Margin Margin Margin '22E-'23E '22E-'23E 2022E 2023E 2022E 2023E

lululemon (LULU) No $327.81 $42,384 56.6% 7.8% 15.0% 25.6% 15.7% 16.3% 5.5x 4.7x 21.2x 18.4x

Revolve Group (RVLV) No $24.48 $1,606 54.5% 0.5% 6.8% 7.5% 12.1% 31.3% 1.5x 1.5x 19.8x 15.8x

Torrid (CURV) No $5.27 $1,138 37.1% 2.6% 11.2% 15.0% 1.1% -4.0% 0.9x 0.4x 5.7x 6.0x

Lands' End (LE) No $10.29 $737 40.6% 2.1% 1.2% 6.0% 6.0% 50.8% 0.5x 0.2x 7.6x 6.5x

1-800-Flowers (FLWS) Yes $6.73 $702 37.4% 3.0% 2.9% 5.1% 1.1% -59.4% 0.3x 0.2x 7.9x 8.5x

Brilliant Earth (BRLT) Yes $6.83 $590 51.7% 2.0% 9.9% 8.2% 26.8% 83.5% 1.3x 1.1x 15.4x 9.3x

Stitch Fix (SFIX) Yes $5.10 $496 44.4% 2.3% 1.9% -0.8% 3.5% 20.6% 0.2x 0.3x NM NM

Solo Brands (DTC) Yes $4.20 $596 63.5% 1.3% 16.0% 16.0% 17.0% 7.7% 1.2x 0.5x 7.4x 5.9x

Allbirds (BIRD) Yes $3.92 $375 49.7% 8.2% -23.3% -14.3% 20.1% 23.0% 1.2x 1.6x NM NM

Purple Innovation (PRPL) Yes $2.66 $331 35.5% 6.8% -8.8% -2.1% 9.7% 81.5% 0.6x 0.3x NM 24.6x

Rent The Runway (RENT) Yes $3.79 $333 35.5% 12.0% -19.6% -5.3% 26.7% 12.1% 1.0x 0.6x NM 11.2x

Honest Co (HNST) No $3.78 $322 30.7% 0.5% -8.3% -5.3% 8.3% 36.2% 1.0x 1.0x NM NM

Lulu's Fashion (LVLU) No $6.16 $264 45.7% 0.8% 4.8% 8.7% 18.3% 59.8% 0.6x 0.4x 6.6x 5.3x

Max 63.5% 12.0% 16.0% 25.6% 26.8% 83.5% 5.5x 4.7x 21.2x 24.6x

Average 44.8% 3.8% 0.7% 5.0% 12.8% 27.6% 1.2x 1.0x 11.4x 11.1x
Min 30.7% 0.5% -23.3% -14.3% 1.1% -59.4% 0.2x 0.2x 5.7x 5.3x

FIGS, Inc. (FIGS) Yes $11.04 $1,603 68.4% 1.7% 6.9% 17.7% 26.3% 76.6% 3.1x 2.5x 17.6x 12.6x

  Spruce Point Adjusted Yes $11.04 $1,958 50.5% 1.7% 5.0% 15.0% 20.0% 13.2% 3.9x 3.2x 25.8x 21.5x
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FIGS’ Management And Major Investors Have Been 
Large Sellers

Source: FIGS SEC filings including Form 4 stock sales
Note: Stock sale prices for the IPO and Sept 21 
secondary are net of fees 

We estimate Tulco and FIGS’ founders have sold nearly $1.5 billion in stock since October 2020. Early backer 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Public School Retirement System also disposed of its entire 7.0% pre-IPO stake 
quickly after the IPO. Its CIO James Grossman Jr. named in FIGS prospectus departed from his job amidst a 
federal probe by the US Attorney's Office in the Eastern District of PA.(1) FIGS founders have used their cash 
windfalls to purchase separate LA mansions totaling $80 million (Hasson: $57m / Spear: $22m).  

Founder and Tulco Share Sales
Hasson Spear Tulco Total

$ in mm Date Price Shares Sold Value Share Sold Value Share Sold Value Share Sold Value

Secondary 10/23/20 $8.55 Not Disclosed 57.0 $487.8

IPO 5/26/21 $20.68 -- -- -- -- 25.7 $531.6 25.7 $531.6

Secondary 9/15/21 $38.84 2.4 $94.0 1.5 $57.0 6.4 $247.3 10.3 $398.3

Open Market 11/15/21 $34.29 0.1 $2.6 0.1 $3.1 -- -- 0.2 $5.6

Open Market 11/29/21 $32.79 0.0 $0.1 0.0 $0.1 -- -- 0.0 $0.2

Open Market 12/2/21 $30.60 0.1 $2.2 0.1 $2.6 -- -- 0.2 $4.8

Total 2.6 $98.8 1.6 $62.8 32.1 $778.9 93.3 $1,428.3

1) “PennPSERS CIO, executive director to depart 
amid federal probe”, PIOnline.com, Nov 18, 2021 Source: ‘FIGS Founders Pay Nearly $80M for L.A. Mansions”, Dirt.com

Founders 
Purchase 

Two 
Mansions 
For $80M 

Total

https://www.pionline.com/pension-funds/pennpsers-cio-executive-director-depart-amid-federal-probe
https://www.dirt.com/gallery/moguls/fashion/heather-hasson-trina-spear-house-los-angeles-brentwood-1203559673/
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Broker Recommendation Price Target

Oppenheimer Outperform $22.00

Guggenheim Buy $20.00

Telsey Outperform $17.00

Raymond James Strong Buy $15.00

Credit Suisse Outperform $15.00

Piper Sandler Overweight $15.00

Barclays Overweight $15.00

Morgan Stanley Equal / In-Line $11.00

Cowen Market Perform $10.00

Goldman Sachs Sell $7.50
Keybanc Sector Weight --

Average Price Target $14.75
% Upside From Current +34%

FIGS Stock Promoters Are Mixed

Source: Bloomberg research

A majority of the FIGS stock promoters are bullish  and on average see 34% upside from the current price. 
In fact, FIGS is currently trading above the three most skeptical analyst price targets. Goldman Sachs, FIGS lead left 
underwriter, is the most bearish and forecasting 32% downside. 

64%

27%

9%

Buy Hold Sell

Ratings Distribution

Warning: Goldman Sachs, the 
lead left underwriter is the 
biggest bear on the stock

Source: IPO prospectus

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001846576/000119312521176051/d29047d424b4.htm
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($ in millions, except
per share figures) Low High

2022E Revenue (1) $505 $514

EV / 2022 Revenues 1.5x 2.0x

Enterprise Value $758 $1,028

Plus: Cash $170 $170

Less:  Debt ($20) ($20)

Market Capitalization $907 $1,178

FD Shares Outstanding 190.9 190.9

Implied Stock Price $4.75 $6.17

Current Price $11.04 $11.04

% Downside From Current -57% -44%

We See Over 45% - 60% Downside Risk To FIGS

1) High 2022E revenue estimate is Bloomberg consensus

FIGS trades at a material premium to DTC and retail/apparel peers at approximately 4.0x 2022E revenues. Investors 
appear to be enamored with its 26% projected revenue growth, but we find many other retailers growing this quickly, 
with lower valuations. We believe FIGS will have to sacrifice EBITDA margin – with higher customer acquisition cost 
and marketing spend, if it has a chance to hit its lofty revenue objectives.  Furthermore, we believe FIGS should trade 
at a discount to peers given its dual-class share structure and our documented concerns about its financial reporting, 
transparency, and management structure.  

FIGS Price Target Range
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Final Thought: “Sell The Truth”

Source: YouTube, “Pitching To Investors”, June 2018 and YouTube, FIGS Scrubs, Jan 2019

Trina Spear “I grew up in Miami. You gotta be a hustler a little bit when you grow up in Miami.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOqV9U8JCvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2U3ieosO8Dg


Appendix:
The Evidence Behind Accusations of 
False Claims by FIGS is Compelling
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We Reference Records From The Strategic Partners 
(SPI) Lawsuit With Appropriate Caveats

Launched in February 2019 and amended multiple times, Strategic Partners (SPI, now named Careismatic Brands) filed 
suit against FIGS alleging false advertising in violation of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a); unfair business 

practices in violation of Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200; untrue and misleading advertising in violation of Cal. Bus. & 
Prof. Code § 17500; intentional interference with prospective economic relations; conversion; breach of fiduciary duty; 

and aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty. FIGS has denied the allegations and is defending its case. 
In assessing some elements of our thesis, we rely, in part, on documentation surfaced as part of this lawsuit.

We openly acknowledge that this case remains unsettled in the courts (trial is scheduled for October 2022). However, 
we assume that some, if not most, investors have failed to thoroughly review the claims made by SPI, perhaps 

accepting unquestioningly the FIGS narrative that the lawsuit amounts to a disrupted incumbent simply seeking to 
harm an upstart competitor.

The legal case has progressed for three years, so the record is long and complex. We, and most investors, are not 
lawyers. However, we do believe that the case materials include numerous important insights that, while perhaps not 
meeting a specific legal standard, present materially negative information about FIGS management and operations.

The record of this lawsuit contains significant conflicts between the parties as it regards the discovery process. 
Recognizing the case remains unresolved, we believe it relevant to note that SPI accused FIGS on numerous 

occasions of discovery misconduct, and the court has sanctioned FIGS for discovery violations at least twice. 
As recently as September 2021, new information came to light that suggested FIGS withheld material evidence. 

Unfortunately, this new information, including email evidence, has been redacted.

We highlight internal communications and other materials from FIGS that we believe sheds insights into management 
and the Company’s operations, irrespective of the legal matters at issue. The court of investor opinion is not wholly 
bound by the strict parameters imposed on formal legal judgments. Therefore, we publish these materials confident 

that our audience can make their own decisions on their credibility, relevance, and materiality.
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SPI Has Accused FIGS of False Advertising

Source: : Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 179-3 and 193-3, Hasson RXART bio
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

The record indicates that FIGS made two central claims regarding the health-related efficacy of its products. 
Specifically, FIGS claimed that its products: (1) “kill bacteria and infections immediately on contact”; and (2) 
“reducing the spread of bacteria and infection by 66%”

FIGS Brand Book as of August 2017 (Doc 193-3)

FIGS Press Kit from January 2018 (Doc 193-3)Miami Herald 11/1/15 (Doc 179-3)

CURRENT Hasson RXART Bio 

FIGS Key Messaging Document April 2017 (Doc 193-3)

https://rxart.net/board-members/heather-hasson/
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FIGS Has Claimed That The Use of SILVADUR Was 
One Basis For Its Antimicrobial Claims

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-6  (1) Inc. Magazine
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

FIGS products incorporate SILVADUR, a polymer technology that contains silver that was produced at the time by 
DuPont. Other scrubs suppliers at the time, including Strategic Partners, incorporated SILVADUR into their 
products, but their claims were less sensational.

Excerpts From Spear Interrogatories, Excluding Lengthy Objections (Document 193-6)

Spear seems to point the finger at Hasson as being the 
FIGS employee accountable for the interpretation of 

SILVADUR’s technical capabilities.

Hasson Inc. interview about dropping out of pre-med(1)

“Medicine wasn't my strength, so I went into design.”

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
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However, SILVADUR Brand Guidelines Suggest FIGS 
Overstated Its Capabilities

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-3
Note: Red emphasis and yellow highlight Spruce Point

Although SILVADUR does have some antimicrobial properties, claims that it kills “germs, bacteria, virus(s) or 
pathogens” are not approved claims according to its product literature.

SILVADUR Brand Guidelines
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In Addition, An SPI Expert Testified That FIGS Scrubs Do 
Not Have The Antimicrobial Properties Claimed

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 219-6
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Skip Palenik, a materials analysis expert on behalf of SPI, testified that the test used by FIGS to support its 
antimicrobial claim is inadequate to test whether bacteria is killed “on contact.” Using an alternative test method, 
Palenik determined that FIGS scrubs contain virtually no silver and could not kill bacteria “on contact” as claimed.

Sworn Testimony of Materials Analysis Expert Skip Palenik
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FIGS Management Also Appears To Have Embraced A 
General Conclusion Regarding The Use of Scrubs As A 
Specific FIGS Product Attribute

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-6, Wall Street Journal
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Regarding the 66% reduction in HAI claim, one reference FIGS provided was a study in a 2009 Wall Street Journal 
article. However, that study’s conclusions related simply to the benefits of wearing scrubs (and thus had nothing to 
do with FIGS scrubs specifically) and seems less relevant upon reading the entire reference (below).

Excerpts From Spear Interrogatories, Excluding Lengthy Objections (Document 193-6)

Spear points to Hasson as being the FIGS employee 
accountable for the interpretation of studies regarding 

the 66% reduction in HAIs.

Wall Street Journal Article “Hospital Scrubs Are a Germy, Deadly Mess” 1/8/2009 Excerpt

“Across the pond, a British study found that one-third of medical personnel did not launder their uniforms before coming to 
work. One British surgeon who specializes in hip and knee replacements reduced postoperative infections by two-thirds at her 
hospital by protecting patients from contaminated uniforms. Before approaching any patient's bed, nurses put on disposable, 
clear plastic aprons that were pulled off rolls like dry cleaning bags. Each one costs a nickel. In response to this evidence and 
public outrage over infections, the cash-strapped British National Health Service is providing nurses with hospital-laundered 
"smart scrubs." The smart design includes short sleeves, because long sleeves spread germs from patient to patient.”

A single British surgeon? Should this have been the 
basis for FIGS’ health claims?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB123137245971962641
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In Fact, A FIGS Public Relations Advisor Appears 
Uncomfortable With The 66% HAI Reduction Claim

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-7, LinkedIn
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Internal emails surfaced during discovery indicate Spear also attempted to point to a CDC study to support its 66% 
HAI reduction claim, but an email from the Company’s own public relations firm appears to suggest some 
reservations with the conclusions Spear was attempting draw.

Internal Emails Between FIGS and LUCID PR Firm

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamincooke/
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FIGS Also Claims It Has Done Its Own Independent 
Research To Support Its Claims, But It Has Yet To 
Produce It After Nearly Three Years of Discovery

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 115-2 and 193-3
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Launch 
Pad, from 

Penn 
Wharton 
Entrepre-
neurship, 
entitled

“Karl Ulrich 
talks with 

Trina Spear, 
Founder of 

FIGS”

“What we’ve done with Project CURE we’ve been 
able to, uh, identify actually how much we’ve been 
able to reduce the infection rate in the areas that 
we’re in. And after the first study that we did with 
them it was 66% reduction in the spreading of 
infection, uh, from doctor to patient and back, 
which was a really amazing thing and a really big 
deal that we are very proud of.”

FIGS has stated that it has conducted its own research studies on the issue. Despite years of legal maneuvers and 
debate regarding discovery, FIGS has yet to produce copies of its own research. The trail seems to end with an 
email in which Spear states she has “the study”.

Emails Between Spear and SeyfriedSpear Comment on FIGS Study
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Email Traffic Provides An Example of How FIGS 
Crafted Its Antimicrobial Messaging

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-3, Tegus
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Not only does FIGS reference third party studies that it has yet to produce in discovery, but it also extends its 66% HAI 
reduction claim as applicable to all the scrubs it has donated as part of its Threads For Threads program, thus taking 

credit for decreasing infection rates around the globe. 

SPI alleges FIGS made exaggerated representations regarding its products’ antimicrobial properties, at times failing 
to definitively respond to requests for scientific support for its claims. In the exchange below, a legitimate request for 
proof of effectiveness is answered with the generic 66% HAI reduction claim from the WSJ article.

Customer Inquiry Regarding Antimicrobial Properties and Spear Response

Nov 24, 2021 – Former 
Manager on Tegus

“They claim that their fabrics are antimicrobial. And I feel like the fabrics aren't like antimicrobial.”
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FIGS Claims To Revere Medical Professionals, So Why 
Would They Put Them At Risk With Allegedly 
False Claims?

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 193-3
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

In Spear’s interrogatories, FIGS claims that healthcare professionals would understand that the its products’ 
antimicrobial properties were limited, despite the Company’s marketing claims otherwise. Unfortunately, message 
traffic received by FIGS customer service representatives suggests its customers had real questions about it.

Product Questions Submitted by Customers Regarding 
Health Claims (Document 193-3)

Excerpts From Spear Interrogatories, Excluding 
Lengthy Objections (Document 193-6)

Just our opinion, but it strikes us as irresponsible that 
FIGS would make health claims that impact the health 

and safety of its customers based on such limited 
evidence and the presumption that customers could 
properly discount the Company’s marketing claims.
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FIGS Withdrew Its Health-Related Claims in 2019, 
After SPI Filed Its Lawsuit

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 204-7, LinkedIn
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

While it can be argued that the withdrawal of its 
health claims did not hurt FIGS’ growth 

momentum, we believe: (1) that resolution of the 
case in SPI’s favor could damage the FIGS 

brand, (2) that FIGS’ constant narrative of caring 
for its healthcare customers is now in question, 
and (3) it provides an example of a management 
team willing to behave in aggressive practices.

Recognizing the SPI lawsuit remains outstanding and there can be different interpretations of the record, we believe 
the most important data point is that FIGS withdrew its health claims in 2019, after SPI filed its lawsuit claiming false 
advertising and FIGS hired its first general counsel, Danielle Warner, in May 2019.

Excerpt from FIGS COO Devon Duff Gago Interrogatories

FIGS’ Retraction Seemed to Follow Soon After 
The Hiring of Its First General Counsel

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielle-warner-055a69b/
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SPI Also Claims That FIGS, And Specifically Spear, 
Misappropriated Trade Secrets

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 382-3, 115-2

SPI claims that Spear took confidential information regarding SPI while still employed at Blackstone, which was a 
creditor to the Company. In our opinion, the evidence seems pretty clear, as Spear is on record confirming her 
actions on several occasions, even confirming her knowledge of its confidentiality.

“Miami Hustle Series” 
episode “042: The

FIGS story – Trina Spear 
and making healthcare more 
comfortable for everyone.”

“She [Heather] had just had the idea for it. And I said Scrubs, that's interesting because we 
[Blackstone] were looking to acquire the largest company in the industry. So I had sent Heather 
the like 300 page report that I had worked on and she was like "what is this?" "how do you have 
this?" So it was very fascinating I think for her to see – you know – a lot of information about the market 
and the players that are in the market, not from a primary perspective which is mainly what she was 
working with.”
Source:  here

“Refresh Miami,” interview 
with Trina Spear dated 

April 8, 2018

“I’m in New York, was working at Blackstone. I did a private equity deal in the medical apparel space. 
Random. Sent her [Hasson] all the materials I’d worked on. That can’t leave this room. They are 
super confidential. I will end up somewhere, so, everyone do not Tweet about that . . . So, we talked 
on a Monday. Fly out to LA on a Friday. We start working together. Spent about 6 months. Wait until I get 
my bonus at Blackstone. Liquidate my 401(k). Move to LA. Put all my money into the business.”
Source: here

Launch Pad, from Penn 
Wharton Entrepreneurship, 

entitled
“Karl Ulrich talks with Trina 

Spear, Founder of FIGS”

“So I started my career in finance on Wall Street in CitiGroup in investment banking and private equity. 
And then went to Harvard Business School followed by, um, working at Blackstone. While I was in private 
equity at CitiGroup, I worked on one of the, uh, did diligence on the company, one of the largest 
companies in the space. Uh, learned a lot about it. And felt like there was, you know, they were 
doing so well, and were extremely profitable and had a horrible product and very outdated 
distribution model. Um, and I thought we could do better.” 

Note: Spear has refused to identify the company referenced in this interview.
Source: here

Interview Comments by Spear Regarding Potential Misappropriation of Confidential Documents Regarding SPI

https://mrllp.sharefile.com/share/view/sd715f646572e48f59e69f1e3d438a9e3
https://mrllp.sharefile.com/share/view/sd715f646572e48f59e69f1e3d438a9e3
https://mrllp.sharefile.com/ds81752ed2311644ea974dad7a455adce0
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Spear’s Actions, at the Very Least, Seem Highly 
Unethical

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 115-2

As noted, there is significant debate between the parties as to whether the documents, if they were taken and used 
as Spear has stated, constitutes sufficient foundation for a California Uniform Trade Secrets Act (CUTSA) case. 
However, at the very least, Spear’s actions seem to have violated the Blackstone Code of Ethics.

Blackstone Code of Ethics
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SPI Also Alleges That FIGS Misrepresented Who 
Was On Its Advisory Board in Investor Materials

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 156-2
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

The lawsuit between SPI and FIGS has been marked by contentious debate surrounding discovery. In the course of 
serving subpoenas to FIGS’ purported seven Advisory Board members, SPI discovered that “two were never 
actually on the advisory board, two were ex-boyfriends of FIGS Co-CEO, and one was an elderly mother of a former 
employee.” We believe that, if true as alleged in the legal case, such misrepresentation is highly troubling.

SPI Response to FIGS Discovery Objection Regarding Subpoenas (Document 156-2)
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FIGS’ “Threads for Threads” Program is a Key 
Element of Its Marketing Pitch

Source: FIGS website, Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx document 179-3 (Brandchannel interview)
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

From its start, FIGS has promoted its “Threads for Threads” program. Originally, the Company committed to donate 
a pair of scrubs for every pair sold, but it altered the program in 2017 to provide general philanthropic support. 

FIGS Website

Spear Comments on Threads for Threads

FIGS is not disclosed 
as a public benefit 

corporation in its IPO 
prospectus.

https://www.wearfigs.com/pages/threadsforthreads
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However, the Feel-Good Story Behind “Threads for 
Threads” Has Been Called Into Question by SPI

As part of its false advertising lawsuit against FIGS, SPI alleges that FIGS misrepresented the volume of its 
donations. We note the challenges faced by a start-up giving away half its product and believe FIGS’ responses in 
discovery lack credibility.

Review of FIGS Discovery Regarding History of Threads for Threads Donations

Source: Strategic Partners, Inc. v. FIGS, Inc., et al., case no. 2:19-cv-02286-JWH-KSx documents 193-5, 306-2, 307-2
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point
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Gee, Thanks?

Source: Inc. Magazine

While the volume of FIGS Threads for Threads donations has been questioned, management has openly admitted 
to donating flawed product. This anecdote strikes us as tone deaf and disingenuous. Were these units included in 
the donation totals?

Hasson on Donating Flawed Scrubs to Poor Countries

Hasson in 2018 Inc. 
Interview 

“Our technical designer checked some of the returned pants and figured out that 12,000 pairs had been 
constructed with a women's front sewn to a men's back. That was when we realized we needed a 
quality-control team on the sewing side at all of our factories. We ended up donating the whole lot of 
pants--that was more than $100,000 in inventory.”

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201809/lindsay-blakely/2018-inc5000-figs.html
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